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Finch, Mr. Bernard Boekelmann, and Mr. Emil Liebling 
will be among the contributors to the Bach number. 
Dr. Percy Goetachitis’ admirable article on “ Rhythm ” 
will be concluded in the July number, and Mr. Charles 
Sanford Skilton will contribute an interesting sketch of 
Woldemar Bargiel. 
Musical literature is becoming more and more appre¬ 
ciated as an aid, if not a necessity, to education. There 
is a positive dearth of works covering even the most im¬ 
portant ground. Little by little the gap is being filled 
up. Literature for children on musical topics is very 
scarce. There is really no work published on the lives 
of the great composers brought down to the comprehen¬ 
sion of children. Mr. Tapper, in his forthcoming work, 
“A Child’s Book of the Great Composers,” gives ns 
something of great value. 
The book opens with the story of a wonderful cloth of 
gold, on which, by a device, the great composers are 
seen in their daily life. Many other pictures come on 
the cloth of gold, from which we learn contemporaneous 
history. The young reader will snrely become a friend 
of “ Annette ” and of the boy. The drummer and his 
brother will be a constant delight. 
The work will be issued during the summer, and, as 
usual with all important works, we give an opportunity 
to our patrons to purchase at nominal rates by subscrib¬ 
ing in advance. We will send the book, when issued, 
for only 50 cents, if the order is given now and cash 
accompanies it. Those having good open accounts may 
have the amount charged, but in that case postage is 
also charged. 
Thk following is a list of the names of teachers ol 
Mason's “Touch and Technic” that have been received 
since the appearance of the May issue. We will con¬ 
tinue these lists from time to time as names accumu¬ 
late. If you use Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” send 
in your name, also the names of any teachers you know 
who are using the Bystem : 
Hannah Halloway, Uuadilla, N. Y. 
E. M. Bracket, Carthage, N. Y. 
Mrs. H. T. Roberts, Arkansas City Conservatory of 
Music, Arkansas City, Ark. 
Mrs. M. A. Rumbley, Arkansas City Conservatory of 
Music, Arkansas City, Ark. 
B. Higbce, Tekoa, Wash. 
Ursuline Nuds, Ursnline Convent, Arcady, Mo. 
Mrs. Ixmise C Beck, Ravenna, Wash. 
Millicent Penfield, Hotel Deep Rock, Oswego, N. Y. 
Mrs. T. 8. Taylor, Clanton, Ala. 
Miss N. E Nichols, Bascoda, Wash. 
Mary H. Roliner, Carroll, In. 
Miss Mabel Martin, 107 Greenwood Ave., Topeka, Kan. 
Mrs. Mabel R. Petersen, Cor. Oregon and Second Ave., 
Dundee, III. 
Mrs. W. B. Thompson, 920 Washington Street, Seattle, 
Wash. 
Mrs. M. G. Lanins, 102 West Third Street, Xenia, O. 
Ida B. Shay, Dublin, N. H. 
Maresh Anthony, 5 Perron Street, Cleveland, O. 
Harriet P. Smith, 313 Broadway, Cambridgeport, Mass. 
Nannie Clavton, 82 L Street, Salt Lake City, U. 
Mrs. T J Reynolds, Blanchard, la. 
Mrs. Sara E. Crow, Idaho Fall, Io. 
Miss Margaretta Stephens, Owen Sound, Ontario, Can. 
Mrs. George C. Stoddart, 9 Newport Ave., Newport, 
R. I. 
Grant Hebron Gleason, Jamestown, N. D. 
Mrs. L. Bowers, 1 Park Ave., Hot Springs, Ark. 
Miss Nellie G. Albright, 503 Wyoming Ave., West Pitte- 
ton. Pa. 
Mrs. F. G. LippeTt, Phrenixville, Pa. 
Mrs. Julia A. Whitcomb, 131 North Hudson Ave., Pasa¬ 
dena. Cal. 
Mrs. Alice J. Read, 932 French Street, S.uita Ana, Cal. 
Martha Gaylord, 002 Fourth Ave., East Oskaloosa, la. 
Ernest C. Smith, Columbiaville, N. Y. 
Mrs. Henry Bass, Ennis, Tex. 
Margaret Kriechbaum, care of Toon College, Terrell, 
Tex. 
DCKINO the past six years Mr. A. J. Goodrich, the 
well-known musical theorist, has been laboring upon a 
new work, entitled “ Theory of Interpretation.” After 
its completion Mr. Goodrich spent a year in revising the 
text and bringing the illustrations np to date. We have 
secured the right to this important work, and it is now 
in the hands of our printer. Like nearly all of Mr. 
THE ETUDE 
Goodrich's works, this book is very thorough and quite 
exhaustive. It begins at the beginning with sonatinas 
and other easy pieces, and leads gradually up to the 
most difficult and artistic compositions. 
The author has not only thought out a multitude of 
points which are practical aids to correct interpretation, 
but he has explained and illustrated them clearly, and 
arranged the sequence of topics in the most logical, pro¬ 
gressive manner. The book contains 380 illustrative 
examples in notation and will contain between 350 and 
400 large pages. The book has no rival. The heading 
of some of the chapters may, in a measure, indicate the 
character of the work. The following are a few of 
them : 
“Measure : Definition and Illustration of ” ; “ Vari¬ 
ous Methods of Punctuating and Phrasing”; “The 
Dance Form: Old Styles; Modern Classic Styles”; 
“Nuance and Ornamentation”; “Themetic, Lyric, 
Harmonic Styles ” ; “Accompaniment”; “Interpre¬ 
tation in General ” ; “ Epochs in Music.” 
The entire manuscript is in the hands of the printer, 
who is under contract to finish it during the summer. 
During the time the book is in the process of making 
it will be on our special offer list. Our special price, be¬ 
fore publication, will be 75 cents, postpaid. Cash must 
accompany order, unless regular patrons wish it charged. 
In that case postage will be extra. It may be of interest 
to those who might hesitate to order the work in ad¬ 
vance to know that over 200 orders have already been 
booked before any public announcement has been made. 
Thebe is no one point concerning which teachers need 
more help than in keeping up a selection of good teach¬ 
ing pieces, adding to what they already have, and keep¬ 
ing in touch with the best new music as soon as it is 
published. The Etude presents several such pieces in 
each issue, and this feature has been of inestimable 
benefit to the teachers among its subscribers. 
Thebe are a great many piano teachers who also do 
more or less teaching of singing. The Etude has a 
practical series of articles by the best writers on the 
voice. The vocal department is a valuable feature of 
the magazine. The Etude also gives the best of vocal 
music in each issue. 
Thebe is little or nothing of value that is new in the 
musical world for the use of teachers or performers but 
finds a place in the advertising pages of The Etude. 
A careful reading of its advertising pages will especially 
repay such teachers as wish to keep up with all that is 
best in the practical part of their work. 
Just at this time we remind you of the diplomas which 
we have for sale—a simple affair, but neat and satisfac¬ 
tory for the purpose. They are finely lithographed on 
parchment paper, 12 x 12 inches, with plenty of space 
at the top to insert the name of the school or teacher, if 
it is desired. The price is 10 cents each. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
regularity of rhythm which are characteristic of the music 
of the Spanish gipsy. A picture to go with it is easy to 
imagine. Perhaps the camp of the nomads is pitched 
deep in the forest, perhaps by the wayside ; the dancers 
are absorbed in the charm of their pursuit; the music 
rings out sharp and clear, and over all flit the shadows 
of the fire. The piece must have plenty of life and 
“go” in its playing. 
“ With the Caravan,” by Richard Ferber, is char- 
acteristically Turkish or Arabian in character, and may 
easily represent the caravan halted for the night in some 
oasis, with the various amusements in full sway. There 
is a sort of barbaric suggestion in rhythm aDd harmony 
that is decidedly picturesque; a rising and falling of the 
music that may represent the dancer excited to frenzy 
and ceasing from very exhaustion. 
“ In Green Meadows,” by Merkel, has in it the 
spirit of spring in its freshness and simplicity. If the 
player needs the stimulus of the picturesque, let him 
conceive the idea of a day in the fields, a picnic by the 
river side or on the green slope of the lake side. The 
scenes that fit the title are legion. 
“They Kissed, I Saw Them Do It,” by C. B. 
Hawley, the popular song-writer, is sure to be a favorite. 
It tells a little story, and is just the piece to he enjoyed 
as an encore song or as a lighter number in a recital. 
“The Light of Ages,” by Bevan, is a good exam¬ 
ple of the modern English ballad type, with its broad, 
sustained legato, which gives opportunity for display of 
vocal strength and roundness of tone, and its pure sen¬ 
timent. The accompaniment is simple, and, taking the 
song as a whole, we can recommend it as a useful addi¬ 
tion to a singer’s repertoire. 
“Slumber Song,” by Edward Roeckel, is a most 
charming example of an easy piece that is capable of a 
most artistic rendering. The editor has added special 
directions toward reproducing the expressive content of 
the piece, and we hope that every one of onr readers will 
play this beautiful piece, so sweet and tender in its sim¬ 
plicity, so suggestive of the little one whose lullaby it 
pictures. Even the most advanced player will find it 
worthy his attention. 
HOME NOTES. 
“Alcazar,” by Gautier, is an interesting piece by 
the composer of the popular “ Le Secret.” It will be 
found very attractive for use as a teaching piece or for 
parlor use. The melody is very taking and the rhyth¬ 
mic quality pronounced. The trio is especially rich 
and broad. 
I he Larks,’ by I.escheti/.ky, is one of those pieces 
of salon music of the higher type which call for consider¬ 
able technical proficiency. It is thoroughly adapted to 
the piano, and is fall of poetic grace. It should be 
played with a view to bringing out the swift, smooth, 
upsoaring flight of the larks, and the joyous spirit which 
makes the bird of the early morn a favorite subject for 
poetical figures. 
“Spanish Dance, No. 2,” for four hands, is one of 
the most popular of Moszkowski’s compositions. It has 
all the sensuous verve and abandon and the fascinating ir¬ 
AN interesting organ recital was given, April 3d, in Trtaib 
Church, St. Louis, Mo., by Mr. C. Rupprecht, in honor of the dele¬ 
gates to the Synod of the German Lutheran Church. The program 
numbers were selected from the works of the t rench and oerman 
masters. 
The Music Department of the Greensboro, N. C., Female Colljg* 
held their graduating exercises May 2d. Mr. J. W. Parker e 
director. 
A recital by the pupils of Mr. O. H. Evans was &‘vfn in 
Opera-house, Marysville, Ohio, May 11th. Piano, vocal, vio n, 
’cello numbers were played. 
Mr. Frank L. Eyer, of Greenville, Ohio, gave a very 
recital, in the First Presbyterian Church of that city, areg^lits. 
Mr. Eyer prepared a program of compositions from the r®pre ^ 
tive modern writers for the organ, with biographic no es 
composers and notes on the pieces. 
Miss Mary Fullerton, of the Philadelphia School 0j 
Miss Kate H. Chandler, principal, gave a recital for t ie - 
the Children’s Seaside Association. The program was m 
compositions from Russian composers. ^ 
The Handel Oratorio Society of Rock Island, Ill-. and*r 2-lb 
rectorship of Mr. F. E. Peterson, gave “The Messiah, J*' 
Strauer’s Orchestra, from Davenport, furnishe e 
ments. ^ 
Mr. Charles B. Hawley, of New York City, gaT® 8 The 
able concert, of his own compositions, during the P** n(j chars#* 
program iacluded vocal solos, duets, trios, and quartets, a 
for male and female, as well as mixed voices. 
. / w'iljoB 
Mr. J. Emory Suaw, director of the Music 1)ep“rtnie''inlerejtim 
College, Chambersburg, Pa., has been giving some ve ^ j.^_goBgi 
lecture recitals during the past season. His latest are 
and their Interpretations,” with illustrations from ® 2d, illu*- 
sources, April 2>th, and a lecture on “TannhSuser, ^ 
trated by Btereopticon views and the rendition o t e 
in East O'*0**’ 
Mrs. Clara A. Korn will open a conservatory w co“- 
N. J. Mrs. Korn has been giving'considerable at 
position during the past few years. 
Dr. Henry G. IIaxchf.tt gave a very interesting an» y ^ jgprfl 
forte recital at the Virginia Female Institute, taun 
25th. 
THE ETUDE 
Uynks, of Boston, gave a very successful recital of his 
**■ Motions April 25th. The program included pianoforte, 
°"tTdriolin compositions. At one of the late concerts in San- 
Theater, Harvard University, Mme. Suzanne Adams sang two 
songs by Mr. Lynes. 
T Carl Whitmer, of Harrisburg, Pa., has been elected to 
,be position of director of the Music Department of Stephens' Col¬ 
lege for Women, Columbia, Mo. 
Mb. E«l Liebling gave a recital of compositions by American 
composers at the Milwaukee-Downer College, May 6th. 
Mb. George L. McMillan, of Marshall, Mo., gave a successful 
uptls’ recital May 12th. A program of compositions by the best 
composers shows the kind of work Mr. McMillan is doing. 
Thu Music Department of Tarkio College, Tarkio, Mo., gave the 
usual music festival, May 10th and 11th, three concerts in all. The 
Oratorio Society of 120 members assisted. “The Messiah” and 
■ Samson and Delilah” and “In a Persian Garden” were given. 
Mr. Charles T. H. Mills was the festival director. 
The Choral Union of La Crosse, Wis., fifty-five voices, Mr. George 
Blakely, conductor, gave “ The Holy City,” by Gaul. They were 
assisted by an orchestra of twenty-seven and Mr. Charles Weiss, ac- 
companist. 
The April number of the “ Western Graphic ” of Los Angeles, 
Cal, was a music and art number, giving attention to the work of 
local musicians. It was handsomely illustrated. 
Mb. Charles W. Landon will conduct a summer music school at 
Pallas, Tex., June 14tli to 30th. 
Mr. William E. Snyder, of the Sherwood Piano School, Chicago, 
III, gave a fine recital, May 4th, making liis debut in the city. 
Mr. Walter 0. Wilkinson, of New York, has accepted a posi¬ 
tion as organist and choir-master of All Saints Church, Richmond, 
Va. Mr. Wilkinson has written a number of popular anthems and 
settings of the canticles used in the Episcopal service. 
I have examined your book, ‘‘New Exercises in the 
Constrnctio11 of Melodies,” by Henry Schwing, and find 
that it fills the purpose for which it is intended very 
completely. Harry Rowe Shelly. 
In Praise of Music,” by W. F. Gates, is an admira¬ 
ble collection of gems of musical thought. There is 
something in every page to comfort the teacher, inspire 
the pupil, and uplift the musician into the loftier, yet 
not impractical, atmosphere where he should dwell. It 
should be on the studio table of every teacher. 
Henry B. Roney. 
“ In Praise of Music ” just received. Am delighted 
with it in every way. Fr. Bendel. 
I think very highly of Mr. Gates’ book, “In Praise 
of Music.” There is no other art in existence concern¬ 
ing which so many beantifnl things have been said by 
poets and philosophers and men of learning as our own 
beautiful art of music. I therefore not only congratu¬ 
late you, but am thankful to you that you have brought 
together in such beautiful form so many of these true 
and beautiful expressions concerning it. And yet, after 
all these wise sayings, the art still remains unfathom¬ 
able and unexplained. The wide reading of such a book 
will help the cause of music. 
M. L. Bartlett, Mas. Doc., 
President Dee Moines Musical College. 
The annual concert of the Gilbert School of Music, Kansas City, 
Mr. A. S. Gilbert, director, was held April 28th. The accompani¬ 
ments to the concertos were furnished by Hallet’s Orchestra. 
The Los Angeles Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Mr. 
Harley Hamilton, gave the ninth concert of the season May 2d. 
Los Angeles has had a number of important events lately. Rosen¬ 
thal played there May 1st, Sauer gave two concerts, and a chamber- 
moaic concert was given May 8th. 
Wk have received a program of the graduating exercises of the 
Mosic Department of the Baylor Female College, Beltou, Tex., Mr. 
L. E. Davis, director. Mr. Davis will have seven graduates this 
year. 
Mr. Henry Eames, of the University of Nebraska School of 
Music, has sent us the programs of the graduating class of 1899. He 
iatobe congratulated on the excellent work indicated by these pro¬ 
grams. 
Mr. C. C. Forsyth, of Toronto, Can., gave a pupils’ recital, May 
sth, at the Metropolitan School of Music. 
The Young People’s Singing Club (125 voices) of Boston, Mass., 
‘r' F,,W’ Wodell, director, gave a concert, May 11th, in which 
oven a cantata, “The Rose Maiden,” was the principal feature. 
Miss Anna B. Green, Newport, Vt., gave a pupils’ recital of 
e ‘*8elected compositions May 16th. 
Die Mozart Society of Fiske University, Nashville, Tenn., gave 
.. / )rty*tkird and forty-fourth concerts, May 11th and 12th, two 
»ixt r?aDC€l8 Itosidm’s “Stabat Mater.” The chorus numbers 
f* ve voices, and is under the directorship of Mr. H. H. Wright. 
eaiorahi^ar^0tte ^tner80n Brown Club, East Orange, N. J., gave an 
piiuiat 6 ““8icale May 15th. Mr. Henry Holden Huss, composer- 
mad*0 r ranZ violinist. were the artists. The program 
* ° comP°sitions by American composers. 
triPtoEurELYN ^ * leTCHkr has returned from a very successful 
in k°ndon 8he lectured before the Incorpo- 
in klpsic^udB^p8*0**118 S*16 al8° gaVC exhib*tion8 of ber work 
dudes n **8‘cal^ program for the Chautauqua Assembly of 1899 in- 
wifi ^ ,rr°f ®ight weeks* Dr- H- B. Palmer, of New York, 
DOuuced are* i)^ ^ director. Among the soloists who are an- 
Cacelia Epn l skerwo°d, the pianist, of Chicago ; Mme. 
HI*MabelIepg °U8ei1 Bai,ey* prima donna; Mme. Fish Griffin, 
Cl A Rice M JraJ*ford’ Miss A dele Mulford, Mr. Julius Walker, Mr. 
0r*5«tra irmbT Marcosson’ and Mr. L V. Flagler. A band and 
^at*drtd voic 1° atlendance* as usual. The great chorus of five 
M^reamftf 7^* tako part sixteen concerts. Mackenzie's 
fJ"b*1" wtH be presented in August. 
^E. Mem llllil KR’ "f Bradford, Pa., and her pupils, assisted 
e* 'l0''nls,i and Mr. T. Neumeyer, clarinettist, gave 
frcpunrecital, May 23d, in Y. M.C. A. Hall. The 
^ e of vocal and instrumental selections. 
Union so ^ew York, has decided to broaden its 
Qb»oua|society r° mn*te 11 harmonize tvilh its development into a 
ka* Miuiciauj ,bas adoPted a new title, “ The Society of Amer- 
qna]if,3' ^omI’os«rs,” and it has amended its by-laws 
'}**h> theSoci b*^lons ^or membership and admission of composi- 
, Eilw, j * COncert8' d hv new officers elected consist of: 
’’’eoI second v' ^ ^acDowell; first vice-president, Reginald de 
*lc,->'Tresident, Homer N. Bartlett; corresponding 
^Brws]eraM r<:r.' G. Chaffin; recording secretary, 
• ant librarian, Peter A. Scbnecker. 
I received Thk Etude for April, and am pleased to 
see that your paper is with rapid strides advancing to 
the heights. More and more The Etude will become 
a welcome and indispensable guest, not only of “ the 
young lady teacher that has just started teaching,” but 
of the cream of the musical profession. 
Mr. Van Cleve’s letters are classic in style and con¬ 
tents ; the paper on Leschetizk v is masterly and valua¬ 
ble. Cabbie Pabkhubst. 
With regard to the new “ Sight Reading Albums,” I 
am using several of volume I, and I find them excel¬ 
lent. Mbs. W. H. Sexton. 
I received “Touch and Technic,” by Mason, and I 
am so well pleased with it that yon may send me vol¬ 
ume II. DickWkstkn. 
“The Duet Hour” is the mast satisfactory book of 
the kind I have ever seen. C. E. Kimball. 
The music was received in good order, and later, the 
“ Sight Reading Album ” and “ Duet Hour ” were also 
received. I like them very much, and shall take pleas¬ 
ure in using them. Miss Nannie Clayton. 
I ordered Landon’s “Sight Reading Album,” also his 
book of selections, a year since, and am so much pleased 
with them that from now on will send as I may need. 
Mbs. F. H. Heabtsell. 
I am delighted with “Ear Training,” and think no 
teacher can afford to be without it. Many thanks for 
your promptness in filling my orders, lour premiums 
each month allow any one with limited means to acquire 
a fine library of the best musical works V, ith this and 
the help I receive in other directions in my work front 
The Etude, I feel I could not do without such a valu¬ 
able friend, although I am a subscriber to all the lead¬ 
ing musical journals. Julia Ellen Lew is. 
I want to thank yon most sincerely for the book on 
“ Ear Training,” by Heacox, that you so kindly senl me 
as a premium. It will be a valuable book to My peu 
son who wishes to study music seriously, or. in other 
words, to become musical and learn how apiece sounds 
bv merely looking at the music. The hook win i>e a 
great help to persons who wish IUbtiS 
analysis. 
I am very well pleased with the‘‘ Dance Album’’ re- 
ceived. 
The game of “Triads and Chorb >’ ™ receive^ and 
my pupils like it very much. Adelaide Clabkk. 
plan a great help. 
T use Mathews’ “Graded Studies » a great deal in my JjZSi, and no*. 
1 f:jhnS7 jwLdpK 
S&E i Tj;“s 
than meets expectation . along without it. 
itself, and I wonder now how I got along 
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Mathews’ “Course of Studies” are the best graded 
studies for piano I have ever seen. 
Mbs. P. A. Skeen. 
I consider Dr. Riemann’s “Dictionary of Music” a 
book that every teacher and student should have in 
his library. It contains something useful and instruc¬ 
tive in most every branch of mnsic. It is an up-to-date 
book ; concise, condensed, and excellent in every re¬ 
spect. Chas. S. Wkngebd. 
I have decided to try your On Sale plan, as it is the 
best plan to get music to suit pupils. 
Mbs. E. A. Gilbebt. 
I was very much pleased with mnsic received, and 
your promptness in filling order. 
Mbs. Geo. Smith. 
I appreciate more than I can tell you the promptness 
with which all orders sent to you are filled, and shall 
arrange to get all the mnsic needed for my class next 
year from you. C. W. Shinholskb. 
I received Clarke’s “New System of Harmony,” and 
I think it very good. It is so clear, and right to the point. 
Mbs. C. H. Bbinkman. 
The ideas contained in Mr. Gates’ “ Hand Gymnastic 
Leaflet” are certainly useful, and, if carefully carried 
out by a painstaking pupil, can only lead to beneficial 
results. Chas. Gbadh. 
I have been a teacher of music for twelve years, but 
not until this year have I used anv instruction l>ook that 
I like as well as I do Landon’s “ Foundation Materials.” 
Mrs. L. A. Maetzk. 
Landon’s “ Foundation Materials” is just the sort of 
book I have been wishing for. I am much pleased with 
it Winifred M. Peebles. 
Clarke’s “Music Tablet” is the most useful thing I 
ever used in teaching. T. A. Hawkins. 
I find Clarke's “ Harmony” very interesting ; many 
new ideas, very helpful and easily understood. 
Mbs. C. Boylston. 
I received Schmoll's “ Studies and Study Pieces,” and 
can truly say I am delighted with them. 
Mbs. Eleanor M. Davis. 
I am favorably impressed withSchmoll’s “Studies.” 
They will, no donbt, be welcomed by young pupils as 
well as by their teachers. Wm, K. Grabeb. 
Notion for thii column inserted at 8 eonU a word lor one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must tie received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication In the next number. 
ITIOR SALE—FOURTEEN COPIES OF McPHAIL’8 
’ Collection of Anthems. Retail, fl 00 each. Veiy 
cheap. Address Nellie J. Wilkinson, Centre Point, Ind. 
IAOR SALE—STUDENT’S TECHNICON AND BEST 
J. Bell Metronome, in good condition, cheap. Addles* 
E. M., 107 8ycamorc Street, Palestine, Texas. 
T70R SALE— PRACTICE CLAVIER, ABSOLUTELY 
[ perfect condition. $00, cost $K0. Address G. H. 
R,, care of Etude. 
Young lady, college graduate, desires 
a position ns piano teacher or assistant in a South¬ 
ern school. M., care of Etude. 
WANTED-PIANO TEACHER, MARRIED. ONE 
with some capital preferred. Address J. Neher, 
1935 Dudley 8treet, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SUMMER TERM—ORGAN, PIANO, AND COM- 
positiou. Inelnsive rates and all facilities for those 
studying for the profession. 3600 Hamilton Street, 
Philadelphia. Pa. 
Wanted—position as director of music 
or as teacher of advanced piano-playing and 
theory in a Conservatory, or an opening for a private 
studio in a large town or city. Mirny years' exjierimec. 
Best of references. Address X. Y. Z.. care of the Etude. 
SOLO VIOLINIST, WITH LARGE REPERTOIRE, 
very effective player, with a great deal of experience 
in public playing, desires engagement with first-class 
concert company. Would also accept position a* teacher 
in Eastern or Southern College. Address Violinist, 
“ care of The Etude.” 
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Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
2676. Rameau, J. Ph. The Hen (LaPoule). 
Grade VII. 50 
Thin is a classic of the old time, and should have a 
place in the repertoire of all advanced players. It is 
one of the very first attempts at descriptive music. 
All the signs of embellishment used in Rameau’s time 
have been explained and written out iu full by Mr. 
Maurits Leefson, who has done most admirable work 
In his editing. 
2688. Beaumont, Paul. Caprice Espagnol. 
Grade III. 40 
A fine piece for players In the lower grades. It is 
very interesting and melodious. Both hands get good 
drift. Characteristic Spanish gypsy rhythms are in¬ 
troduced. 
2700. Chopin, Fr. Op. 34, No. 1. Valse 
Brillante in A-flat. Grade VI. 40 
One of the most popular and pleasing of Chopin’s 
waltzes. It is used by all teachers and students who 
aim to have a good repertoire. 
2701. Beethoven, L. van. Op. 75. Know’st 
Thou the Land ? Song for Medium 
Voice. Grade III. 30 
2759. Roubier, Henri. Op. 59. Old French 
Dance. Grade III. 
A fine piece in a popular rhythm, with a alight 
flavor of the antiquectassic iu its character. It should 
he used by every teacher. 
2765. Scharwenka, Ph. Op. 34, No. 6. In 
the Time of Youth. Grade III. 
A piece of the semi-classic type that is wor hy a 
place in a systematic course of piano instruction. 
tVe call it to the attention of all progressive teachers. 
2766. Scharwenka, Ph. Op. 34, No. 10. 
Good-night. Grade II. 
Like No 6 of this same set of pieces, this composi¬ 
tion is one thoroughly suited to teachers’ use. It is a 
good study iu mtLdy playing, both hands securing 
fine drill. 
2771. Schmidt, Wilhelm. Song of the 
Troubadour. For Medium Voice. 
Grade III. 
A fine song of the ballad type, especially suited to 
a baritone or tenor of medium range. 
2775. Mao Do well, E. A. Op. 17. Witches’ 
Dance. Grade VII. 
A fine recital or concert piece by a noted American 
composer. It contains material for splendid tei fini¬ 
cal work as well as study in artistic playing. It is 
thoroughly modern in style. 
2776. Sartorio, A. Op. 299, No. 7. Dreams 
of Youth. Grade II. 
A pleasing little piece in polka-mazurka rhythm, 
and furnish 8 useful drill in the simple forms of tech¬ 
nic. It is we.l suited for use as a piece in a regular 
course of instruction. 
2777. Gautier, Leonard. Alcazar (Inter¬ 
mezzo). Grade III. 
A good pi ce by the composer of the popular “ Le 
Recre that will be found equally interesting and 
delightful. A rich melody for the left, hand adds 
attractiveness. 
2779. Dewey, Ferdinand. American Folk 
Melody in A. Four Hands. Grade 
III  
A classic and one of the most beautiful songs ever 
written. Very useful in recitals. 
2702. Bendel, Franz. Op. 141. Cradle 
Song (Brahms) Improvisation. 
Grade V..... 65 
A splendid piece, most attractive in melody and 
musicianly in construction. It will be found especi¬ 
ally useful in recitals of American compositions. 
2780. Vannah, Kate. My Bairnie. Song 
for Medium Voice. Grade III. 
30 
30 
20 
50 
60 
20 
40 
60 
30 
A fine arrangement of Brahms’ IteauUftil song, that 
will be found of great value in recitals and concerts. 
It forms a splendid study iu clear melody playing. 
2727. Rathbun, F. G. The Jonquil Maid. 
Song for Medium Voice. Grade III, 50 
A good song in the modern stvle to a slightly fanci¬ 
ful text. It Is melodious and has a very interesting 
and attractive accompaniment. 
2734. Scammell, A. D. Serenata. Grade 
III  30 
A verv pleasing piece with something of the Hun¬ 
garian iu its general character. It will be tound a 
good studv In melody playing, with drill in character¬ 
istic rhythms. Sure to please players and hearers. 
2735. Dibble, Horace P. Rock of Ages. 
Duet for Soprano and Tenor. Grade 
III.. 40 
A good song for parlor or recital use. It is in Scotch 
dialect. 
2781-278:5. Schmoll, A. Studies and Study- 
Pieces. Grades III and IV. Three 
books, ch. 1 00 
This is one of finest educational series for use in 
the earlier grades of piano instruction that can be 
found in the market. The pieces have been carefully 
edited by Mr E. K. Kroegerand thoroughly prepared 
for teachers’ use. Each oook contains a number of 
technical studies, melodious and interesting, in alter¬ 
nation with pieces which embody some useful points. 
2788. Chopin, Fr. Op. 18 Grande Valse 
Brillante. Grade V. 70 
A well edited edition of one of the most popular of 
Chopin's waltzes, and one that belongs to every 
advanced player’s repertoire, as well as every progres¬ 
sive teachers’ course of instruction. 
A good sacred duet, of medium compass, suitable 
for use in the church service. It is simple in style 
and treatment. 
2736. Engelmann, H. Op. 333. Piff-Paff 
(Polka-Galop). Grade III. 30 
A piece in a captivating dance rhythm, with lots of 
life and melody in it. H is popular in character and 
will please those players who demand an abundance 
of melody in what they play. 
2737. Engelmann, H. Op. 333. Piff-Paff. 
Four Hands. Grade III. 60 
A fine duet arrangement of »he previou* piece; very 
brilliant and effective; not difficult in either part. 
2752. Kowalski, H. Op. 64. Once Upon 
a Time. Grade III.. 30 
A fine littla piece, both from the standpoint of 
leasing quality and from its results technically. It 
as a little of the peculiar harmonic quality of the 
popular French composers. 
2753. Bohm, Carl. Op. 326, No. 5, Soft 
Falls the Dew. Song for Medium 
Voice. Grade IV_. 30 
A melodious, singable song, with Euglish and Ger¬ 
man words, just suited to general teaching or recital 
use. 
2754. Fontenailles, H. de. A Resolve 
(Obstination). Song for Soprano. 
Grade IV.). 20 
A gem of the modern French style, and used very 
much in recitals or *s an encore piece. 
2757. Burty, Marc. Good-bye. Grade II.. 30 
A simple little piece that will be found useful in the 
lower grade, as helping to a picturesque understand¬ 
ing of music. It is iu an easy waltz rhythm. 
2758. Roeckel, Edouard. Slumber Song. 
Grade III. 30 
A gem of the first water so far as simplicity is con¬ 
cerned, and yet capable of very artistic treatment, 
it will he found very useful as a meansof inculcating 
an artistic style of playing. 
Of great interest to those attracted it 
any manner toward an 
Artist’s Life. 
NOTES OF A PIANIST 
BY 
LOUIS MOREAU GOTTSCHALK, 
PIANIST AND COMPOSER. 
Preceded by a Short Biographical Sketch and Con 
temporaneous Criticism. Edited by his sister, 
CLARA GOTTSCHALK. Translated from tht 
French by ROBERT E. PETERSON, M.D. 
CROWN OCTAVO. EXTRA CLOTH, $1.50. 
Gottschalk, one of the first American pianists anr 
among the most talented that the world hits ever known 
has here related with charming vivacity his shrewt 
observations of people whom he met and places that hi 
visited during his short but successful career. 
Clever anecdotes of his tours through many countria 
make the book entertaining to a great degree, not only fc 
musicians but to the general reading public. 
Pabli.h.d by THEO. PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut Street, ...Philadelphia, Pa 
Clean and Convenient. 
MEIS 
Brush Tube and 
White JVIaeilage 
Superior to Ordi¬ 
nary JWueilage. 
Sticks Quick. 
The Brush makes it so handy for all purposes. 
Price 10 cents at stationers, druggists, etc., or 
one by mail 15 cents; 6 for 75 cents. 
BIND MUSIC ••• 
— ^nrnvTMcc RT HOME. 
The Weis Patent Binder Looks Like a Book. 
Permanent as well as temporary, binds all back numbers. No 
punching, needles, thread, etc. No bother. Each complete. 
Binders in handsome maroon cloth, titles in gold, any one of the 
following to bold six copies, sent prepaid to any address in the United 
States on receipt of 60 cents: McClure’s, Century, Harper’s Monthly, 
Scribner’s, Cosmopolitan, Massey, 
Review of Reviews, North American 
Review, Chatauquan, Self Culture, 
St. Nicholas, Ou'ing, Metropolitan. 
Ladies’ Home Jonrnal, holds 12 copies, 
80 cents. Beautiful Music Binder, 
holds 20 copies, $i.oo. Teachers 
and Agents make money sell¬ 
ing these Binders. 
Send for Lists and Agents’ Terms. 
THE WEIS BINDER CO., 86 Jackson St., Toledo, 0. 
Concise and.... 
Easily Understood 
A SYSTEM OF TEACHING 
HARMONY 
DESTINED TO BECOME 
The Standard Text-Book of 
Musical Theory. 
BY 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. 
of University of Pennsylvania. 
THE object which has always been 
kept in view is how to enable the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most 
comprehensible way, the mass of facts, 
rules, etc., which make up the art of 
harmony. We most earnestly invite 
all teachers and students to investigate 
this work. 
For CLASS or SELF-INSTRUCTION 
Price, $1.25. 
PASS 
Editorial.207 
Music Teachers’ National Association. Report of the 
Cincinnati Meeting,.208 
Questions and Answers,.210 
Musical Items.211 
Thoughts, Suggestions, and Advice,.212 
J. S Bach. Biographical Sketch. 213 
The Difference Between Polyphonic and Monophonic or 
Harmonic Music. H. A. Clarke.216 
The Technic for Playing Bach. W. S. B. Mathews, . . 216 
The Study of Bach’s Preludes and Fugues. Bernard 
Bockclman, 216 
Bach’s Works in Relation to Modern Piano Study. Emil 
Liebling, 217 
On Interesting Students in the Works of Bach. E. R. 
Eroeger.• •.217 
Bach’s Influence on the Musical World. Henry T. Finck, 218 
Anecdotes of Bach. W. F. Gates. 218 
Old Fogy RedivivuB. The Old Fogy has Bachaphobia, . 220 
How to Enjoy Music. H. S. Saroni, 221 
The Mission of the Dull Pupil. E. W. Munson.221 
Narrowness of Mind. Charles S. Skilton.222 
On Harmony Teaching. Homer A. Norris.222 
Khythm and Its Relation to Music, II. Dr. Percy Goet 
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THE ETUDE 
SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS. 
m Utivai i^iano School... 
29 West 15th Street, New yorl( 
SUJVIJVIEI^ COURSE,-Beginning July 19th, elosing August 22d 
...45 LESSONS, $50.00 + ZZZZ'TT. Mrs. A. K. VIRGIL, Director 
Cleveland School of Music. 
SU7VY7VTER TERM. 
SYNTHETIC PIANO SCHOOL, 
332 West 58th St., 
New York City. 
8PECIAL COURSE IN JUNE AND JULY. 
WRITE TO MISS KATE S. CHITTENDEN 
FOR PARTI0ULAR8. 
THE DUET HOUg. 
A Collection of Piano Duets. 
PRICE $i.oo. 
The compositions contained in this work are all 
of a good standard and of a moderate degree of diffi¬ 
culty. Every one is melodious, and the work will 
surely please. No better collection of four-hand 
pieces has ever before been published. Subject to 
a liberal professional discount. 
Entire faculty in attendance. Splendid eq 
location, overlooking Lake 
pment. Delightful 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
F'all Term opens September lltti. 
CLEVELAND, O. ALFRED ARTHUR, Director. 
The Foremost Music School of America. 
Hem York... 
^.College of |VIusie, 
128, 130 East 58th Street. 
ALEXANDER LAMBERT, Director. 
The College offers unequaled advantages. All 
branches of music taught. Special departments 
for beginners. Students received daily. Terms 
from $15.00 upward. 
CLARKE’S MUSIC TABLET. 
Price 25 Cts., Wet, Postpaid. 
A writing-tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10i inchef- 
in size, ruled with the staff for writing music. 
A practical and useful article for both teacher and 
student; especially valuable in the class-room for writing 
illustrations, giving some additional exercises, etc., etc. 
The Synopsis of Harmony, included with this pad, by 
Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Pennsylvania, 
will be found of great service as a reference chart. 
The paper is of good quality, and to have one of these 
pads at hand will not only be a great convenience, but a 
matter of economy in the saving of high-priced manu¬ 
script paper. Published by 
THEO. PEESSEE, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Founded In 1853 by Dr. Eben Tourjee. 
CHAS. P. GARDINER, President. 
GEORGE W. CHADWICK, A.M., Director. 
SPECIAL MID-SUMMER TERM. 
We take pleasure in announcing that the services of 
Mr. A. K. Virgil have been secured to conduct a course 
of instruction in Pianoforte Technic. Mr. Virgil has 
recently returned from abroad where he has successfully 
established Pianoforte Schools in London and Berlin, 
npon the Clavier Theories. 
The usual extensive facilities for the study of Piano¬ 
forte, Voice, etc., will be available. 
Send for special circular. 
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, 
Franklin Square, ... Boston, Mass. 
Special for ^ •* 
3rilp mb Hugust 
In order to more fully introduce the following works, 
we have decided to make a special introductory pnce to 
teachers during the two months mentioned above. 
These prices include postage, cash to accompany order. 
Persons having accounts with ns can have them charged, 
but in such cases postage will he added. 
THE BIDWELL POCKET HAND EXERCISER 
THE ONLY COMPLETE AND PERFECT HANO-GVMNASIUM 
FOR PIANISTS, VIOLINISTS, 
and all othera who require a flexible and well-developed hand, 
p .^nd°rsed by leading teachers and all who have used it! 
Produces a freedom and perfection of technic which cannot be 
attained by keyboard work alone. It prepares the hand for the key¬ 
board and does away with a large amount of unmusical drumming. 
The keyboard as a hand developer is one-sided, slow, and 
of little practical value. Use the Exerciser and secure 
strength, flexibility, and freedom of action, with a perfect 
control of each muscle of the hand, and then adapt the hand 
to the keyboard by legitimate keyboard practice. 
Save voip time, money, nerves, and temper, and develop 
your hands in a common-sense manner, and do not depend 
alone upon a keyboard for this purpose. 
The Hand Exerciser weighs two ounces and can be 
carnea in the pocket. It is so cheap that every one can own one 
lwenty minutes’ use each day before regular practice is 
better than two hours extra keyboard work. It supplies s 
great need which can be supplied in no other way. 
Pianists can prepare their hands for concert in 15 min 
utes with the Exerciser better than by two hours of exhaustive 
keyboard practice. 
„ . ,Hand Exerciser is equally valuable for violinists 
and all who require a supple and well-developed hand. 
Send lor one at once and be up to date in your work. 
Sent by mail, with book giving lull directions for using, tor $2.00. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Practical Harmony™3French Basis 
By HOMER A. NORRIS. 
Part I, $1.00. Part II, $t.00. Key, $0.75. 
Our special price is 60 cents eech for Parts I and II, 5° cents 
for Key, or $1.60 net for the three volumes complete. 
The regular teachers’ price on this work, complete, is 
$2.07, with discount and not including postage. 
This work is endorsed by W. S. B. Mathews, B. J. 
Lang, Louis C. Elson, W. F. Apthorp, and many 
principal teachers. 
The Art of Counterpoint 
By HOMER A. NORRIS. 
Price $1.25 ; regular teachers’ price, 94 cents and postage. 
Our special price, including postage, 75 cents. 
This is intended to supplement the author’s Course in 
Harmony. The subject is treated in the concise, practica 
manner which won such praise from the profession 
the harmony text-book. The treatise contains severs 
distinctive features, among which may be Dam* / 
exercises for orchestral instruments, a doing away w> 
the C clef, excepting when employed for instrnnien 
demanding its use, and subjects chosen from the ^or , 
of the master musicians. Under his pen the study 
Counterpoint becomes most attractive. 
ORDER DIRECT FROM PUBLISHERS, 
H. B. STEVENS COMPANY 
212 Boylston Street, Boston. 
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In “Scribner’s Magazine” for April there appeared 
an article by Professor James, of Harvard Univer¬ 
sity, under the caption of “ The Gospel of Relaxation,” 
that should be read by every one. There is no donbt 
bnt that the nervous temperament of the American 
leads him to an excess of expenditure of nervous and 
physical force in all that he does. This is the case par¬ 
ticularly in business enterprises. This tremendous 
aggressiveness, concentrated energy, and enthusiastic 
■persistency that the national temperament induces may 
have contributed to carry our people to the position 
now occupied in the very front of commercial life, bnt 
such a tax can not be endured year after year. There 
must be the opposite extreme of some relaxation. The 
spring that is forever bent loses its elasticity. 
Let ns see how this principle affects the memliers of 
the musical profession. A business man in one of the 
large American cities was talking to a musician dur¬ 
ing the torrid days in the early part of last month. He 
asked the musician whether he was very busy with 
"ork inst then. The latter replied that he would be 
without any teaching to do in a few weeks, and would 
en have a long vacation ahead of him. The business 
man congratulated him npon being so lucky as to be 
a o to earn eaongh in eight months to do for twelve. 
But how I must work to do it! ” said the musician. 
n there is the danger. A successful teacher is worked 
ory hard during the season ; so hard that he will lose 
a is strength and endurance if he does not use his 
aj*^on months in snch way as to bnild np again. 
^ axation consists in removing entirely the strain on 
0 an<^ > and the more completely it is carried 
j. ' more quickly and thoroughly will the worn-out 
^ue be repaired and the nervous energy be restored. 
rest—61* mus'c’an nests, it ought to be complete 
0C a change of scene, a change of occupation, plenty 
open01' * 8u'*ahle kind to build up and restore. The 
ereVv tlle the ,nonntuin-side, the sea-shore, the 
lum .’8hways- w^ere oxygen can be taken into the 
ation' 'I*’11"6 hrain-worker must seek his rejnven- 
gives t reatores peace to body and mind and 
nw °ne to jade(i spirits and irritated nerves like com¬ 
mon with Mother Nature. 
merest■688011 10 *>e learned during these months of 
month 10I(- °an and should be applied during the 
uljo 3 ° worb h> follow. What will build up will 
eServe‘ In the midst of the hurry and drive of 
a busy season of teaching, the musician should snatch a 
few moments at least for absolute relaxation. 
A v oung man fresh to college life, and to the opportun¬ 
ities offered by a great library, went to the librarian and 
inquired at which end of the library the students usu¬ 
ally began. Here is a suggestion of a state of mind 
reached by many seekers after musical knowledge. 
They know there is much to be done, treasures to be 
delved for, and want to know where to begin. There is 
so much room for work in the acquirement of musical 
knowledge ! The storehouse of musical literature is to 
be unlocked, and it takes the master-key to do it- 
There is another side to this matter. Many of ns are 
apt to read a book in a way that does not one-tenth the 
good that should be gained from the work. Reading 
with the eyes alone is not sufficient. What is read that 
is worth reading should be taken into one’s nature and 
assimilated. It must be pondered over, be memorized 
even, be labored for in any way, so that the kernel may 
be extracted from the husks and shell that keep it away 
from these who are unwilling to work. 
Let ns read many books if we can, but let ns read 
thoroughly, with mind and heart, all that we do read. 
We would call attention to the special articles on Bach 
which are included in this issue of The Etude. A great 
many inquiries are addressed to the editor asking for 
advice in the preparation of literary matter to go with 
recital programs or for use in the preparation of papers 
to be read before musical clubs or in lectures to classes. 
The topics selected for consideration are all thoroughly 
practical, useful for the various purposes suggested 
above, and interesting. We urge onr readers to a most 
careful reading of these special articles, and beyond that 
a loving, reverent, continual study of the works of 
Bach, the source of all that is best and greatest in modern 
mnsic. 
We have been much interested in several newspapers 
vhich come to the editorial department. We can dis- 
!em an effort on the part of a few musicians to bring 
heir art before the general public through the medium 
>f local newspapers. 
It is a very safe assertion that but few editors of secn- 
ar papers would refuse to devote a column once a week 
x) a chronicle of the musical events of the community, 
rhe various business, religious, and social interests are 
;ager to keep themselves before the public by means of 
he press. Why not the musical profession ? 
It is of vital importance to all musicians that the 
rablic which supports them should be thoroughly in- 
erested in mnsic and kept in touch with mnsical news, 
.nd especially with the work of the local teachers and 
mateurs The much-talked-about musical atmosphere 
vill he more likely realized as a result of telling the 
.nhlic about mnsic than by keeping the facts away from 
hem Where one paper can be found with a regular 
olunin, let there he ten this next season. 
THEBE are two extremes in the realm of intellect: the 
ne represented by the narrow, scientific specialist who 
Others facts in utterly new fields, and the other by the 
rand generalizer. The Scarabicist in the Autocrat of 
Z Breakfast-table ” is a clever satire npon the one, and 
on like Sir Isaac Newton or Humboldt in science, 
--4! a a Vinci or Michelangelo in art, Bnlwer or 
Goethe in literature, and Mendelssohn or Liszt in mnsic 
are cases in point for the other extreme. 
Both classes of minds are needed, bnt both are com¬ 
paratively rare. The vast majority of intellectual peo¬ 
ple are neither very versatile nor very narrow. Each 
extreme has its favorable and its unfavorable effects. 
Extreme versatility has this one capital annoyance, that 
the versatile man is always dissatisfied with the verdict 
of his fellows. He is always inclined to desire high 
estimation for the thing which he finds most difficult to 
do, and to think comparatively little about the things 
which he does with ease. 
We all have read of Cardinal Richelieu who was more 
eager to he thought a dramatic poet than a great states¬ 
man, and we remember how one of his intimates said 
that it was strange that so great a statesman could 
write snch dull poems. In music there was the case 
of Rubinstein, who was bitterly disappointed that the 
world would not rate his compositions above his piano¬ 
playing ; yet in the line of interpretation he had only one 
rival, in all the history of art,—Franz Liszt ; whereas, 
in the field of composition, noble and significant as his 
works are, and in small forms at times charming, he is 
not a match for at least twenty great names. This is 
not to say that his works do not enrich onr lives, bnt 
simply to point the moral that a man can not be equally 
great in many things. 
The time is not far back of ns when the European 
spoke superciliously of the American as of an inflated 
braggart. The way in which all Europe, but especially 
Eugland, has experienced an instantaneous conversion 
as to onr military importance is enough to provoke a 
smile made np of equal parte of gratified vanity, titti- 
lated contempt, and disgusted amusement at the frailties 
of human nature. It is astonishingly easy to see the 
sun when it has gotten up above the eastern horizon. 
The Old World has been growingly uneasy for a genera¬ 
tion or more as to the significance of the great problems 
in tinman society and economics which are at ferment 
working in this nation, and now, more than ever, are 
they disquieted over on the other side of the water. 
They still, however, hold their heads high and stiff at 
our art. Well, let them, if it is a comfort. The atti¬ 
tude lately taken by onr plucky and gifted composer, 
Edward McDowell, as to strictly American compositions, 
while it does not in the least apply to the M. T. N. A., 
which is a special body existing for a special purpose, 
serves very well as a weathercock to show which way 
the wind is setting in the gennine American breast. 
That is right, American composers. Let ns demand for 
onr creative art that rank which it undoubtedly merits. 
We need not go about asking for a high protective tariff 
of lenient judgment for onr compositions, for they are 
already as good as any created npon the other side of the 
salt sea, except that produced by some score or more men 
of the first magnitude, snch as Bach, Beethoven, 
Wagner, Brahms, and snch worthy gentlemen. How- 
many snch have they in all Europe? No, no, American 
composers ! Demand recognition based npon severe 
comparison with the very best that Europe can do. Ye 
need not fear the ordeal. 
Many a teacher thinks that he is in the wrong place, 
that his sphere is limited. A good rule is not to despise 
the employment which the present hour offers for one 
dependent npon an ambitions fntnre. A broader field 
often opens up unexpectedly. 
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fllluslc Geacbers’ national association. 
TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
THE PROGRAMS. 
Twenty-one Conventions of the Music Teachers’ 
National Association have been held, and the twenty- 
second will take place at Des Moines, Iowa, next June. 
This fact in itself indicates that there is a real need for 
sach an organization. The outsider naturally asks, 
“What is the object of the Music Teachers’ National 
Association?” There are several objects. Those par¬ 
ticularly noticeable are : Improvements in methods of 
instruction ; advances made in public school work ; en¬ 
couragement of native composers ; and last, but not 
least, the coming together of musicians from all parts of 
the country, who “ brush up ” against each other, and 
who receive new stimulus for their work in such contact. 
The Association has had its ups and its downs. When 
all have worked together harmoniously for the common 
welfare, the “ups” were in evidence. When individual 
aggrandizement was the mainspring of a convention, the 
“ downs ” naturally followed. 
There was a period when the best members of the 
Association lost faith in those at the helm and in its 
further usefulness. Those were dark days. But all this 
was readjusted, and a new lease of life came to the 
Association. In the Cincinnati Convention all selfish¬ 
ness and individual gain was buried far out of sight. 
Never was there a more harmonious convention. The 
Cincinnati musicians endeavored to sink their identity 
for the common good. All praise to President Gantvoort 
and his able colleagues for their skillful management of 
the many details necessary to obtain success! The 
wheels ran so smoothly they could scarcely be noticed. 
This particular meeting was extraordinary in one 
feature : the musical programs were devoted entirely to 
the works of American composers. Much argument 
had previously prevailed in regard to the advisability of 
such a move, and it was considered to be involved in a 
great deal of risk by competent persons, so far as artistic 
success was concerned. 
One of the most distinguished musicians of this coun¬ 
try openly protested against the idea, and his views 
carried much weight in certain quarters. He withdrew 
one of his works from performance, believing that a 
concert of which the program consisted entirely of works 
by American composers was unjust to each composer 
represented. In other words, he objected strongly to 
“Americanism” in music, and took the position that 
but one work by an American composer should be heard 
in a concert, at which should also be heard works by for¬ 
eign composers. In this way, he claimed, the American 
work should be heard entirely on its own merits as 
music, and not seek for recognition simply because it 
was by an American composer. 
On the other hand, it was asserted by others that it 
was difficult for many Americans to get a hearing for 
their most important works under any circumstances ; 
that orchestral conductors would scarcely give a place on 
their programs to the American composers ; that cham¬ 
ber-music clubs, choral societies, and representative 
pianists and organists rendered but few works by Amer¬ 
icans ; that such a move would give an impetus to the 
native composer to do his best work ; that his composi¬ 
tions would receive a hearing before competent musi¬ 
cians under excellent circumstances, and, finally, that 
“the survival of the fittest” would naturally be the 
case here as well as in all prod actions of nature or art. 
The popularity of the latter view was evinced by the 
number of our very ablest musicians, who sanctioned it 
either by forwarding compositions for performance, by at¬ 
tending themselves, by taking part in the programs, or by 
correspondence in which they expressed their sympathy. 
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Now that the Convention is over, it is natural to ask 
if the move were a wise one. The general opinion seems 
to be that it was. It is true that some of the programs 
were rather long, but this is a fault to be found with all 
musical conventions, whether American or foreign 
works are rendered. In these concerts the American 
composer has proved himself to be extremely versatile, 
possessing, in almost every instance, a masterly knowl¬ 
edge of composition and instrumentation, with a true 
instinct of that which is “effective.” His weakness 
lies in that of a convincing individuality. He is also 
somewhat prone to follow too closely upon Wagnerian 
lines, and to he somewhat prolix. But, on the whole, 
his work is interesting, progressive, and shows painstak¬ 
ing care. He may yet become “the coming man ! ” 
The programs contained orchestral works by Temple¬ 
ton Strong, B. O. Klein, F. van der Stncken, Michael 
Brand, C. D. Carter, J. K. Paine, H. W. Parker, and J. 
Beck. Concerted numbers for piano, violin, violoncello, 
and voices with orchestra, by G. W. Chadwick, A. Whit¬ 
ing, H. Brockway, H. H. Huss, F. G. Gleason, Dudley 
Buck, V. Herbert, A. Gorno, H. Karin. 
There were chamber compositions by E. K. Kroeger, 
B. O. Klein, H. Kaun, C. Sternberg, and A. Foote. 
The piano pieces were by Foote, Brandeis, Preyer, 
Sternberg, Busch, Foerster, Liebling, W. G. Smith, 
Conrath, W. H. Sherwood, Klein, Brockway, Guess- 
bacher, Schoenfeld, Butschinger, Borowski, Whiting, 
E. H. Sherwood, Maas, Seeboeck, Penfield, Dayas. The 
songs werebyGerrit Smith, Woodman, Van der Stucken, 
Nevin, Mrs. Beach, Mattioli, Coombs, Chadwick, Boex, 
Elsenheimer, G. Whiting, and Kroeger. 
The organ numbers were by Wrightson, Lutkin, Buck, 
Bartlett, Barnes, Gleason, G. E. Whiting, Lewis, Taft, 
Shelley, and Parker. There were essays and addresses 
by H. E. Krehbiel, Wm. Armstrong, E. J. Meyer, Thomas 
Tapper, and many discussions regarding piano, vocal, 
organ, and other topics took place in the smaller rooms. 
Those who took part in the musical programs were 
Walter Keller, Mrs. Lillian Arkell-Rixford, and Charles 
Galloway, organists; Ernest A. Kroeger, George 
Schneider, Arthur Whiting, George Krueger, Hans von 
Schiller, C%rl A. Preyer, H. H. Huss, W. H. Sherwood, 
C. Sternberg, Arthur Foote, pianists; Miss Florence 
Hayes, Miss Mamie Harrison, Oscar Ehrgott, Mrs. Mamie 
Hirsem-De Moss, Edmund A. Tahn, Miss Adelaide 
Kalkmann, Mrs. Ida Smith-Lemmon, Wm. A. Lemmon, 
A. F. Maish, and W. Y. Griffith, vocalists ; Jos6 Marien, 
M. Snyder, R. Schliewen, L. Mattiole, L. von Kunits 
Adolph Ilahn, F. Esser-Cremerius, C. Brueckner, M. 
Brand, H. Froehlich, A. Sclath, L. Wiegand, and H. 
ICopp, stringed instrumentalists; the Polyhymnia 
Society ; and last, and most important of all, the Cin¬ 
cinnati Symphony Orchestra, under the masterly direc¬ 
tion of Mr. Frank van der Stucken. 
To Mr. Frank van der Stucken an especial word of 
praise is due. It is well known that he returned from a 
vacation trip to Europe in order to conduct the orches¬ 
tral works in these concerts. He threw himself into 
his duties with all his accustomed energy and enthusi¬ 
asm, and inspired his men with sympathy and warmth. 
He showed as much interest in conducting these works 
by Americans as if he were leading a Tschaikowsky 
symphony or a Wagner overture. His work in this 
Convention has greatly raised him in the esteem and 
affections of all the musicians who were present. 
The place of meeting and the names of the officers for 
the next year will be found in another column. 
THE BUSINESS MEETINGS. 
The Music Teachers’ National Association has passed 
through many vicissitudes. Starting in 1876 with a 
small number of musicians intent upon improving the 
status of the profession and bringing its members into 
closer social relations, it has, in spite of all discourage¬ 
ment, survived its twenty-first annual meeting at Cin¬ 
cinnati, June 20th to 23d, with at least a fair chance of 
surviving as many more, if the spirit and the policy 
inaugurated at this meeting are to prevail in the fu¬ 
ture. 
As a natural consequence of the migratory nature of 
its meetings in the past years, the personnel varied from 
year to year ; the organization lacked coherency and 
dignity, and it tended to fall apart by its own weight. 
Convenience of location and personal inclination were 
the factors which determined the presence and member¬ 
ship of the great majority. It need not be said that such 
a condition of affairs did not lead to permanency nor to 
a consistent dignified policy befitting a society having as 
its object the culture and maintenance of a national 
musical art. 
It was thought by many that this higher policy could 
best be secured by the adoption of a system of delegate 
representation, and in 1897 such a scheme was sketched 
and submitted to the Association at the meeting that 
year in New York. Its discussion was carried over 
to the next meeting, also in New York, and, not proving 
exhaustive, a mid winter meeting of delegates was 
called there during the Christmas holidays, 1898, to 
elaborate a constitution in accordance with the aim in 
view. This was attended by forty delegates represent¬ 
ing ten States, and the result of their deliberations was 
the constitution which was adopted last month in Cin¬ 
cinnati in practically the same shape as it left their 
hands. 
This constitution provides that all business coming 
before the Association shall be intrusted to a representa¬ 
tive body of delegates meeting one day before and one 
day after the general meeting. Each State is to have 
five delegates ; where there is a State association three 
are appointed by that association and two by the presi¬ 
dent of the National Association, who, in the absence of 
a State association, is empowered to appoint all five. 
He also has the privilege of making other appointments, 
when in his opinion it is judicious to do so. He is also 
directed to appoint three supervisors of music in public 
schools in each State, to be selected at large. Each char¬ 
tered music school and college, or other institution of 
higher education where music forms a part of the curric¬ 
ulum, may appoint one delegate. These delegates together 
with the first vice-president of each State and all past 
presidents, form what is called the Senate, which elects 
its own officers and committees and has entire control of 
all business of the Association. To facilitate matters 
a smaller body exists within the Senate, known as the 
Council of the Senate, consisting of two delegates from 
each State, elected by the Senate, together with members 
of the Executive and Program Committees. Member¬ 
ship in the Senate is for one year ; members of the 
Council are elected for two years. Business may orig¬ 
inate in either branch, but is not in force until approved 
by both. Either body, however, may refer any matter 
to the other with power to act. 
The effect of these changes is to take away the voting 
power from the floating constituency which forms the 
great majority in any given meeting, and confine it to a 
much smaller body with greater elements of permanency 
and responsibility. 
Improvement and education were the dominant key¬ 
notes of the present Convention. Their import may be 
perceived by a consideration of the topics proposed for 
discussion at the preliminary meeting of delegates on 
June 20th, a meeting in which fifteen States were repre 
sented with more than fifty delegates : 
What should the M. T. N. A. do for the private 
teacher of music in the smaller towns and cities ? 
What should the M. T. N. A. do for the American 
composer ? 
What should the private teacher of music do for t e 
M. T. N.A. ? 
What should the composer do for the M. T. N. A. • 
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■\yhat should the American music teacher do for the 
American composer ? 
What should the American composer be willing to do 
for the music teacher? 
In what way can the M. T. N. A. be made a more 
useful and permanent body than it is now or ever has 
been? 
These questions were first discussed by a committee 
of five, then submitted to the general body of delegates, 
and finally brought up in meetings of the whole. The 
general feeling awakened by their discussion seemed to 
be that the Association should inaugurate a campaign 
of education. To that end the establishment of an 
official organ of an educational nature was strongly ad¬ 
vocated. In this connection a scheme for a series of 
lessons or course of reading on the plan of the university 
extension movement or Chautauqua home study was 
indorsed, and a committee was empowered to pre¬ 
pare such a course to meet early next fall. These ad¬ 
vantages are, of course, to be reserved only for members, 
and it is thought that such a movement will bring in a 
body of associate members large enough to place the 
Association on a secure' financial foundation, thus allow¬ 
ing it to realize its artistic and pedagogic ideals in a 
manner which has never before been possible. It was 
considered that it would go far toward popularizing the 
Association with many to whom it is as yet unknown or 
merely a name, besides materially elevating musical 
standards and knowledge. This is, perhaps, the most 
hopeful scheme yet advanced for the furtherance of the 
objects which the Association has in view ; the earnest 
spirit and serious temper with which it was taken up 
augurs well for its success. 
A topic which received a due share of attention was 
the affiliation of State associations with the national body. 
Various plans were proposed by which this might be 
promoted. It is all the more important since many see, 
in the growth of State associations, a menace to the well¬ 
being, if not to the very existence, of the national organ¬ 
ization. The new constitution keeps constantly in view 
the interdependence and interrelation of the two by its 
system of representatives and appointments from the 
State to the national body. 
Another suggestion was the giving of concerts, under 
the auspices of the Association, by artist members in 
various local centers throughout the country. It was 
urged that there are many cities of good size, especially 
in the South and the remote West, which are shut out 
by geographic and other reasons, from musical advan¬ 
tages of a high order, where such concerts would, no 
doubt, be gladly welcomed. The opinion was advanced 
that they would not only serve as stimulus to musical 
art in general, but be invalnable in promulgating the 
educational aims of the Association. 
It will be seen that these plans have a wide scope. It 
is not probable that all can be practically carried out, 
but the fact that they were taken up and seriously dis¬ 
cussed shows the temper of the Association in regard to 
!t8 proposed educational campaign. As President Gant¬ 
voort said, in his opening address, “It is necessary that 
lime and ability be given to this movement. It is only 
in such a way that we believe the Association can be 
brought to do the good that it ought to do. It has been 
most fitly said that if this Association is of no benefit 
except to those who are its officers, or who have an ax 
grind, then it has no right to exist.” This is nn- 
oubedly true. Things which exist only for themselves 
are no right to exist in the broader sense of the 
word. 
These are golden words and fitly characterize the 
8Pirit of the Convention of 1899. 
The great efforts made by the officers of the Associa- 
*°n fr°m 1896 to 1898 to revive the interest of American 
c ers and musicians by sending circulars to every 
Part of the country, the offering of prizes for composition, 
®n the heavy printing bills for a wide range of Asso- 
*a Ion literature, laid a heavy financial burden on the 
ssociation ; a more grievous burden on the resources of 
e Association and spirits of its officers than an outsider 
Can readily imagine. 
The earnestness and tact of President Gantvoort were 
^uppily exercised in canceling this debt at the first 
nsiUe8s meeting, on June 21st. Some members were in 
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favor of postponing tltomatter, bnt this Mr. Gantvoort re¬ 
fused to allow, stating that in his opinion it was the most 
important question before the Association ; and in this he 
was sustained by a general and spontaneous expression 
of opinion. He explained the anxiety under which he 
and his confreres had labored on account of this undesir¬ 
able inheritance, due to no fault of theirs,—indeed, that 
apart, the treasurer’s report showed a most satisfactory 
state of affairs,—but which hampered their every effort. 
It was proposed that a movement to enroll life mem¬ 
bers at $25 each should be taken up at once—forty such 
would be sufficient to wipe out this indebtedness and 
leave the Association with clean hands before the world. 
This proposition was received with great enthusiasm, 
which increased from moment to moment, as names 
were handed in, and in less than half an hour the requi¬ 
site number was secured. 
At the final business meeting, on June 23d, the new 
constitution was adopted by a unanimous rising vote. 
It will go into formal effect January 1, 1900. The 
Committee on Representation at the Paris Exposition in 
1900 in its report recommended the Commissioners for 
America to give due consideration to the adequate rep¬ 
resentation of American composers in the Exposition 
concerts. It furthermore gave the formal indorsement 
of the M. T. N. A. to the appointment of Frank van der 
Stucken as conductor of such compositions, he being, in 
their opinion, the only native American conductor of note 
who has been closely identified with all the interests of 
the American composer. 
President A. J. Gantvoort. 
vitations for next year’s meeting from Des Moines 
Milwaukee were submitted to the Association for 
,n. Both cities put their attractions—social, artistic, 
material—in the strongest light, but Des Moines 
tically won her case when, in addition to offers of 
accommodations of auditorinms, hospitality of her 
ng club, etc., she pledged herself to a contribution 
1000 in cash. It was also felt that in a smaller 
» than is usually chosen for meeting the results in 
v respects might be more satisfactory than m a city 
•e such gatherings are not unusual. Des Moines 
accordingly chosen as the location for next year’s 
ing and the Convention adjourned after another 
t of enthusiasm, caused by the accession of ten more 
nembers to the list of forty secured two days before. 
ie officers for the coming year are: President, 
,ld J. Gantvoort, Cincinnati (reelected); Vice- 
ident, Arthnr L. Manchester, Camden, N J. , Sec- 
, Philip Werthner, Cincinnati (reelected) ; Tress- 
7pred. A. Fowler, New Haven, Conn, (reelected) ; 
Uve Committee: M. L. Bartlett C. M-Keeler, 
;eneral observations. 
gets to be~twenty-one and is ready to 
. U. and counts for 
nels will receive the contributions of his influence. The 
M. T. N. A. has reached that period of sun-rise maturity 
and is a citizen of the musical world in full standing. 
Now, how will he vote ? What will he do? What will 
he be good for ? 
The recent meeting at Cincinnati, where, by the way, 
as a wailing infant of one year’s growth the M.T. N. A. 
was domiciled in 1879, may be fairly considered a 
crucial test of the Association, which may now be re¬ 
garded as safe. Its benumbing load of debt, from which 
it would certainly have died in anotheryear, was hoisted 
with a whiz the other morning, which reminded one 
of a first-class Methodist effort to lift the mortgage off a 
church, and it was very fitting that a patriotic doxology 
such as “America ” should have been sung by the jubi¬ 
lant voices of the generous assembly. 
The meeting, taken all in all, was as good and sig¬ 
nificant as any previous, among which the one in Detroit 
in 1890 and the one at Boston in 1886 bear the palm. 
A most striking feature of this meeting was the ex¬ 
treme prominence given to American compositions. 
This, of course, has been discussed in a spirit of approval 
and in a spirit of censure almost ad nauseum; but the 
deluging of our ears, brains, hearts, ganglionic centers, 
osseous frames, muscular investments, and digestive ap¬ 
paratus, not to mention those frailer and more ethereal 
elements known as thoughts and emotions, by so much 
good, ambitious, respectable music, where noble medi¬ 
ocrity had a malicious way of making itself uncomfort¬ 
ably felt much too often, causes all true lovers of 
American music-culture to recognize two facts, written 
as with sky-rockets against a midnight sky: first, 
America has a large cohort of studious men who have 
mastered the art of music and can make excellent use 
of their attainments in a constructive way ; second, very 
few of our musicians can yet speak convincingly in a 
voice entirely their own, and tell us something which 
God and the heart of mankind have whispered in their 
ears. 
But what of it? Why shall we carp and fret and 
whine? How many hundreds of millions of human 
beings lived in western Europe from 1685 to 1883? In 
the former year Bach was born; in the latter, Wagner 
died. What an easy problem in arithmetic it would be 
to count the men who in those two centuries wrote pages 
of music which are a permanent happiness for all man¬ 
kind ! 
Fie upon the carpers! Bravo, brother musicians ! 
Keep at it: we are going at a gallant gait The music 
we are making is surpassed in all Europe by fewer 
men than could be counted on one hand. 
Among the many noble works, larger and smaller, 
the concerto for piano and orchestra by Huss, the piano 
quintet by Foote, the Ratcliff symphonic prologue by 
van der Stucken, and the Sintram symphony by Tem¬ 
pleton Strong stand possibly highest. 
The air was filled with a constant buzz and breezy 
flutter of critical, analytic, parasitic, and semipoliti¬ 
cal conversation. It would be charming and perhaps 
helpful if the little band of lions, after they returned to 
their cages in various quartern of the great republic, 
could know and brood over some of the comments or 
“sizing-ups” to which they were subjected. 
One lady, for instance, said that a certain composer 
was the greatest little man and the litflest great man 
that she ever saw. Another said of a certain pianist 
that he fairly bruised the piano with brutal virility. 
But, of all the scores of good things none was better 
than a remark made by a charmiDg Southern lady, her¬ 
self a capital pianist, and her head bushy with ideality, 
who, in talking about music, flashes heat lightnings of 
sentiment around the entire horizon,—she was most 
agreeably surprised at the general appearance and per¬ 
sonality of a well-known composer, and said that be bad 
a countenance in F sharp minor. 
It would take a sizable book to preserve all the good 
stories, all the bright epigrams, all the kind and cordial 
compliments, all the keen and critical verdicts, all the 
vehement and vivid vituperations, all the countless 
angles and corners that were illuminated by slide lan¬ 
terns, tallow-dips, kerosene lamps, electric arcs, and gas- 
jets (especially gas-jets); all the projects, plans, and 
promises ; and then the said book should be illustrated 
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by hundreds of cuts of all the hobby-horses and their 
riders. 
It was a glorious good time, full of enthusiasm and 
fraternal feeling ; and the M. T. N. A. may be looked 
upon as a fixed fact for the future. 
CONVENTION NOTES. 
William Armstrong, of Chicago, was attentively 
followed in his paper, read in the first general meeting, 
on “ The Artistic Temperament. ” This was a thoughtful 
consideration of the traits necessary to the great inter¬ 
pretative artist, and forms part of a work which is soon 
to be published in this country and in England. 
It was generally considered that in arrangement of 
material, programs, etc., this convention was superior to 
any which have preceded it. The first half of the morn¬ 
ing was devoted to special topics,—voice, piano, organ, 
public schools,—in separate rooms. At 10.30 A. M. a 
meeting of the whole was held in the large auditorium 
for business and discussions of more general interest. 
The afternoon and evening were given to concerts, the 
interest naturally culminating in the evening concerts, 
which were choral and orchestral. 
Apropos of the outing at the Zoo, where a concert 
was arranged in honor of the Association consisting of 
American compositions, one of the delegates remarked, 
“ What do they want to go to the Zoo for, when they 
have ns to look at?” 
President Gantvoort showed such tact and business 
energy that it was the all but unanimous opinion that he 
should succeed himself. The only dissenting voice was 
that of Mr. Gantvoort himself, but seeing the over¬ 
whelming odds against him, he gracefully yielded. 
This assures a meeting next year at Des Moines on the 
same high plane as that at Cincinnati. 
It seemed to be the general impression that although 
this time the policy of exclusively American composi¬ 
tions was, on the whole, a success, it would be somewhat 
hazardous to repeat it. Artists were necessarily hamp¬ 
ered in making up their programs, and were obliged to 
play much which appealed to them but little or not all. 
This plan, if pursued, would inevitably result in tedium, 
and thus be disastrous to the cause it was intended to 
benefit. 
Frank Herbert Tubbs and Constantin von Sternberg 
started the ball to rolling which resulted in the raising 
of fifty life memberships at $25 each. When on 
the first day the fortieth name was reached, and an 
enthusiastic member raised “America,” the effect was 
electric. It was felt that it meant more than money to 
the Association ; it meant a unity of interest among the 
members and a new era of usefulness to the organization. 
In regard to the music heard on this occasion, it was a 
surprise to note, in general, the weakness of the piano 
compositions as compared with the ensemble works. 
The former were largely salon pieces, and naturally 
light in character. From this category, however, must 
be withdrawn Ad. Foerster’s “Eros,” Wilson G. 
Smith’s “ Silhouettes,” Arthur Foote's “Poems after 
Omar Khayyam,” Howard Brockway’s “Ballade, Op. 
10,” William Sherwood’s “Medea,” W. H. Dayas’ 
“Polonaise in A Minor,” and Ang. Giissbacher’s “Im¬ 
promptu in A Major.” 
Among the most appreciated works were the two 
quintets for piano and strings by E. R. Kroeger, of St. 
Louis, and Arthur Foote, of Boston. These two com¬ 
positions were received with the most genuine enthusi¬ 
asm, which, from their mastery of form and musical 
inspiration, was fully deserved. 
The American composer can not complain of the 
willingness of his musical confreres to spend money on 
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his behalf. The Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, under 
Frank Van der Stiicken, was paid $3600 for the three 
orchestral concerts. 
The reception given on Saturday afternoon by Mr. and 
Mrs. Alexander McDonald, at their beautiful home in 
Clifton, was only marred by nnpropitious weather. This, 
instead of the proposed at fresco gathering on the lawn, 
confined the company to the house. An informal pro¬ 
gram was heard by aid of the fine organ and piano in the 
superb music-room, and was thoroughly enjoyed by those 
who had braved the elements. Among those who con¬ 
tributed to the pleasure of the occasion were Miss 
Isabella Beaton, Cleveland ; Jas. A. Farrell, Lawrence, 
Kas. ; A. W. Berge, New York ; Walter Keller, Chicago ; 
W. S. Sterling, Cincinnati. 
One of the most scholarly and able addresses made 
during the whole convention was that by Thomas 
Tapper, of Boston, “ The Foundation of a Musical 
Education.” It followed closely the lines of the educa¬ 
tional suggestions made in the president’s address, and 
made a deep impression on those present. Mr. Tapper 
is a member of the committee appointed to carry these 
suggestions into effect. 
'QUESTIONS .If- 
/X M I) 
f ANSWERS 
[Our subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only; 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Case the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer1 s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.'] 
M- K.—1. By “old school,” when used in connection with piano 
teaching, is meant the system of teaching in vogue a number ot 
years ago in contradistinction to modern methods and ideas. Ber- 
tini’s “Piano Method” properly falls under that head. Kalk- 
brenner was a type of the old school-teacher. 
2. Slanting lines (sometimes dotted) connecting a note on one 
stafl with one on another are used to indicate a melody which is 
divided for convenience in playing between the two hands, or the 
movement of an inner part which is of importance. 
3. When a line is run perpendicularly through a mordent it indi¬ 
cates that the ornamental note is the half-tone below the principal 
note. You should have In your library Louis Arthur Russell’s work 
on “Embellishments.” 
4. When a grace note, followed by a chord, and slurred, occurs in 
music, the grace note is played on the beat. This is especially the 
case when it is in the bass; for example, G, first line, grace note, 
followed by the chord G and Bin the octave higher. The pedal is 
used to sustain the low G. 
5. A note over which a short horizontal line with a dot over or 
under it has been placed receives a half-accent. A note inclosed in 
a parenthesis is an optional note; sometimes it indicates a variant 
found in some other edition. 
6. For hints on pedal practice get “ The Pedals of the Plano- 
forte,” by Schmitt. 
7. A group of grace notes is sometimes played before the beat 
although, if the notes of the group form an arpeggio, the effect is 
the same as ir the chord was written out in full and played with a 
roll from the lower to the upper note, the latter receiving promi¬ 
nence. In von Billow’s edition of Beethoven’s sonatas nearly all 
grace notes and groups come with the beat. A single grace note is 
usually played with the beat In a slow movement the tendency in 
modern piano-playing is to play the embellishments on the beat 
In very fast movements the difference between playing exactly on 
the beat or a very slight time before that the value of a grace note 
would indicate, is so little as to be barely, if at all, perceptible 
> -- ^ luciouy, is tafct 
from the first two words of a favorite foik-Fong; the words mean “r 
Alexis.” The poem represents a younggirl addressings rose whii 
Bhe is sending to her lover, Alexis. 
2 The phrase “ Revised or edited by-” does not imply th 
a change has been made in melody, or harmony, or both, but th 
the piece has been fingered, annotated, phrased, or otherwise pr 
pared for teachers' use. For example, a Beethoven sonata may ha 
passages that can be fingered in several ways or divided betwei 
the two hands to facilitate execution. Phrasing, so important 
our day, is often lacking in the original copies of the works of t] 
masters. Hence arises the necessity of a «* revision ” by some cor 
petent musician. 
3. The Presser edition of “The Harmonious Blacksmith ” 
founded on the copy edited by von Bulow, whose work is ami 
tative. We prefer it to Pauer’s edition. or*" 
E. T.-l. If a piece is marked “ D. C.it means to go to the be 
ginning, which may be an introduction. If the introduction is not" 
to be played, the marking at the end of the piece would be “D S ” 
2. It is customary not to repeat the different sections of a waltz 
march, etc., in playing a “ D. C.” ; use the second ending. 
8. Chopin is pronounced Sho-pang, the final g not very promt 
nent, indicating a nasal quality to the n, rather than the common 
English ng. 
E. W. Years ago, when astrology Influenced all sciences, uneven 
numbers were considered lucky, even numbers the reverse. Perfect 
time, counting three, was represented by a circle; imperfect time 
counting two or four, by a half-circle, similar to our letter C. A 
line through the semicircle doubled the rate of movement. 
S.—1. By “theory” is usually meant the study of music aside 
from learning to play some instrument or to sing, and, in its widest 
application, includes the study of harmony, counterpoint, etc. a 
knowledge of the peculiarities of various musical instruments 
musical forms, notation, and acoustics in relation to music. Many 
teachers, however, narrow the term to the study of harmony. 
2. It is not a very good expression to say “ major or minor music ” • 
say music in the “ major or minor mode.” 
3. At the present time but few publishers issue music in American 
fingering, and we certainly advise that you use only music in the 
so-called “ foreign ” fingering. 
4. Massage means a rubbing or kneading of the muscles, and is 
used for remedial or hygienic purposes. We do not think that 
it can be used with any great results on the hand for facilitating piano 
practice. We should recommend the use of “finger gymnastics,” 
such as are indicated in Jackson’s work on the subject. A useful 
little pamphlet is 11 Finger Gymnastics,” by W. F. Gates, or get 
Bidwell’s Pocket Hand Exerciser. 
5. “Tonic-sol-fa” is the term applied to a method of learning to 
sing at sight, in popular use In England. The first, fifth,and fourth 
of a scale are the principal notes. The first is “ do,” which is the 
44 tonic,” or key-note; the fifth and fourth are “ sol ” and “ fa,” usiDg 
the familiar syllable names. The inventor of the system used the 
term to distinguish the system, which is that of a “ movable do,’’ 
—one in which the tonic chauges with modulation,—from the old or 
“ fixed-do ” system. 
6. A “ comma” in music is the difference between what is known 
in musical acoustics as a major tone and a minor tone. To explain 
these terms: the vibrations of the different members of a scale in 
perfect tune have a definite numerical relation. The major third, 
C to E, is as 4 to 5; the major second, C to D, as 8 to 9; the propor¬ 
tion between D and E being 9 to 10, which is obtained by the follow¬ 
ing calculation : C to E is as 4 to 5 or 8 to 10, C to D as 8 to 9, a 
major tone ; hence I) to E is as 9 to 10, a minor tODe. A comparison 
of the two proportions shows that C to D is larger than D to E by 
f This difference is called a comma. 
7. It is right to say “ sharp C,” if the word “sharp” be used as a 
verb in directing a player; but if used as a noun, it is better to say 
“ C-sharp.” 
J. A. W.—Com posers occasionally use a double-time siguaturesuch 
as 11 when there is a regular alternation of time values. If the 
change in time be for a few consecutive measures only, the change 
is indicated where it occurs, and not at the beginning of the piece. 
N. W. E.—See answer to the second question under M. K. 
E. C.—1. Arpeggios in “broken forms” mean the notes of the 
chord upon which the arpeggio is founded, arranged in other than 
regular succession. For example, take the triad CEGC. *Ihe 
regular arpeggio would be made of these notes in regular succession. 
If the succession should be C G E C, it would be a broken form. 
Canon form consists in an imitation by one hand of the figure in the 
other, in a different octave. 
2. A note flatted by the signature should not have a sharp placed 
before it without the flat is first contradicted by a natural. 
B. S.—1. The figures inclosed in circles found in Mendelssohn's 
“Songs Without Words,” Litolff edition, are explained in Wanaus’ 
“ Organ Method,” price 75 cents, in the same edition. It would re¬ 
quire a great deal of space to give full explauation of all the signs 
used. They refer to the stops to be used. The European harmo¬ 
niums are so different from the American organs that the registra¬ 
tion indicated by the figures would not be of much service. 
2. “The Strad,” and “Musical Answers,” published in London, 
and “The Violin World,” published in New York, are journals de¬ 
voted to the interests of violin study. The publishers of Thk 
Etude can furnish any one of the above. 
L. G.—1. When “tma corda ” is indicated, it usually implies the 
so-called “ soft pedal ” alone. If both are to be used, it is generally 
indicated by the direction “both pedals.” The two pedals can be 
used together very frequently when not so directed. 
2. In playing church tunes it is generally best to take the hands 
off the keys at the end of each line. The choir and congregation 
can follow mnch better. 
E. A. H.—1. A teacher is to be the judge for the rendering of a 
piece. There is no fixed rule by which to tell where the time may 
be accelerated or retarded, or variation in dynamic expression be 
used with indication in the text. A very good work on such points 
is Lussy’s “Musical Expression,” and the work on “Interpreta¬ 
tion ” by Mr. A. J. Goodrich, now in course of printing by the pub¬ 
lisher of The Etude, will also be of great value. 
2. A good rule is to have the free finger over the widest sp»c«> 
thus GCEO, the space between G and C is greater than from C to 
E; hence the fourth finger is free. When the space is equal, as in 
CEGC, the fourth is always used. 
E. A.—For a definition of classic music see Mr. Van Cloves 
44 Letters to Pupils, ” in The Etude for December, 1898. 
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Thk receipts at the last Paderewski concert in London 
were over $6000. 
The Illinois Music Teachers’ Association met at 
Quincy, Jane 27th to 30th. 
The Indiana Music Teachers’ Association met at 
Lafayette, Jane 28th to July 1st. 
The increase in exports of American-made musical 
instruments for the last year was $463,000. 
The United States is now exporting fifty per cent, 
more of musical instruments than it impoits. 
It has been reported that Miss Gertrude Mary Stein 
will become a member of the Ellis Opera Company. 
The Philharmonic Orchestra of Berlin, Arthur Nikisch 
conductor, made a successful concert trip in Russia. 
“ Cendrillon ” is the title of Massenet’s new 
opera. The plot is founded on the familiar Cinderella 
legend. 
The subject of Paderewski’s much talked-about opera 
is connected with gipsy life and the scene is laid in the 
Carpathian Mountains. 
An English piano-maker has announced a keyboard 
with keys of such width that children and others with 
small hands can stretch an octave. 
It is reported in a New York paper that Maurice 
Gran, the opera impressario, has offered Mine. Calvk a 
contract for sixty performances at $1500 each. 
A book for advanced students of the pianoforte, by 
Franklin Taylor, of London, “ Technic and Expression 
in Pianoforte Playing,” is to he ready shortly. 
Emil Fischer, the great Wagnerian basso, the favor¬ 
ite “Hans Sachs,” was recently married to Mile. Sey- 
gard, who sang in this country several seasons ago. 
Mr. Frederic H. Cowen, the eminent English com¬ 
poser and conductor, was in Toronto and Montreal dur¬ 
ing the past month, in charge of some examinations. 
“ PANTOM IMOKr.F.TTRICOG AI.VANOCOROGRA FOPLASTI- 
CA ” is the name of a pantomime given in an Italian 
city. This goes far beyond German compound words. 
The last season of the Handel and Haydn Society of 
Boston was not a snccessfnl one, financially speaking. 
The report of the treasurer showed a loss of over $3000. 
Beaddock, Pa., the location of a number of the great 
Carnegie iron industries, is to have a $10,000 organ in 
the Music Hall bnilt by Mr. Carnegie and presented to 
the city. 
The Connecticut Public School Music Teachers’ Asso¬ 
ciation held a meeting in Hartford, May 6th. A number 
of papers were read on subjects relating to pnblic- 
school music. 
Elise Polko, whose name is well known in musical 
literature, died recently at Munich. Her stories and 
fantasias are well written, but inaccurate from the bio¬ 
graphic point of view. 
Mr. August Hyllested, who has been in Europe 
for the past three years, will resume his former position 
as director of the piano department of the Gottschalk 
Lyric School, in Chicago. 
Mr. Maurits Leefson, pianist, and Mr. Gustav 
Hille, of Philadelphia, violinist, have arranged to open 
aschool of music in the fall, to he known as the Leefson- 
HUle Conservatory of Music. 
Mr. W. W. Gilchrist has resigned his position as 
sector of the Philadelphia Symphony Society’s Or¬ 
chestra, an organization of about eighty amateurs, and 
0ne °f the best orchestras of the kind any where. 
A new work by Dr. Percy Goetschius, of Boston, 
“ a,1Qounced as nearly ready. It is to be called 
Melody Invention.” The idea is to form and fix cer- 
*n melodic treatment in the minds of beginners. 
Emil Paub has signed a contract to become director 
of the National Conservatory of Music during the com¬ 
ing season. He will conduct four public concerts during 
the winter, and preside over the classes in composition 
and ensemble. 
Howard Forrbr Peirce, a most promising American 
pianist and composer, died recently at Phrenix, Arizona. 
Mr. Peirce was born at Dayton, Ohio, in 1865, and 
received a thorough musical training in this country 
and abroad. 
Perosi, the Italian composer, declined the proffer of 
the permanent directorship of the Papal choir. He 
wants to devote his time to writing lyrics and even 
operas, so it is said, which he could not do if he accepted 
the position. 
Gounod preferred suitable surroundings when he 
wrote his sacred music, usually some church or cathe¬ 
dral. “ The Redemption ” was written mainly in Notre 
Dame Cathedral; the music for “ Jeanne d’Arc,” in the 
cathedral at Rheims. 
Max Alvary’s family is not entirely destitute. By 
the settlement of a law suit against the theater of Man- 
heim, where the great tenor was seriously injured, owing 
to the carelessness of some employees, the heirs have 
received something like $5000. 
In Europe municipalities build theaters and opera- 
houses ; in the United States millionaires take the place 
of the cities. John D. Spreckels, the sugar magnate of 
San Francisco, has offered $60,000 for the erection of a 
large concert-hall in Golden Gate Park. 
Frau Sucher, the eminent Wagner soprano, is an¬ 
nounced as intending to follow the example of quite a 
number of other singers, and devote part of her time to 
the teaching of singing in a Berlin school. The soprano 
rSles in Wagner’s operas will, of course, be her specialty. 
The Banda Rossa, which had such a hard time of it 
when it first came to the United States, seems to have 
become an American institution. The hand plays a 
season at Willow Grove Park, Philadelphia, and will 
undertake a concert tour of this country and Mexico in 
ifaU. 
Jeblin has a great concert record. The Philharmonic 
ebestra gives 100 concerts each season, the court or¬ 
is txa gives ten, and two other orchestras give a number 
concerts each season. Last winter there were sixty 
,n0 recitals, twenty-seven violin recitals, more than a 
ttdred vocal recitals and concerts, and a large number 
;hamber-music concerts. 
He John Stainer, the great English organist and 
nposer, is to retire from his post as Professor of Mnsic 
Oxford University. He began his musical career at 
i age of seven as a chorister in St. Paul’s, London. At 
. S“e of fourteen he received a regular appointment as 
organist. He was organist of St. Paul’s Cathedral 
many years, until his eyesight liegan to fail. 
rHE Missouri State Music Teachers’ Association held 
>ir annual meeting at Joplin, June 14th to 16th. A 
e program of concerts, recitals, and essays was given, 
e officers for the ensuing year are: President, H. 
Schultze, Kansas City ; Secretary and Treasnrer, II. 
Rice St. Lonis. Program Committee, E. R. Kroeger, 
Louis ’ Mts. W. D. Steel, Sedalia ; Mrs. Hart Ciuck- 
mk, Hannibal ; Mrs. Mabel Haas Speyer Kansas 
7 Chairman of Executive Committee, Mrs. J. C. 
nes, Columbia. Place of next meeting, Columbia, 
Jane, 1900. 
k New York music trade paper announces some 
entv well-known pianists as expected to make concert 
us in the United States next fall. Some of the artists 
.. Joseffy, Paderewski, de Pacbmann, Rosenthal, 
pellnikoff, Hambourg, Dohnanyi, d’Albert Pugno, 
oti Stavenhagen, Lamond, Borwick. Josef Hofmann, 
££ Liebling Sieveking, Rachmaninoff, Carreno, 
phie Menter, and Gabrilowitsch. 
The National Export Exposition, to he opened m 
’H,lelphia in Septeml>er, will have, among other 
ares a large auditorium seating 0000 people. Con- 
L wUl be given in the afternoons and evenings, 
rts Will g j ted for musical attractions. 
0.000 has been appropriated o 
held in the same month, opportunity will he afforded to 
many to visit Philadelphia. 
Dr. Rea, an English musician, recently published a 
review of musical progress during the past sixty years. 
In writing of the cheapening of mnsic, he says that all 
of Beethoven’s sonatas can now be bought for half the 
price once asked for one. Hand in hand with this 
cheapening has been a great improvement in the quality 
—better paper, legible text, full directions, biographic 
and analytic notes. In the early part of this century 
good mnsical libraries were rare ; to-day, hundreds of 
teachers have complete editions of all the classic and 
standard works. 
Mr. W. J. Henderson has come forward in the 
musical columns of the New York “Times” with his 
list of books for mnsic study. They comprise “Homo- 
phonicForms,” by Percy Goetschius ; several good little 
hooks in the Novello series ; W. S. B. Mathews’ book 
on “ How to Understand Music”; Frank Damrosch’s 
“Popular Method of Sight Reading"; Krehhiel’s 
“How to Listen to Mnsic ”; Hubert Parry’s “ Evolu¬ 
tion of the Art of Mnsic ” ; Hanslicks’ “The Beauti¬ 
ful in Music ” ; Ambros’ “ Boundaries of Poetry and 
Music," and “Beethoven and His Nine Symphonies,” 
by Sir George Grove. 
Announcement has been made of the awards in 
several of the competitions for prizes offered by the 
“Musical Record” for musical compositions. The 
judges were H. W. Parker, Arthur Foote, R. L. Her¬ 
man. The successful contestants were : Class III, piano 
solo : First prize, Mr. Louis V. Saar, of New York ; second 
prize, Mr. Harvey W. Loomis, New York. Class IV, 
song for church use : First prize, Mr. George W. Chad¬ 
wick, Boston ; Becond prize, Dr. Paul Klengel, New 
York; third prize, Mr. Bruno Oscar Klein, New York. 
Class V, songs for concert use : First prize, Miss Adele 
Lewing, New York ; second prize, Mme Helen Hope- 
kirk, Boston ; third prize, Mr. Frederic Field Bullard, 
Boston. The awards have not been completed in the 
other classes. 
Johann Strauss, the “ waltz king,” died in Vienna 
June 3d. He was born in that city February 12, 1825. 
He was first destined for the army, hut when eight 
years old, he composed and played a waltz that so de¬ 
lighted his parents that a musical career was decided 
upon. At fifteen he was an excellent violinist, and 
played in his father’s orchestra. At nineteen he had bis 
own orchestra. At twenty-six, after his father’s death, 
he united both orchestras and won European fame. In 
1802 he married a Hungarian singer, Henrietta Treffz, 
and was appointed Hofkapellmeister to the Emperor. 
His most famous composition was the “Beautiful Blue 
Danube” waltz. His operettas were among the most 
popular ever produced in Vienna. Strauss was in the 
United States, at the Boston Peace Jubilee. He left an 
estate valued at about $20(1,(MW. It is divided among 
his wife, his two brothers, aud the Vienna “ Gesellscliaft 
dcr Mnmkfreiinde.” His last work was a ballet, 
founded on “Cinderella,” but partly finished, which 
was to have been produced next season at the Royal 
Opera, in Vienna. 
The New York State Music Teachers’ Association 
held their eleventh annual meeting at Albany. N. 
June 26th-29tli, Mr. Jaroslaw de Zietinski. Buffalo, 
N. Y., president; Mr. F. W. Riesberg, New York city, 
secretary and treasurer. A fine program, musical and 
literary, was presented. The New 4 oik association is 
one of the most flourishing in the United States, and 
can always be found in the van of progress. 
When Schnbert died in Vienna, he left personal 
property valued at sixty-three florins (about $25). Bee¬ 
thoven was, in comparison, a millionaire, since he lelt 
10,232 florins. When Brahms died, he was worth 
$100,000. 
Domenico Mascagni, father of the composer, died 
the other day in Livorno. He had lieen a baker, and 
until the success of bis sou’s operas lived in sncli pov¬ 
erty that he was only able with a struggle to allow 
his son to learn the rudiments of mnsic. It was not 
until after the production of “Cnvalleria Rusticana” 
that the family began to know prosperity. 
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HOVICB TO TKH AflQBRICAN STUDENT OF 
HHRjaoNV. 
PERCY GOETSCHIU8, MUS. DOC. 
Unless ray experience is misleading, the most strik¬ 
ing and encouraging symptom of vigorous musical 
growth in our country during the past ten years is the 
wide-spread interest shown in the study of harmony. 
Compared with close observation during the preceding 
seventeen years in Germany, it discloses a much more 
general and genuine determination, here, to become 
familiar with the fundamental theories of the music 
art than was (and I believe still is) manifested in Ger¬ 
many itself. 
But this study in America is yet so novel, and the 
appreciation of its purpose and resources yet so imper¬ 
fect, that many errors are committed and much disap¬ 
pointment reaped by the young student, who undertakes 
a course of harmonic discipline either in deference to 
the advice of a teacher or because he vaguely realizes 
that it is a universally recognized necessity, but with¬ 
out a definite individual conception of what the under¬ 
taking really means—what it promises, and what it ex¬ 
acts. I have observed that both too much and (even more 
frequently) too little are expected of it. To such as con¬ 
scientiously propose to begin the study of harmony, 
these few words of advice may be of great value. But, 
first of all, upon those who have not thought of begin¬ 
ning, I would urge that they do so ; not before, but as 
soon as possible after, becoming fifteen years of age ; or, 
if they have begun and laid the study aside in discour¬ 
agement, let them ponder what I have to urge, and be¬ 
gin over again. 
Do not expect too much from the study of harmony. 
It can not enable you to compose acceptable music 
within a few months ; no system of “ harmonic” edu¬ 
cation can do that; it can do no more, in the average 
course of one year, than to acquaint you with the keys, 
the chords and their inter-relations, the embellish¬ 
ment of these chords, and the melodic rudiments of 
musical form. But this it can and should do most 
thoroughly. It will teach you to write brief exercises, 
—not pieces of music,—but correctly, as correctly as 
Beethoven wrote. And, chief among its certain prom¬ 
ises, it will enable you to analyze the harmonic condi¬ 
tions (and the simpler structural conditions) of all 
music, modern and classic ; will enable you to recog¬ 
nize the chords, modulations, and all other technical 
details of simple composition, and give you at least this 
grasp of the thought and purpose of the writer. 
On the other hand, do not expect any less than this. 
If you find it irksome, yon have either the wrong text¬ 
book (for you) or the wrong teacher, or you err in your 
conception of the study. Change one or the other— 
for harmony should be a delight, never a burden. Let 
your point of view be, always, the melody; try to dis¬ 
cover what sources of melody the harmonies reveal ; for 
melody is the life and soul of music. With this ray to 
guide you, yon will most surely and quickly learn to 
hear, eventually, each tone as yon write it down. 
Finally, do not confound “harmony ” and 11 form.” 
TKH TEJWPBR OF THE MUSICIAN- 
J. 8. VAN CLEVE. 
It is often said that musicians are quick-tempered, or, 
as it is expressed in the every-day colloquial language, 
“cranky.” We have all heard of Beethoven’s flying 
into a fury with his friends, even with Lobkowitz ; and 
the pious Bach used at times to snatch off his wig and 
throw it at a dull or inattentive pupil, assuring him that 
his true vocation was that of a cobbler. But let ns not 
be too quick to take up a reproach against the musicians 
as a class. 
I have again and again listened with irritation and 
impatience to commonplace people, who never had any 
ideas in all their lives more lustrous than a clod of new 
turned earth, talk wisely, and with a most self-soothing, 
self-satisfied complacency of manner, about the irrita¬ 
bility, the vanity, and' other failings of the musical 
class. Some of this is doubtless true, for musicians are 
men, and the old Latin proverb says, “ Humani est 
errare ” (“ To err is human ”). But these unlovely or 
comic traits are not monopolized by the musician. 
Try to hold yourself in check, but do not worry; if you 
are sensitive and quick, you would be no musician 
unless you were of silk, not of tow ; of silver, not of 
lead ; of gold, not of brass. 
DIFFICULTIES. 
PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
Difficulties are of two kinds, positive and condi¬ 
tional. For example : I am given a pencil and asked to 
draw a perfect circle. Here is a positive difficulty, and 
I may practice all my life and still be unable to over¬ 
come it. But let me take a pair of compasses, and in a 
few seconds I can, with ease, draw a circle that shall be 
mathematically perfect; remove the compasses, and the 
difficulty still remains a positive one and not to be over¬ 
come. 
Again : Let me start out in some city to find the post- 
office; say. I do not think it necessary to find its loca¬ 
tion on a map, or ask directions for reaching it, but hope 
to find it by walking about the city until I get to the 
building. Now, unless I accidentally stumble upon it, 
' I may walk the city for years and not reach my objective 
point. Here is a conditional difficulty, and one of my 
own creation. If I comply with the proper conditions, 
viz., locate the budding, ask directions for reaching it 
and then follow them, I can go directly to the office. 
With the exception of physical impossibilities there 
are no positive difficulties in piano-playing. Every one 
is conditional and can be overcome if we observe the 
proper conditions. The snccessfnl teacher must be able 
to analyze every technical difficulty, find the conditions 
upon which success or failure in overcoming it depends ; 
then put his pupil on the straight road, when the diffi¬ 
culty will soon be conquered. 
HN AID TO THE FORmATION op MUSICAL 
CONCEPTION. 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
While every conscientious teacher tries his best to 
assist his pupils to acquire or to improve musical con¬ 
ception, it must be admitted that his time is too limited 
for it. He selects the music pieces in a rational order, 
and frequently plays them for his pupils; but this is 
usually the most he can do. Should the pupil belong to 
a “musical family,” and have a chance to listen to good 
music at home or in concerts, fineness and strength of 
conception will readily develop. Without such aids the 
efforts of the teacher will not always bear sufficient fruit; 
it will ever ripen slowly. 
The playing of accompaniments is of the greatest im¬ 
portance. Concerted instrumental music is rarely per¬ 
formed in families, yet some member of the family or 
some friend may sing, and the opportunity of accom¬ 
panying the singiDg should be readily embraced. Plain, 
unassuming folk-songs offering no difficulties will be 
just the thing for the beginner. As every singer does 
sing with some expression and phrasing, the accom¬ 
panist who has to follow him can greatly profit by it. 
As the pupil advances in skill, more pretentious work 
can be taken up. 
A pupil of little technic can assist in a musical per¬ 
formance which is entirely satisfactory and enjoyable 
This will surely inspire him to study and practice music 
with more industry and zeal. Consequently, another 
great advantage may be the result of accompanying. 
PARENTS VS. TEACHER. 
E. A. SMITH. 
Having spent both time and patience in the prepara¬ 
tion of a pupil who was to take part in a prize contest for 
a gold medal, what was my great surprise to hear the 
pupil play the piece entirely different from the way she 
had been taught! The piece, in fact, seemed to be all 
accompaniment. Inquiring the reason for the change, I 
learned that the father had taken the matter in hand 
and had been drilling her every day upon the selection 
since her last lesson, so that it suited him exactly, or, as 
he expressed it after the contest and before the decision 
of the judges was announced, “Didn’t M-play that 
piece fine?” She was marked last among those who 
competed. Other teachers may have had a similar ex¬ 
perience and are yet wondering why some of their pupils 
play so differently in public than when at their lesson. 
Query : Would n’t it be just as well if the parents allow 
the teacher to do the teaching, not in part, but entire? 
mHNTAL INDOLENCE. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
Why is it that many persons, especially singers, never 
learn to read from notes ? Some opera singers have been 
obliged to learn all their parts by rote because of their 
inability to read from notes. Why is it that some can 
read the notes in the treble but not in the bass? And 
why is it that some insist that they can not understand 
time? Simply mental indolence. It is supposed to be 
a very difficult task to learn to read from notes, and so 
many shrink from attempting it. But let any one make 
a staff of eleven lines, with the middle one (the sixth) a 
short one, and study it carefully for a week, memorizing 
the letters of the lines and spaces in their order, and the 
difficulty begins to vanish; while further practice in 
reading from notes makes it easier and easier. 
As the French say, “It is the first step that counts.” 
But many are unwilling to take the first step, and so 
never learn what a simple thing it is to master the staff. 
As to those who complain about not understanding 
time, I observe they are always able to make correct 
change for a dollar. I often explain that each measure 
is a purse containing the same amount,—as, for instance, 
a dollar,—while the purses (or measures) may differ as to 
the way this amount is divided. 
One week’s concentration on time-values and the notes 
of the staff ought to convince any one that the ability to 
read notes is only a question of mental alertness and 
practice. 
—A systematic education in the childhood of a musi¬ 
cian presents the greatest advantage. It may also be 
taken for granted that the moral and mental education 
of the young composer is not less important than are 
his music studies. Nay, his moral training is even of 
higher importance, since one may be a good musician, 
but must be a good man. Moreover, he is sure to be 
come a better musician if he possesses an acute discern 
ment of right and wrong, with love for the former and 
dislike for the latter. As regards his mental education, 
it is more important for him to know how to think than 
what to think. A clear discernment is preferable to much 
information : at any rate, it is better to know but little 
and to understand that little clearly than to know a grea 
deal confusedly. There can be no doubt that a classic 
education is of great advantage to the musician, not only 
on account of the refining influence which a familiarity 
with a classic literature exercises upon the artistic 
mind, but also on account of the languages. Talente 
musicians sometimes appear rather deficient in their 
mental cultivation. The enthusiasm with which they 
pursue their musical studies is apt to cause them to 
neglect the other studies.—Engel. 
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The family of Johann Sebastian Bach is most unique 
in the history of music, in this—that it shows evidences 
of musical talent and training of a high order for several 
generations. How different is this from the history of a 
number of other musicians,—Mozart, Haydn, Handel, 
Beethoven, Schumann, Schubert, and others ; most of 
these composers being the one fruitful branch in the 
family tree. 
Let us take a rapid glance at the record of the Bach 
family. The first of the name of whom we have any 
certain record as showing musical proclivities were 
Veit and Caspar Bach. The former, who died in 1619, 
while on his travels as a journeyman baker and miller, 
visited Hungary, where it is thought he may have 
learned to play the zither, or, as Sebastian tells the tale, 
“ the cithara, which he would take with him into his 
mill and play thereon while the corn was grinding.” 
His son, Hans Bach (1580-1626), adopted music as a 
profession, being trained by his uncle, Caspar Bach, town 
musician of Gotha. It is known, 
however, that he also learned the 
trade of carpet-weaver. He was of a 
jovial disposition and in great request 
thronghout Thuringia. Everywhere 
that a jolly company was gathered, 
Hans Bach and his fiddle were 
welcome guests. His three sons—- 
Johann, Christoph, and Heinrich— 
further increased the fame of the 
Bach name. His brother’s family 
also contributed several musicians 
of note, Johann Ludwig Bach, who 
died in 1741 as Kapellmeister in 
Meiningen, being the most famous. 
Thus, in each generation, an in¬ 
creasing number of musicians con¬ 
tributed to make the name of Bach 
synonymous with music, so much so 
that in Erfurt, where the family 
held the official musical position 
for a century, the town musicians 
were called 1 ‘ the Bachs, ’ ’ even when 
uo member of that family was 
among the number. 
One notable fact in the history 
of this remarkable family is that 
a strong bond of affection always 
existed between the different members, strengthened by 
intermarriage, by the system of apprenticing the younger 
members to the older, whereby a nephew often entered 
a family as a son, and by the yearly gatherings of the 
family at some central location. 
Each of the three Bachs mentioned above—Johann, 
bristoph, and Heinrich—took up music as a profession 
and attained eminence in it. These men, as well as the 
®ajor portion of their relatives, held various official 
positions, and most of them were organists, some being 
renowned. Johann Christoph and Johann Michael, 
sons of Heinrich, were forerunners of their relative, 
1 ebastian ; the former, while a complete master of the 
u0id counterpoint of his time, was also one of the first 
deviate from it, and wrote in a freer and more flexible 
style. He formed a link between the old church modes 
rao^ern tonality of major and minor. 
Christoph Bach, born in 1613, was the grandfather of 
nstian, and spent the greater part of his life as a 
player in various court and municipal bands. His son, 
Johann Ambrosius, born 1645, the father of Sebastian, 
has but a meager record. 
Those who are familiar with musical history will recall 
the Minnesingers and the Mastersingera, the latter made 
famous by Wagner in his well-known opera. In the 
time of the Bachs, the “companies of players” were 
strong in Germany. Their rules were very rigid and 
carried out with sternness. The Bach family was so 
numerous as to form a company in themselves, and held 
aloof from these “players’ companies.” They generally 
occupied a better position, and were looked up to with a 
certain respect by their fellow-townsmen. Contrary to 
the custom of the day, they did not go to Italy for train¬ 
ing, but were in every sense the product of German art 
and German training, and, therefore, the family is to be 
regarded as an embodiment of the artistic aspirations of 
that nation. 
Johann Sebastian Bach was born at Eisenach on the 
hBwSfflw 
Bach’s Birthplace at Eisenach. 
21st of March, 1685, old style, or March 31st according 
to our present calendar. He commenced his training at 
an early age, and before he was ten was his father’s apt 
pupil on the violin. Both of his parents died about this 
time and the boy was placed under the charge of his 
brother, Johann Christoph, his senior by about fourteen 
years, then organist at Ohrdruf, near Gotha. According 
to the account of Bach’s early life, the older brother was 
jealous of his junior’s great ability, and instead of 
helping toward a higher mastery, thwarted him in many 
ways among others refusing him the use of a collection 
of famous organ compositions which the boy greatly de- 
sired to know in order to advance himself. Dnrrag this 
time he attended the gymnasium at Ohrdruf, getting a 
%7n0?be'went to LUneburg, a wealthy city and 
became a scholar in the St. Michael’s school, which was 
specially devoted to the cultivation of music. He re¬ 
mained here about three years, a penod which had an 
important development upon his genius. He came under 
the influence of Bohm, a renowned organist who be¬ 
longed to the North-German school of composition and 
organ-playing. Bohm had also given attention to the 
French school of pianoforte music, and something of its 
piquancy and grace had come into his own style of com¬ 
position. 
The musical services at St. Michael’s Church were 
very elaborate and required a great deal of preparation. 
After his voice changed, Bach remained in the school and 
assisted in the playing and in the training of the choir. 
These three years gave him an intimate knowledge of 
choral singing, increased his opportunities for organ- 
playing in the best styles, and made him acquainted with 
the lighter instrumental music brought from France. 
As the orchestra was used on festival occasions, be was 
brought into contact with this branch of work also. 
At Easter, 1703, Bach left LUneburg to devote him¬ 
self to his profession. Several months later he became 
the organist of the New Church, at Arnstadt. He was 
now eighteen years old. His yearly salary was about 
$57. His duties were not very heavy, thus giving him 
ample leisure to continue his studies. It was in 1704 
that he wrote the famous “ Capriccio upon the Depart¬ 
ure of a Friend.” This friend was his brother, who had 
enlisted as an oboist in the body-guard of Charles XII, 
of Sweden. 
In 1705, Bach asked for a few weeks’ leave of absence 
and went, on foot, to L'tibeck, to study with Buxtehude, 
the celebrated organist. So interested did he become 
that he long overstayed his leave, and when he did 
return, which was in February, 1706, he was called to 
account. A period of unpleasantness ensued, maiked by 
fault-finding on the part of the consistory, and lack of 
tact on Bach’s side. In June, 1707, he resigned, and ac¬ 
cepted the post of organist at MUblhansen, in Thuringia. 
The new post was an important 
one and had been held by several 
eminent players. Bach recognized 
the honor, and labored diligently to 
meet the high ideals he had formed. 
He worked very hard with the choir, 
superintended the repairing of his 
organ according to a plan of his 
own, and added to it a Glockenspiel, 
or peal of bells. He also composed 
a number of works on a large scale 
for special occasions. But a power¬ 
ful element in ecclesiastical circles 
became aroused to opposition to his 
efforts, and the higher forms of the 
musical and choral art were frowned 
upon. Music, according to these 
pietists, was seductive, unless it was 
to serve an edificatory purpose, and 
even then it could be employed only 
in the most simple manner. Before 
a year was up the crisis was reached, 
and in the latter part of June, 1708, 
Bach resigned bis post. 
While he was in Muhlhansen, in 
October, 1707, Bach was married to 
his cousin, Maria Barbara Bach. 
Two of the children of this marriage 
attained eminence in the profession—Wilhelm Fricde- 
mann, born in 1710, and Carl Philipp Emanuel, born 
in 1714. 
His next position was organist of the Ducal Chapel at 
Weimar, where he remained for nine years. In connec¬ 
tion with his work as organist, he performed some of 
the duties of concert-master, playing the leading violin 
part, and also acted as Kapellmeister. He enjoyed the 
esteem and patronage of the reigning duke, who was 
greatly interested in the arts and sciences. During his 
stay in Weimar, Bach made frequent journeys to other 
places, greatly increasing his fame as an organ virtuoso 
and composer. He was widely known as an expert in 
organ construction and restoration, and his services were 
eagerly sought for, both by builders and churches, to 
test organs. 
In 1714 he made a visit to Cassel, where he played a 
pedal solo on the organ, which was considered very re¬ 
markable, since one who was present says that few 
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could have equaled it with their hands. In 1716, 
Mattheson, the foremost critic of his day, called Bach 
“the renowned organist." 
It was in 1717 that the celebrated contest with the 
Frenchman, Marchand, was arranged at Dresden. This 
contest, it must be remembered, was not a trial of Bach's 
ability as an organist, but as a harpsichordist. 
J. SL Hu n. 
During his stay in Weimar, Bach wrote the greater 
number of his larger organ compositions. Besides this, 
he gave considerable attention to vocal composition, and 
became familiar with the Italian chamber music, which 
latter opportunity must have been valuable to him. He 
became very much interested in the violin concerto, as 
is shown by the fact that he arranged for the clavier 
and the organ about twenty of Vivaldi’s concertos. He 
also used themes from some of Corelli’s works and elab¬ 
orated them in his own way. 
It was in 1717 that Bach left Weimar to take the post 
of Kapellmeister at Coethen, the reigning prince being a 
relative of Duke Wilhelm of Weimar. This new post 
represents his farewell to his former calling of profes¬ 
sional organist. He was reaching out for a wider sphere 
and a higher recognition of his musical abilities. In¬ 
stances could be multiplied to show the profound im¬ 
pression which Bach made upon his contemporaries by 
his magnificent command of organ technic. When we 
compare the organs of that time with those of the present 
day, supplied with mechanical appliances of the greatest 
ingenuity, with actions of almost lightning-like rapidity 
of response, we may well wonder what he would have 
accomplished under conditions that maintain to-day. 
We shall quote but one instance. Reinken—“ Old 
Reinken,” as he was familiarly called—was then living 
at Hamburg. At that time he was far advanced in 
years. A pupil of Sweelinck, he was one of the chan¬ 
nels which connected the Flemish and the North Ger¬ 
man school of organ-playing and composition. Bach 
visited this old master, and from him gained much in 
insight into the scope of organ composition. On one 
occasion Bach elaborated on the old choral “AnWasser- 
fliissen Babylon’s" in such style as to draw from Rein¬ 
ken the remark, “ I thought that this art was dead, bnt 
now I see that it lives in you.” This was in 1720. 
It will doubtless be interesting to many of our readers 
to trace the connection from Bach back to the great 
Netherlands school of composition. The visits of Bach 
to Buxtehude and Reinken brought him in contact with 
the principles of composition and playing of Sweelinck 
(1562-1621), of Amsterdam, who was a pupil of Zarlino 
and Gabrieli, representatives of the highest Italian style 
of compaeition and playing. Sweelinck was the origi¬ 
nator of the organ fogue evolved from one theme, with 
which, by degrees, several counter themes associate, 
pressing forward to a climax at the close. This is the 
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scheme which Bach developed. Sweelinck showed 
much of the once famous genius of the Netherlanders for 
contrapuntal combinations. 
Zarlino (1517-1590) and Gabrieli (1510-1586) were 
pnpils of Adrian Willaert, the founder of the Venetian 
school of composition. The latter was the pupil of 
Josquin Depres, the great master of counterpoint. It 
must be remembered that in those days compositions 
were handed down from teacher to pupil by manuscript 
copies, and that only pupils, as a rule, had access to the 
works of the masters. It can readily be seen that the 
relation of teacher to pupil was most intimate and im¬ 
portant. We have here a chain of four men, all emi¬ 
nent, between the great Josquin and Bach, men of the 
three great nationalities in the early history of music, 
the Flemish, the Italian, and the German, culminating 
in Bach, who united in himself the Netherland genius 
for counterpoint, the Italian melodic element, and the 
German feeling for strong harmonic bases. 
The characteristics which gave Bach his authority as 
an organist are due in some measure to his originality 
in the application of the mechanical resources of the 
organ, founded upon an intimate knowledge of organ 
construction, as mentioned before. He made his arrange¬ 
ment of the stops before he commenced playing, but in 
a style of his own, adapted to facilitate rapidity of 
change in registration. The pedal parts in his composi¬ 
tions were often very difficult. 
Forkel records that while Bach was an elegant per¬ 
former on the clavichord, when he came to the organ no 
trace of the harpsichord player was to be perceived. All 
was adapted to the nature of the instrument. 
In 1720 his wife died, leaving behind several chil¬ 
dren. Of the two best known, Friedemann resembled 
his father, Philipp Emanuel the mother. Seven chil¬ 
dren were born of this union, four only surviving in¬ 
fancy. 
The education of the two promising sons referred to, 
especially Friedemann, the elder, claimed much of 
Bach’s attention. He wrote, in 1720, a “Clavier-Biicli- 
lein” of easy pieces. This was followed by “Inven¬ 
tions," in two and three parts. Spitta says that the 
term, in the scholastic sense, means a “compound of 
just disposition of the members and appropriate expres¬ 
sion." The third stage in the course of instruction 
was the preludes and fugues of the “ Wohltemperirte 
Klavier.” Bach laid great stress on the fact that in¬ 
struction on the clavichord should go hand in hand with 
composition. No one, he maintained, should learn to 
play who could not learn to think musically. In this, 
as in many other things, Bach anticipated our present- 
day ideas. 
In 1721 Bach married again, Anna Magdalena Wuel- 
ken, who held a position 
as singer at the Coethen 
court. She was fifteen 
years younger than her 
husband. She had a fine 
soprano voice. Thirteen 
children were born of 
this union. • 
The Prince of Coethen 
married about the same 
time, and his bride had 
no taste for music, there¬ 
by making Bach’s posi¬ 
tion less congenial. As 
a result of this feeling, 
he applied for the posi¬ 
tion of Cantor at the 
St. Thomas School, in 
Leipzig, which had just 
become vacant through 
the death of Johann 
Kuhnau. 
He commenced his new duties in June, 1723. The 
School was then in the fifth century of its existence, and 
combined music and general teaching. The cantor’s 
duties included a certain number of lessons in music and 
Latin grammar, varied on Sunday evenings by the Latin 
Catechism of Luther. Bach, however, was allowed to 
pay a)colleagne to take the Latin teaching, thus being 
at liberty to confine his attention wholly to his musical 
work. In addition to this he was precentor of the two 
great churches of St. Thomas and St. Nicholas; he was 
also expected to provide a choir for the simpler service at 
St. Peter’s, and exercised an indefinite supervision over 
St. Matthew’s Church. 
Bach’s position was no sinecure, the more so as the 
school had gone into decay, besides suffering greatly from 
the rivalry of the opera, which attracted the more ambi¬ 
tious singers. His salary was 700 thalers and his lodg¬ 
ings in the left wing of the school building. He was 
greatly hampered in his work at the school and in the 
churches by narrow-minded superiors, but the position 
occupied by Leipzig as a center of traffic drew many 
strangers to the city, who greatly assisted to spread the 
fame of Bach to other cities. He made frequent jour¬ 
neys to other cities, receiving many tokens of honor 
from various sources. 
The twenty-seven years which Bach passed at Leipzig 
show a great record for activity in composition. Organ 
works became rarer, but large choral works and compo¬ 
sitions in the department of chamber-music were fre¬ 
quent. In the home circle there were splendid facilities 
for the testing of these works. His children were all 
trained in music, and there was generally a number of 
pupils in position to give their services. The children 
and the pupils also rendered most valuable assistance in 
copying and engraving music. 
Among the journeys which Bach made, one of the 
most notable was the visit to Frederick the Great, King 
of Prussia. The latter was much interested in music, 
and conveyed to Bach, through the latter’s son, Carl 
Philipp Emanuel, who was in his service, an invita¬ 
tion to visit his court. Bach went there, accompanied 
by his son.Friedemann, and aroused the greatest enthu¬ 
siasm. This was in 1747. Bach’s eyesight had been 
greatly impaired by his increasing labors at copying and 
engraving, and in 1749 he submitted to an operation, 
hoping for relief. The result was total blindness, and 
in addition to this the accompanying medical treatment 
completely undermined his health. On the 18th of Jnly, 
1750, he found his sight suddenly restored, but was 
stricken with apoplexy soon afterward, and died on the 
28th. 
Spitta says : “ Together with his wonderful gifts as an 
artist, Bach united great clearness and acuteness of in 
tellect, strength of will, a persistency which often 
amounted to obstinacy, the love for order, and a high 
sense of duty. Like all artists, he possessed an irrita¬ 
ble temperament, and was liable to passionate outbreaks, 
but in the main his demeanor was grave and dignified. 
Though conscious of his worth, he was free from arro¬ 
gance. If he sometimes manifested violent excitement 
when giving instruction to large school classes, he exer¬ 
cised great patience with individual pupils, and show 
a happy faculty for teaching them. Instead of oppress 
ing them by the excess of his genius, he drew them tip 
to himself with words of friendly encouragement, an 
it is certain that he could hold up to them no better 
example than his own unwearied industry.” 
Reginald Lane Poole, in his biography of Bach, s*?8 ■ 
“ Of Bach’s figure we know really nothing but the hen 
J 
1-acsxmii.k op Bach’s Manuscript. First Prelude “ Wr.i.L-Ti’MPEKKi) Clavichord. ’ 
and the square shoulders. His countenance was one of 
singular dignity and refinement. The thick eyebrows 
that stood out beneath his great forehead, knotted above 
his long, firm nose, seemed to note a force if not a 
severity of character ; but the impression was softened 
by the sweet, sensitive lines of his mouth.” 
In making a survey of Bach’s compositions, we first 
name his church cantatas, of which he wrote a complete 
series for five years, for all Sundays and festival days, 
of which only a portion has been preserved. Of five 
“Passions” only three remain—the St. Matthew, St. 
John, and a dubious St. Luke. To this list must be 
J. S. Bach. 
(After the Monument at Eiseuach.) 
added the great B-minor Mass, the Magnificat for 
five voices, the Christmas, Ascension, and Easter ora¬ 
torios. Other large works are “ Das Wohltemperirte 
Klavier,” the “ Art of Fugue ” (fifteen fugues and four 
canons on one and the same theme), three partitas and 
three sonatas for violin alone, besides pieces for instru¬ 
ments no longer in use, such as the gamba and lute. 
The number of instrumental compositions for the clavi¬ 
chord and organ is very great, and includes preludes, 
fugues, fantasias, toccatas, suites, concertos, chorale 
prelndes, and variations. Only a small part of his works 
appeared in print during his lifetime. 
That Bach’s glory as a composer should be largely 
posthumous is probably the result of his exceeding sim- 
plicity and diffidence, for he always shrank from popular 
applau8e; therefore, we may believe that his composi¬ 
tions were not placed in the proper light during his life, 
t was through Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven that the 
musical learned what a master-spirit had wrought in the 
Person of John Sebastian Bach.—Ferris. 
may justly be called “ The Father of Modula- 
*n’ ^or he first practically established free modula- 
°u i and he was the man who reconciled the old church 
modes, the music of the Flemish and the old Italian 
85 °ols, with the modern modes of treatment.—Elson. 
ozart studied, Mozart needed to make less rest 
g. n ®and®l, Handel than Palestrina, because these 
^ready absorbed their predecessors. But from 
l T* °n'^ a°uiething new is ever to be obtained— 
' °hn Sebastian Bach. -Schumann. 
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THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN POLYPHONIC 
AND MONOPHONIC OR HARMONIC MUSIC. 
BY H. A. CLABKE, MUS. D. 
It is necessary to have a clear understanding of the 
significance attached to these words, polyphonic and 
monophonic, or, as it is sometimes called, homophonic. 
At first sight it seems rather contradictory to say that a 
simple composition for two voices is polyphonic, while a 
passage from a Beethoven symphony may be monophonic. 
The distinction is based on the following considera¬ 
tion : In polyphonic music every part or voice is of 
equal melodic interest, hence the typical form of poly¬ 
phonic music is the fugue. On the other band, in mono¬ 
phonic music, the theme, melody, tune, or whatever it. 
may be called, is supreme, and the other parts simply 
act as accompaniment to it. 
At its best estate polyphonic music was essentially 
vocal music, and was founded on the simple combina¬ 
tions that result from sounding a given note with its 
third and fifth or third and sixth and octave. The 
use of dissonances was hedged about with very stringent 
regulations. The use of these purely consonant combi¬ 
nations gave great freedom of movements to the parts. 
This freedom of movement is in strong contrast to the 
enforced movement demanded by the use of essential 
dissonances in modern music. 
The art of polyphonic writing on the basis of conso¬ 
nant combinations was gradually developed through a 
long line of Belgian and Italian composers until it cul¬ 
minated in the works of Palestrina. The following quo¬ 
tation from a motet by Palestrina, “ As the Hart 
Pants,” is an excellent illustration of the freedom of 
movement and simplicity of combinations that charac¬ 
terizes the old counterpoint: 
With the opening of the seventeenth century a new 
spirit was developed in music through the invention of 
the opera. The stately repose of the polyphonic style 
was found to he utterly inadequate to the expression of 
passion and action ; hence the invention of the recitative 
and the cantilena, often with the slenderest accompani¬ 
ment. This newly discovered power in music proved so 
attractive that the older school was, for a time, almost 
forgotten, and for many years the efforts of musicians 
were chiefly directed to the discovery of formulation of 
the laws of harmony. 
The discovery of these laws gave rise to a new style of 
counterpoint, in which dissonances, both issential and 
non-essential, played a much larger pait; but this gain 
in material was counterbalanced by loss in freedom of 
motion, for the reason already pointed out. Compare 
the following quotation from the opening chorus of the 
“Matthew Passion Music,” by Bacb, with the one given 
from Palestrina. Observe how the counterpoint moves 
according to the rules governing the progression of the 
dissonant chords on which the passage is mainly founded: 
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These measures are simply a “ donation ’’ of the fol¬ 
lowing harmonic progression : 
The change from the old to the new counterpoint came 
about gradually, receiving its greatest impulse from the 
writings of Bach, who seems to have gathered up in his 
strong hands all that was best of both schools, writing 
at will with the intricate involution of Palestrina or the 
piled-up harmonic combinations of a nineteenth century 
composer, as in his “ Chromatic Fantasia,” a quotation 
from which we give, together with one from Binding, 
to illustrate the difference between the eighteenth 
and nineteenth century composers, aR to the possibilities 
of chord, combinations, and successions : 
Bacb, “ Chroma lie Fantasia.'1 
We have already seen that the exigencies of dramatic 
expression caused the first departure from the old poly¬ 
phonic forms of composition. Another and equally 
powerful factor in the development of the monophonic 
school was the invention of ‘‘Foim’’ as applied to in¬ 
strumental music, and the adaptation of these “ Forms ” 
to the orchestra. 
The old classic school may be defined as passive, pas¬ 
sionless, and intellectual. The “ untwistingall the chains 
that tie ” the freely moving melodies of a fugue into a 
complex whole demands such effort from the intellect 
that emotion muRt be kept in abeyance. On the other 
hand, the monophonic school mny be defined as active, 
dramatic, and emotional. Now, the orchestra is the 
most perfect instrument ever devised for the expression 
of these things, hence it always seems as if under re¬ 
straint when occupied with purely polyphonic music, 
although admitting it freely when it is subordinated to 
the development of the “Theme" or leading musical 
thought of the symphony, as, for example, in the finale 
of the “Jupiter” symphony or the finale of Schu 
mann’s piano quintet. 
The present writer does not wish to be understood as 
denying the quality of intellectuality to monophonic 
music in its fully developed “Forms” ; quite the con¬ 
trary. It demands a higher exercise of intellect to 
comprehend a symphony of Beethoven than classic 
fugue. The polyphonic composition tells everything ; an 
attitude of passive receptivity is all that it requires ; 
while the symphony speaks in hints and symbols, which 
the listener must interpret for himself. One gives ns a 
picture finished carefully to its last detail; the other a 
shadowy adumbration with Rembrandt like glooms and 
dazzling lights, stimulating to their utmost powers 
thought and imagination. 
One often hears laments from musicians of the change 
from the old classic to the modern monophonic school. 
Such lament is useless for several reasons. The law of 
progress demands that “ old older ” shall cease, “giv¬ 
ing place to the new the conditions that produced that 
school have passed away, never to return ; the work of 
the great men of old remains with ns ; to attempt to 
rival it now would be ns vain rs to attempt to restore 
the Italian school of painting of Rafael and Angelo. 
Then, to compare the two schools is useless, became com¬ 
parison can not be instituted between things that are 
totally dissimilar. It is like disputing which is the 
greater, drawing or coloring. No common term may be 
found on which to build a comparison. 
The attitude of the modern musician toward his art 
has totally changed from that of his brethren of the six¬ 
teenth century. To the ancient composer mnsic was 
largely a matter of ingenuity. The “words” were a 
matter of supreme indifference to him. He would set 
in the same way a stanza of the “ Stabat Mater ” a nar¬ 
rative verse from the “ Acts,” or, *s Palestrina did, a 
heading of a chapter of Jeremiah. To the modern com¬ 
poser music is, first of all, a means of expression. To 
this view he subordinates everything,—the force and 
the delicacy of the orchestra, its ever-changing tone- 
color. even "the polyphonic intricacy of the old classic 
school. Nor, alas ! does he always stop short of rank 
cacophony in his feverish search for expression. 
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THE TECHNIC FOR PLAYING BACH : ITS 
BEARING UPON MODERN PIANO STUDY. 
BY W. 8. B. MATHEWS. 
The reason that the study of the works of Bach should 
have any practical bearing upon modes of pianoforte 
instruction almost two centuries after they were written 
lies in their representative and, one might say, “cos¬ 
mic” character. The music of Bach affords one of the 
most interesting psychologic phenomena in the whole 
range of musical art. Practically speaking, Bach was 
the complete musician. Gifted with a fine original sense 
of tone, his constructive faculties had been developed by 
the interminable exercises of the old school of counter¬ 
point, with its systematic progression from “ two against 
one,” “three against one,” “four,” “ syncopation,”and 
“ florid,” all of them carried through the restrictions of 
all forms of double counterpoint and kept up until these 
hampering laws, so fatal to musical invention excepting 
that of the first order, eventuated in perfect freedom. 
Bach improvised in his most elaborate moments; and it 
is doubtful whether there is any one of his movements 
which he could not just as well have done in a dozen 
other ways with the same ease. Only Brahms among 
moderns has shown an invention of this kind, working 
freely under the strictest rules, and rising with surer 
and surer wing as the emotional demands have become 
more pressing. 
Accordingly we find in Bach an endless invention of 
melody, a eounterpoint which is a continual delight to 
the musician, and a musical temperament which opened 
to him the entire chromatic and not a little of the en¬ 
harmonic world of musical emotion. Whatever he 
writes, and in whatever style, there is feeling behind it 
and in it. After a short playing with a theme he grows 
interested, the mnsic increases in intensity, and a climax 
comes—always reached easily, naturally, yet with the 
sure touch of a master to whom temperament and feel¬ 
ing were like his ordinary breathing and seeing. 
A suitable technic for playing Bach, therefore, has 
to haye almost the entire outfit of the modern pianist, 
and upon one side it represents what until lately was the 
extreme limit. It depends a great deal upon what you 
mean to get out of your Bach playing. We know that 
the clavier, which was Bach’s piano, was an instrument 
of very slender and sensitive tone, entirely incapable of 
filling a room of any size. Hence there are those who 
read in everything of Bach these hampering limitations, 
and are satisfied with a neat finger-fluency and a light 
touch. There are others who remember that the action 
of the clavier afforded the playeran expression unknown 
to the modem pianist, owing to the free escapement of 
our hammer (in consequence of which there is not any¬ 
thing you can do to the tone when once the hammer has 
been set in motion, except through the pedal or by 
simply withholding the damper from the wires. The 
clavier style of expression, it is claimed, has lately been 
added to the powers of the piano through the clever in¬ 
vention of a great devotee of the clavier, Mr. Morris 
Steinert, of New Haven, Conn.). 
The first impression which the study of Bach’s music 
makes is that it is conceived from an intellectual stand¬ 
point, and is, as sometimes expressed, “made to order,” 
“calculated,” “ scientific, ” and to be distinguished from 
the melodic and the spontaneous. This impression is 
partly right. Bach was a flower of musical culture,_ 
the product of ten generations of musical heredity,—a 
born musician, and trained to technical perfection in all 
the arts of composition. Hence, in everything of his, 
the mastership and the expert repetition and develop¬ 
ment of motives are everywhere in evidence ; and it is 
only later that we begin to realize that behind all this 
musical cleverness is the actual root of the matter, music 
itself, spontaneous, palpitating with emotion, free and 
admirable. Moreover, this emotional quality of Bach’s 
imagination only comes ont when the actual notes are 
played in the manner intended, with the freedom, 
speed, and discrimination of touch, so that the different 
melodies of the voices are played melodieally, with feel¬ 
ing, and with the “come and go” belonging to expres¬ 
sive singing. Jast as soon as any prelude or fugue, or 
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any allemande, courante, gigue, gavotte, or whatever, is 
played in this spirit, not only do we find in it these 
purely musical qualities, belonging to the master musical 
mind, but also the emotional and temperamental quali¬ 
ties that belong to the great tone-poet. And then Bach’s 
music becomes thoroughly modern and worthy the 
utmost ability of the modern pianist. 
Hence we are now in position to explain what we want 
in a Bach technic. First of all, complete finger- 
fluency, since the freedom of the intertwining voices is 
one of the first individualities of Bach ; and without 
perfect fingers Bach is not to be played completely. 
This fluent fingering has to be prepared in great part by 
Bach himself, through the inventions, suites, and other 
smaller forms. First get ample finger motions (in the 
earlier stages of practice) and good articulation of the 
tones in a chain. Second, get singingtoucli, with enough 
handiness at pressure to put expression into the little 
subordinate motives of any voice where melody for the 
moment comes into greatest intensity. 
Second, we want musical appreciation, and an under¬ 
standing of Bach. I imagine that a certain amount of 
analysis is helpful; simple memorizing is very useful, 
and the better the memorizing (i. e., the more complete 
in appreciation of detail, and the various subordinate 
ideas in tbeir relation to the main idea), the better for 
the playing. Partly, this will come from memorizing; 
partly, through hearing Bach well played ; partly, after 
a longer growth, when Bach playing has formed a part 
of the daily bread for a couple of years or more. 
The emotional quality in Bach will come out in the 
playing of every well-taught pupil as soon as she 
begins really to enjoy this old music. It can be helped 
by judicious attention to the mechanism of touch, such 
as suitable arm effects for bravura moments and em¬ 
phatic moments. 
The Bach foundation is a finger foundation in playing. 
It means not alone fluent fingers, but also expressive 
fingers. And the relation of Bach to modern technic 
rests in this, namely, that the entire mode of thematic 
treatment in modern works rests primarily upon Bach. 
When Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, Brahms, 
are writing free fantasia upon themesalready heard, they 
are merely playing with wbat they bad left of the Bach 
art of fugue. They play ; Bach worked—or would have 
worked if he had not been so great an expert. He car¬ 
ries his development too far for modem ideas ; nowa¬ 
days we change the subject oftener. But all this 
thematic development, and particularly the “ elabora¬ 
tion ” after tbe double bar in a sonata movement, are 
survivals from Bach, and are made clear through study¬ 
ing Bach and playing Bach. In fact, we seem upon a 
new development in piano-playing which will rest, if 
possible, still more upon the works of Bach than that 
which we have been working out after Chopin, Liszt, and 
Thalberg. The modern playing will require Bach fingers 
and Bach expression, intensified according to the needs 
of modern life. Tire hand has to be made stronger, the 
action of the fingers very complete, very rapid, very in¬ 
dividual, and at will very expressive. This can not 
come from exercises as such, except in the early steps • 
expression comes only where there* is something to ex¬ 
press. And this means Bach study as preparatory to 
almost all the moderns. 
Or take it another way : The expression of complete 
musical ideas upon the pianoforte requires, first of all, 
fingers, which, according to tbe Delsartean conception, 
represent thought, and in music do represent thought^ 
since it is only through their perfection that this sensi¬ 
tive interplay of musical ideas can be brought to per¬ 
formance ; second, we must have hands and arms for the 
chords, octaves, and bravura effects (for all bravura 
eflects are largely arm effects). For these qualities we 
do not look in Bach, but in modem works, such as those 
of Liszt and Schumann. Third, we must have musical 
sensitiveness. Now, this last quality is the very flower 
of musical education, and it will come only from a very 
rich and many-sided culture. It will be by playing and 
hearing all sorts of music, from Bach to Brahms and 
Tschaikowsky ; much practice in Schumann, Chopin, 
T>zt, and the romantic writers generally (not forgetting 
those indispensables in the earlier stages—Mendelssohn, 
Heller, Jensen, and Grieg). Also by making represent¬ 
ative compositions by all the great writers a very part 
of the student’s musical brain, memorizing them and 
playing them afterward in various successions and for a 
long time. 
In this many-sided, modem graduation Bach will 
serve as chief corner-stone : First of all, for the fingers • 
second, for the intellect, because he treats musical 
motives in so great a variety of ways ; and, third, for his 
educative influence in tonality, bis use of chromatics 
being quite modern and “up-todate.” Finilly, the 
Bach technic will be fully as much mental as muscu¬ 
lar, and any treatment of Bach study which stops wi'li 
fingers will fail of all results except those of finger. 
THE STUDY OF BACH’S PRELUDES AND 
FUGUES. 
BY BERNARD BOEKELMAN. 
A I. most two centuries have passed away since Joh. 
Seb. Bach wrote his monumental work, “ The Well- 
tempered Clavichord ” (1722). He wrote it for his ad 
vanced pupils, and in it he combined a soulful expression 
of feeling with helpful material for developing technical 
skill in composition. 
Many of the preludes in “ The Well-tempered Clavi¬ 
chord ” disclose a mood of feeling not at all related to the 
fugues to which they are prefaced. Schumann, who 
admired Bach and founded his own style upon him, 
showed himself a critic in th« highest sense when he 
demonstrated, on musical grounds, what many of Bach’s 
biographers have proved, that the preludes were com¬ 
posed at various times in the life of their author, and 
were often brought into their present relation to the 
fugues which they preface merely on account of their 
similar tonality. 
Fugues are the finest models for students anxious to 
acquaint themselves with higher art forms, and at the 
same time aiming at a perfection of the rhythmic, har¬ 
monic, and melodic elements of music. About one-half 
the forty-eight preludes are in the form of the etude ; the 
other half show a structure more polyphonic, and are 
very useful as a preparation for fugal work. A separate 
study of the preludes, as distinct from the fugues, seems 
therefore not only desirable, but obligatory, if both forms 
are to be thoroughly understood. 
How Bach should be studied is a question to which 
many different solutions have been propounded. Apait 
from the usual conventional methods of preparing 
standard musical works, their composition (analysis), 
their expression (of motion), the singing ol the interlac¬ 
ing of their melodies, must be carefully studied out. 
Fugues are not compositions for beginners ; nevertheless, 
Riemann’s polyphonic studies will be very useful to 
students just at their initiation to polyphony. 
The theme of a Bach fugue contains on the surface 
both rhythmic and melodic elements. The harmonic 
elements, though equally present, are concealed. Let us 
investigate the former first. For instance, Fugne 12, 
part II. 
Fugue 12. Book II, 8 parts. 
The dynamic rise and fall is indicated by tbe little 
dots. These furnish us with a key to the proper 
delivery of the melody, because they expose the skeleton 
of it. Upon this framework of tonal elements the 
other notes are clothed. 
The melodic character being firmly established, the 
rhythmic element should be examined. This particular 
theme is in two-quarter time, and apparently presents a 
dance rhythm. Conform the accent to the rise and fad 
of the melody, and the proper tempo will adjust itself- 
The step which Bach probably saw in his mind’s eye 
presented on the up-beat a preparation for a decisiTe 
motion, which took place on the first note of the measure 
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and may have been concluded on the third eighth. The 
composition should, accordingly, be lendered in a jovial 
manner. 
Fugue 12, Book i, has the following theme : 
Fugue 12. Book I, 4 parts. 
The time (common), in a uniform quarter-rhythm, and 
the chromatic passing and changing tones denote a 
sorrowful thought. This fugue possesses a counter-sub¬ 
ject, which should be analyzed in the same way. This 
will bring out the contrasting elements. Bach often 
uses counter subjects strikingly in contrast, in melody 
and rhythm, to the themes which they accompany. He 
sometimes plays one off against the other, and works up 
a grand climax (often in the stretto). 
When the student can hum every voice all through 
from memory, he is ready to identify the various rhe¬ 
toric elements of the fugne : the subject and counter- 
subject (if any), the episodes, and from what materials 
they have been constructed ; the strettos, canons, pedal- 
points, sequences, imitations, should be located. The 
cadences (which are equivalent to the period in literary 
work) must be found, because they control the meaning 
of the musical sentences which they close. Lastly, what 
may be called the “rhetoric figures” of musical 
speech require attention—viz., thematic alteration, and 
by what means; augmentation, diminution, or inversion; 
chromatic alteration if the fugue be not strict, and to 
this may properly be added the embellishments. All 
this taken together is neither a simple nor an obvions 
task. 
So far we have dealt with preliminaries only. Now 
we are ready to decide what Bach was feeling and think¬ 
ing about when he wrote the composition in hand. Was 
he sitting, sorrowful, in his arm-chair, watching a group 
of dancers when the musical germ formed itself in his 
mind, so that the motion of the measure trodden wove 
itself into the melancholy mood he presently depicted ? 
Was he wandering in the open air, blessing God for the 
freshness of sunny nature, when, coming unexpectedly 
near his wife’s poultry-yard, the calling of the brooding 
hens, the crowing of chanticleer, the twittering of the 
chicks impressed itself on his subconscious mind and 
presently came ont in a prelude of cheerful emotion ? 
Certain it is that gaiety, cheerfulness, triumph, joy, 
hilarity, mirth, exhilaration, grief, affliction, despair, 
bitterness, worry, depression, dolefulness, are exhibited 
as creative germs in the themes and counter-themes. 
When they have been detected by the student, they 
should be seized firmly and adhered to consistently 
through the entire fugue. The mind should be saturated 
with the emotion once it has disclosed itself. Embody 
this emotion in each of its phases,—in imitation, aug¬ 
mentation, in diminution, inversion, acceleration 
(stretto); interrupt its flow with more or less important 
events (episodes), only to resume its flow with gathered 
force, and the interpretation will be intelligent and 
soulful. 
AH these fugues, with their prefaces (preludes), are 
fine pieces of chamber music. They will become house¬ 
hold music if played as Bach himself played them. 
After all is said, Bach still presents the almost insuper- 
nble difficulty of being in a style which survives almost 
because it is his own. Polyphony is not the spontaneous 
method of musical expression of any living people, the 
Russians, perhaps, excepted. 
Any help, scientific and, at the same time, time- 
8av'ng, is well worth consideration. Add to this the 
profound control over the imagination which the eye has 
assumed, and the use of the analysis by the aid of colors 
•ecoines apparent. To see the construction of a Bach 
ague at a glance is to have the door opened into a gar- 
ea which has been hopelessly locked to the majority of 
P'arnsts. All that appertains to temperament and de- 
,Tery is then “before them, where to choose.” 
be harmonic structure of a fugue is arrived at by the 
motion of its voices. It is an element of expression all 
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the more potent because concealed, and more essential to 
modern players than it was two centuries ago, because 
modern music has raised harmony to the first place in 
the order of recognition by the ear. I have analyzed the 
harmonic forms of the fugues in my Bach edition in 
colors. The harmony can thereby be studied and di¬ 
gested independently of the polyphony. 
To those who think that fugues are “easy,” because 
they contain no passage playing, d la Liszt and Czerny, 
I would recall an episode that will have a familiar aspect 
to most Bach lovers : A young fellow, with more or less 
ability and some technic, once presented himself at a 
celebrated German conservatory. " Do you ever study 
fugues?” asked the professor, a well-known Bach lover. 
“ I can learn one in a day !” returned the youth, dis¬ 
dainfully. The professor smiled. The smile rankled in 
the memory of that callow genius. As he advanced in 
his profession he thought of it with increasing chagrin. 
Ultimately he became a well-known organist, and then 
he went humbly to the professor and retracted. 
BACH’S WORKS IN RELATION TO MODERN 
PIANO STUDY. 
BY EMIL LIEBLING. 
The study of Bach’s works finds a most important 
and direct application to modern piano-playing, and if 
correctly and systematically applied can not fail to pro¬ 
duce the best results. The same elements of technic 
which are constantly needed in the works of later au¬ 
thors are plentifully treated by their old master, who 
seems to have had a prophetic intimation as to what was 
to follow. He does not invent as many specialties of 
virtuoso technic as his great contemporary, Scarlatti, 
and yet laid a foundation which every great master has 
profited by, from Clementi to Liszt. It is, therefore, 
perfectly safe to say that music-study without a system¬ 
atic Bach course is incomplete, and the lack of it will 
sooner or later become a most regrettable deficiency. 
Bach is never easy ; even the two-voiced inventions 
presuppose considerable digital and mental develop¬ 
ment ; they might be used alongside tbe easier Mozart 
sonatas, and supplemented by selections from the three¬ 
voiced movements ; it will depend upon the individual 
ability of the student as to the next selection; some 
may need an intermediary course in the French suites, 
and others, again, might be ready for the English suites 
and partitas, or even the clavichord. It goes without 
saying that a complete analysis of the form should pre¬ 
cede and accompany the study of each piece, and the 
teacher should be complete master of the subject in its 
irety before attempting to deal with it at all. 
’he six partitas, for some reason or other, have not 
n given the consideration which their importance 
1 practical value warrants ; they contain some of the 
t material imaginable, and rank in point of difficulty 
h the earlier Beethoven sonatas. 
’he preludes of the clavichord are the natural prede- 
Sors of the Clementi “ Gradus,” and cover a very wide 
i of technical practice, though within certain limita- 
is. We find neither double thirds, sixths, nor oc- 
es, which naturally found no place in the works of a 
ster who made everything subservient to the one 
1 of polyphonic perfection ; he had no use for any 
,es that moved in the same direction ; something had 
liverge and enjoy a contrary motion ; for the practi- 
application of five-finger work nothing can excel the 
rad and fifth preludes in the first book of the clavi- 
rd • the third prelude abounds in a side-wrist move- 
it which can be used to great advantage in the first 
t of Beethoven’s sonata, Opus 53 ; good arpeggio 
dice is found in the sixth and fifteenth preludes, and 
hing better can be imagined for independence of 
and hands than the E-minor Fugue, No. 10, the 
musical, and with some of the dance forms, the bounces, 
gigues, gavottes, sarabandes, and passepieds, offer excel¬ 
lent problems in variety of effect and intelligent phras¬ 
ing. Many of these compositions can be used to advan¬ 
tage on concert programs; for instance, the bourses and 
gigue from the second English suite, and the passepieds 
from the fifth suite. With few exceptions, the so-called 
modernized Bach arrangements can be safely left alone. 
The much-played Bach toccata and fugue in D-minor, 
as arranged by Tausig, is all Tausigand no Bach ; Liszt’s 
work in the A-minor and G-minor fugues is much pref¬ 
erable. Busoni’s and D’Albert’s paraphrases are in¬ 
tended for Jin de siecle pianists. The latter master’s 
setting of Bach's C-minor “ Passacaglia ” is really a 
colossal affair, but only tolerable when executed in bis 
own transcendent style. 
This latter class of productions supplements to splendid 
advantage the study of the more modern works, requiring 
every quality which is demanded from the great virtuoso 
(including long hair). 
How to interest the student in Bach is a totally differ¬ 
ent question. In the first place, tell him why he is to 
study this master, and for what purpose ; inform him 
that, for professional aims, is the conditio sine tjua non, 
that it furnishes a solid backbone to the pianist, and 
an unfailing guide to the composer ; help the pupil to 
unravel the de'ightful intricacies of the different works, 
initiate him in the intimate workings of this most mas¬ 
terly of minds, and the sympathy and active interest of 
the younger artist will speedily be engaged. 
ON INTERESTING STUDENTS IN THE WORKS 
OF BACH. 
BY K. R. KBOEDER. 
When one considers the position of Sebastian Bach 
to-day, how he is always mentioned as the first of the 
really great composers, it is bard to realize that a cen¬ 
tury ago his name was little more than a historic recol¬ 
lection. For almost a half-century his works “lay ou 
the shelf,” while those of bis brilliant but somewhat 
superficial son were in great favor everywhere. In fact, 
even for a third of the present century, Sebastian Bach's 
works were known to but few musicians, and to tbe 
world at large he was but a name. It is but natural to 
ask “What was responsible for this?” During the 
latter half of the eighteenth century, the arts of poetry, 
music, painting, and the drama were largely under tbe 
“ patronage ” of the nobility. Tbe age was an artificial 
one, and the authors and artists most in favor were those 
who catered to the superficial tastes of their titled 
patrons. Even the most celebrated composers of that 
period, Haydn and Mozart, could not escape from these 
influences, and many of the former’s works were written 
at tbe command of Prince Esterbazy, in whose house¬ 
hold Haydn held the post of orchestral conductor, 
which was a position but little, if at all, superior to that 
of the chief butler. Emanuel Bach was not disposed to 
take issue with existing conditions ; so be composed to 
please, which he succeeded in doing at the time. But 
his father, living a comparatively retired and austere life 
in Leipsic, wrote for no distinguished “patrons.” His 
mighty genius compelled him to compose works which 
seemed little likely to be performed. And those written 
for specific purposes—his motets, cantatas, chorales, pas¬ 
sions, etc.—brought out the very deepest characteristics 
of his nature, and revealed the real Bach at his best. 
Tbe artificial condition of things which existed in 
the latter half of the eighteenth century was greatly 
shattered by the French Revolution, which, like a 
thunder clap, cleared away the mist and haze which 
hung over art as well as society. 
When the new order in tiolitical life began to be gen¬ 
erally accepted, then a new order in art correspondingly 
appeared. The majority of composers who were popular 
(excepting men of genius such as Haydn and Mozart) 
now began to diminish in favor, and their stars waned 
and finally disappeared. Beethoven, Weber, Hummel, 
Rossini, Spontini, Marschner, Schubert—men who had 
new and interesting things to say—came to the front. 
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And with them came the Bach awakening—somewhat 
slowly at first, to be sure. In 1829 Mendelssohn 
brought out the great “St. Matthew Passion” in the 
Thomas Kirche in Leipsic. 
This was the real turning of the tide. From that day 
to this the love aud reverence for Sebastian Bach’s works 
his steadily grown, until every musician and musical 
student is permeated with it. To day no musician of 
eminence can attain a high standing without a pro¬ 
found study of the works of Sebastian Bach. We find 
that Beethoven stated that his name should have been 
“Meer” (ocean), not “Bach” (brook), meaning that 
his works were almost endless in their scope and depth. 
Schumann said that “ music owed as much to Bach as 
religion did to its founder,” and also that “thepreludes 
•and fugues should be the daily bread of young musi¬ 
cians.” Mendelssohn’s love for Bach was largely re¬ 
sponsible for the Bach renaissance, as we have just 
learned. Chopin could play almost all the Bach fugues 
by heart, and practiced them entirely when about to 
give a recital. As for Wagner, the Bach principles of 
“contrapuntal harmony” and “harmonic counter¬ 
point ” are the very warp and woof of his great music- 
dramas. The influence of Bach upon Brahms is unmis¬ 
takable. And so the list might be easily extended. To 
the earnest student of Bach, the rich harmonic combi¬ 
nations resulting from his free polyphony are always a 
matter of the utmost astonishment. For extraordinary 
dissonant effects, not even Wagner and Liszt can surpass 
him. And yet nothing is meaningless. Everything is 
coherent and homogeneous. To the instructor who loves 
his Bach, and who wishes his pupils to do likewise, 
there is always considerable difficulty in overcoming a 
certain distaste at first. This distaste is dne to the fact 
that almost all the music a young student hears is es¬ 
sentially homophonic, i. that in which a particular 
milody is prominent and the harmony serves as a sub¬ 
ordinate accompaniment. Just as soon as two or more 
melodies appear (as is the case in contrapuntal works, 
such as Bich's), just so soon does the student find diffi¬ 
culty in following the melodies, and is soon afterward 
confused by them. To the majority of people it is al¬ 
most a matter of impossibility to distinguish two or 
more melodies being performed at once. The ear re¬ 
quires education in this respect. The best modern 
teachers, however, are now giving the simplest contra¬ 
puntal compositions to pupils just as soon as their tech¬ 
nical attainments permit. The result is that a better 
comprehension not only of the works of Bach, bnt also 
of the works of Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann, and 
others is becoming apparent with young pianists. An 
ideal musical education would be that wherein the great 
classic masters only were studied at first, and later 
the romantic masters. As it is, many young students 
play compositions of Chopin, Grieg, and Liszt before they 
are familiar with those of Bach and Beethoven. With 
their taste for the glamour and picturesqueuess of the 
moderns so cultivated, they find it difficult afterward to 
come to a proper appreciation of the severer and lets 
emotional works of the classicists. Indeed, the task of 
properly training the taste of pupils is one which every 
American instructor has to contend with. The problem 
of bringing the compositions of Bach especially before 
pupils with a fondness for the modern composers is one 
which involves considerable thought. Unquestionably, 
the best plan is to select those works of his which are 
the least contrapuntal and the most homophonicat first, 
and gradually to lead toward the greater fugues of the 
“ Well-tempered Clavichord.” To force thefive part fugue 
in C-sharp minor (book i) upon a pupil who cares only 
for such pieces as Godard's “Second Mazurka” and 
Grieg’s “To the Springtime” is a mistake. To this 
sort of pnpil scarcely anything of Bach’s will appeal. 
Bnt the “ Lonre inG,” or the “ Eighth Little Prelude in 
F,” or the“Gavotte and Musette in G-minor,” from the 
“Third Eaglish Suite’’ought to interest her. By careful 
and conscientious study of such selections as these a 
real fondness for them will develop. In order that such 
a liking for Bach's works will be stimulated and en- 
conraged, the writer has compiled some Bach recital 
programs, varying from the easier to the more difficult 
compositions. Pupils could study one or more pieces, 
so the various program numbers could thus be divided 
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among several. These programs have been compiled 
with considerable care, with the idea of choosing those 
selections which are the easiest of comprehension, or, in 
a general way, the more pleasing. Should the instructor 
hesitate in giving a recital the program of which would 
consist entirely of Bach’s works, they may be ol value 
for the purpose of making a judicious selection. Care 
has been taken to obtain contrasts in key and style in 
order to keep up the interest: 
Program ok Comparatively Easy Compositions by 
J. S. Bach. 
1. (a) Prelude in C \No. 1, from Twelve Little Preludes, 
Germer). 
(J) Prelude in C minor (No. 3, from Twelve Little 
Preludes, Germer). 
(c) Loure (Boarree) in G (from Third ’Cello Sonata). 
(d) Sarabande in A minor (from Second Eoglish 
Suite). 
(e) Fughetta in D major (two parts). 
2. (a) Invention in C major, No. 1 (two parts). 
(b) Aria in D (from Fourth Partita). 
(c) Prelude in F (No. 8, from Twelve Little Preludes, 
Germer). 
(d) Menuetto in C minor (from Second French Suite). 
(e) Bounce in A minor (from Second English Suite). 
3. (a) Prelude in C major (No. 1, from Well-tempered 
Clavichord, book l). 
(6) Andante in F (from Third Sonata). 
(c) Prelude in D (No. 4, from Six Little Preludes, 
Germer). 
(d) Gavotte and Musette in G minor (from Third 
English Suite). 
Program of Moderately Difficult Compositions 
by J. S. Bach. 
1. (a) Prelude and Fugue in C minor (No. 2, from Well- 
tempered Clavichord, book i). 
(b) Scherzo in A minor (from Third Partita). 
(c) Invention in C minor, No. 7 (three parts). 
(d) Bounce in D (from Suite for Trumpet). 
(e) Gavotte in B minor (Saint-Saiins). 
2. (a) Allemande in E (from Sixth French Suite). 
(b) Prelude in B flat minor (No. 22, from Well- 
tempered Clavichord, book i). 
(c) Duetto in E minor, No. 1. • 
(d) Menuetto in B flat (from First Partita). 
(e) My Heart Ever Faithtnl (Lavignac). 
3. (a) Prelude and Fugue in E major (No. 9, from Well- 
tempered Clavichord, book ii). 
(6) Invention in F major. No. 8 (two parts). 
(c) Pasiepied in E minor (from Fourth English Suite). 
(d) Prelude in G minor (from Twelve Little Preludes 
No. 10). 
(e) Gavotte and Musette in D m'nor (from Sixth 
English Suite). 
Program of More Difficult Compositions by J. S. 
Bach. 
1. (a) Fantaisie Chromatique and Fugue in D minor. 
(b) Invention in F minor, No. 9 (three parts). 
(e) Allemande in B flat (from First Partita). 
(d) Gigue in G (from First French Suite). 
2. Italian Concerto in F major (Billow). 
{a) Allegro Animato. (b) Andante motto espressivo. 
(c) Presto giojoso. 
3. (a) Prelude in A minor (from Second English Suite) 
(4) Caprice in C minor (from Second Partita). 
(c) Fautasia and Fugue in G minor (transcribed by 
F. LiBzt). 
UROGRAM OF PIECES OF DIFFERENT GRADES BY J. S. 
Bach. 
1. (*) 
(4) 
(c) 
(d) 
2. (a) 
(4) 
(c) ('0 
(e) 
3. (a) 
14) 
(c) 
(<*) 
(*) 
Prelude and Fugue on B A C H. 
Bourree in A minor (from Second English Suite) 
My Heart Ever Faithful (Lavignac) 
Loure in G (from’Cello Sonata). 
Fughetta in D (two parts). 
Prelude and Fngue in C sharp major (No. 3, fron 
Well tempered Clavichord, book I). 
Prelude and Fugue in E flat (No. 7, from Well 
tempered Clavichord, book ii). 
Invention in F, No. 8 (two parts). 
Gavotte and Musette in D minor (from Sixtl 
English Suite). 
Gigne in G (from Fifth French Suite). 
Fantasia in C minor. 
Allemande in E (from Sixth French Suite) 
Andante in F (from Third Sonata). 
Gavotte in B minor (Saint-Saens). 
Toccata and Fugue in E minor. 
BACH’S INFLUENCE ON THE MUSICAL 
WORLD. 
BY HENRY T. FINCK. 
When Rubinstein published his “ Conversations on 
Music,” which begin by placing Bach, Beethoven, 
Schubert, Chopin, and Glinka above aU other composers' 
doubtless many a reader opened eyes and mouth wide 
in astonishment at finding Glinka in such a place. 
The cynically minded, knowing the vanity of artists 
divined that “Glinka” was only an alias for the 
“Rubinstein” which the author wanted, but did not 
dare, to write. The proper name for the place was 
of course, Wagner, whom Rubinstein hated with a mor¬ 
bid jealousy. Had he written W’agner he would have 
named the five men of genius who have exerted the 
widest influence on the musical world, each in his own 
sphere. 
To realize the influence of Beethoven, listen to one of 
the symphonies written before him and compare it with 
those'written after him, and you will marvel at the 
difference. Schubert had a few predecessors in the 
Lied, but their efforts are infantile compared with his, 
and he may he declared the creator of the lyric song, in 
spite of Beethoven, whose Lieder are the weakest of all 
his works. Schumann and Franz and the other modern 
song-writers all have their roots in the soil prepared by 
Schubert. That Chopin has leavened all the piano 
music written since his day—even that of Brahms—need 
not be said ; nor is any one so foolish to-day as to deny 
that Wagner has changed the opera for all time to come, 
in Italy and France, as well as in Germany. 
As for Bach, the first of the Great Five, what has he 
done for the development of music ? It would be easier 
to answer the question, “What has he not done for 
music? ” One day Robert Franz called the attention of 
a friend to a certain passage in Bach’s “ Musikalisches 
Opfer,” which is identical with the motive of Mendels¬ 
sohn’s “ Hebrides ” overture. “ Everybody likes that 
splendid passage,” he remarked, laughing, “and Men¬ 
delssohn is praised for it; but there it stands in old 
Bach. In truth, he anticipated everything.” 
But we must not chide Mendelssohn for purloining a 
few ideas from his idol; Bach would have been the first 
to pardon him, if some one could have foretold him how 
Mendelssohn would, in the nineteenth century, wage 
war against popular indifference to his works and pro¬ 
fessional ignorance regarding their contents and signifi¬ 
cance. Mendelssohn not only resuscitated the great1 ‘ St. 
Matthew’s Passion,” but that work influenced him so 
much as to induce him to write his own “St. Paul ” and 
“ Elijah. ” I have often thought that a certain harmonic 
grandeur and variety in some of Mendelssohn’s best works 
o wed their existence to his early acquaintance with Bach. 
He was really the first who seemed to fully appreciate 
the greatness of Johann Sebastian. 
It is true that Mozart declared that Bach was the only 
comooser who could teach him anything, and that Bee¬ 
thoven referred to the oceanic depths of his music ; but 
neither of these masters, unluckily, knew his works 
sufficiently well to be specially influenced by them. As 
for musicians in general, we may apply to them what 
Robert Franz said of Bach’s pupils: “ None of them 
understood him in his essence ; they marveled at his 
virtuosity, his knowledge as a teacher, but of his 
supreme genius they had no conception.” It was not 
until the epoch of Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, and 
Liszt that Bach began to be understood as the deepest 
of musical thinkers and to exert his powerful influence 
on the whole musical world. Since that time he has 
been the composers’ composer, worshiped by all, under¬ 
rated by Berlioz alone. 
In all departments of music has Bach’s influence been 
felt. He never seemed to care much for operatic music, 
aud when he made those foot tours to Hamburg it was to 
hear an organist and not the operas sung there. And 
yet there is an abundance of superbly dramatic music m 
his “ Passions ” and his cantatas ; accents of woe or J0.' 
such as are to be found in few operas except those o) 
Wagner, who was all his life a devout student of Bach, 
in “Die Meistersinger,” particularly, we have unmi." 
takable evidence of Bach's influence in the superb open- 
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. ci,oral, the pedal point as the congregation leaves the 
church, and throughout in that masterful polyphony 
which would have thrilled Bach with joy and made him 
acknowledge Wagner as one of his tribe. 
The Lied is another branch of music to which Bach 
did not contribute anything of importance directly ; yet 
indirectly his influence became a perceptible factor iu 
Schumann, and a most powerful one in Robert Franz. 
Franz’s ideas are entirely his own, but his language is 
often so much like Bach’s that it would be difficult in 
some cases to tell the two apart were not the melodic 
carve different. A German critic has wittily remarked, 
regarding one of Franz's Lieder, that it seemed as if 
Bach had sat down and written a Franz song by way of 
expressing bis appreciation of Franz’s masterful “addi¬ 
tional accompaniments ” to his scores—those accompani¬ 
ments which have made them available for modern per¬ 
formance in the spirit of the original. 
Tims we see that the most modern opera-composer and 
the most modern song-writer were particularly influ¬ 
enced by Bach, though he never wrote an opera or a 
Lied in the modern sense of the word. 
Another extremely modern composer who came under 
his spell was Liszt, both in the harmonies of his piano¬ 
forte works and, more especially, in his compositions for 
the organ. There are not many of these, and they are 
little known ; bat their day will come, and then the 
world will wonder at the impression left by Bach on 
that great Hungarian. As for other writers for the organ, 
from Mendelssohn to Saint-Saens, it is needless to add 
that one and all of them have been saturated with the 
spirit of Bach, who, in this sphere above all others, has 
never been equaled. 
As a writer for the orchestra, Bach’s position has been 
obscured by the foolish habit of calling Haydn “the 
father of orchestration.” Haydn did, indeed, have un¬ 
usual facilities at Esterhazy’s castle for experimenting 
in regard to the various instrumental combinations; but 
Bach, without having such opportunities, divined color¬ 
ings which have moved me more deeply than anything 
Haydn ever wrote. He had an instinct for suiting pecu¬ 
liar combinations to certain emotions. Of course, he 
did not have any kaleidoscopic modern orchestra at his 
command; yet it is certain that had he lived in this cen¬ 
tury he would have scored after the manner of Wagner 
or Liszt. It is a remarkable fact that, as Abert, Theo¬ 
dore Thomas, Anton Seidl, and others have proved, 
Bach's works can be most legitimately orchestrated d la 
Wagner with superb effect. This could not be done 
with the works of Haydn, Mozart, or even Beethoven ; 
wherefore in this respect, as in his harmonies, Bach, 
though older, is more modern than that classic trio. 
Bach wrote more for the voice than for instruments, 
but, as good solo-singers and choruses are much scarcer 
than good players, he is best known to the musical world 
to-day through his instrumental compositions, especially 
those for the organ and the piano. What might be 
called the prophetic character of his music—that is, its 
modernity—is revealed especially by the nature of his 
pianoforte pieces—that is, what we call his pianoforte 
pieces; for every musician, of course, knows that there 
were no pianos in Bach’s day, and that the harpsichords 
and clavichords lie wrote for were almost as simple, com¬ 
pared to a modern grand piano, as a melodeon is com¬ 
pared with a church organ. In playing Haydn and 
Mozart, we constantly feel that they did not write for 
the instrument of our day, with its full, rich tone ; but 
in playing Bach no one would suspect such a thing ; and 
^ ere lies the miracle. • The thin-toned, small-voiced 
Gavichords of his day no more sufficed to reveal the full 
uty of his preludes aud fugues than his wretched 
c orua of thirty school-boys did to bring out the grandeur 
°. church cantatas. He wrote for choruses and 
Pianos such as we have to-day. 
His contributions to the technic of pianoforte play¬ 
ing were of incalculable importance to the development 
music. It is almost comic to think of his predeces- 
mnd DS*C^ oulj the three middle fingers, and unable to 
inz d***6 *° aD^ a neighboring keys. By adopt¬ 
ed e equal temperament, which distributes the neces- 
b*y maceuracy of tuning equally over the whole key- 
u ’ mnde it possible to use all the keys and inodu- 
e “d libitum, using the thumb as well as the fingers, 
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and thus opening a whole world of possibilities in com¬ 
posing and playing. “The WeU-tempered Clavichord,” 
with its forty-eight preludes and fugues in all the major 
and minor keys, embodies this new departure. What 
that work has done for the development of pianoforte 
music may be inferred from the fact that Hans von Billow 
does not exaggerate when he says that “if all the mas¬ 
ter-works of music were lost except the ‘ Well-tempered 
Clavichord,’ it would be possible to reconstruct onr 
whole art from that.” Rubinstein said the same thing 
in almost the same words ; it was probably a maxim of 
their teacher, Liszt, and it would certainly have been 
indorsed by Chopin, whose harmonies have their root in 
Bach, and by Schumann, who advised his pupils to make 
Bach their “ daily bread.” 
These same preludes and fugues were Wagner's favorite 
music in the last years of his life. “Add to these,” 
exclaims Rubinstein, “ the chromatic fantasia and fngue, 
the variations, partitas, inventions, the English suites, 
the concertos, the chaconne, the piano and violin sonatas, 
not to speak of his organ compositions,—can any one 
fathom his greatness?” And could anything, I add, 
prove more eloquently the incomparable influence Bach 
has exerted on the development of music than the glow¬ 
ing tributes paid to him by his pupils and admirers— 
Mendelssohn, Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Rnbinstein, 
Franz, Saint-Saiins, and all the other leaders of the 
romantic and modern schools? Even Perosi, Italy’s 
latest wonder, has tried to unite the styles of Palestrina 
and Wagner with that of Bach. 
ANECDOTES OF BACH. 
BY W. F. GATES. 
Well-authenticated anecdotes of John Sebastian 
Bach are not numerous. There are several reasons for 
this. In the first place, Bach was a quiet German body, 
wrapped up in his music and in his home, little given 
to exploiting himself before the people, not cariDg to 
attract public attention. And then, even if his life bad 
been full of interesting incident, there were not in those 
days the eager reporters, the frequent newspapers, and 
the reading public of to day. He did not have the sen¬ 
sational personality of a von Bulow, nor was he sur¬ 
rounded with the crowd of penny a-liners as is the celeb 
rity of to-day. 
At ten years of age Bach was left an orphan, and was 
taken to the home of an elder brother, who was to care 
for him and instruct him. This brother, quite a musi¬ 
cian and organist, had copied into one volume many organ 
works by the best masters of the time. Printed music was 
much scarcer and higher priced than it is to-day, and so 
the custom was to do a good deal of copying. The boy, 
then bnt ten or eleven years of age, quickly mastered 
the pieces and exercises that his brother-teacher had 
given him, and was eager to try those in this prized col- 
rection, bat it was kept in a book case that had a lat¬ 
ticed door, and there the boy conld see it every day, but 
was not allowed to handle it. 
One night, not being able to resist the temptation any 
longer he stealthily crept down-stairs, and, reaching his 
fingers throngh the lattice, rolled np the book so he 
could get it through one of the holes, aud carried it up 
to bis room. The next thing was to make a copy of it; 
but how ? He was allowed no candle, so he set to work 
bv the light of the moon, and for six months, as the 
moonlight permitted, he worked at his task, restonng 
the manuscript to its place for the day-time. H» per¬ 
severance was rewarded by having the copy he had 
made discovered and confiscated by the hard-hearted 
elder brother. 
*.*• 
A aood many stories are told of the abilitiesof Mozart, 
Mendelssohn, Liszt, and others, in the matter of sight 
reading, hut here is one giving Bach’s experience and his 
VeBdach had a great deal of confidence in his own powers, 
L. riuhtt Whil. Ml wa-«, to 
, sG>d to a friend that he conld read at sight any 
br“tw fttart, >to >-■ 
“““ “ Bach !» late brrakfaal -Hh 
him, and before his coming laid on the instrnment in the 
room a very tricky piece of mnsic, placing it where Bach 
was sure to see it. When Bach arrived, his host went 
into an adjoining room to prepare the meal, and Bach 
began to look over the mnsic. 
He picked np this parti'-ular piece and began to play 
it, but soon got into difficulties. He tried it over and 
over, and, finally, rising from the stool, called to his 
friend, who was laughing at his efforts, “ No, no ; it is 
not possible. One can not play everything at first 
sight.” 
*.*• 
Bach, like Handel, was possessed of a temper. And 
it was not always repressed. Once, when he was con¬ 
ducting a rehearsal of same church mnsic in Leipsic, the 
organist made a serious mistake, and Bach, for want of 
a better weapon, snatched off his wig and threw it at 
the offending player, roaring out, " Yon ought to have 
been a cobbler.” When flattered for his great skill on 
the organ, the old giant curtly exclaimed, “There’s 
nothing wonderfal about it. All you have to do is to 
touch the right key at the right time, and the instru¬ 
ment does the rest.” And so it is, even down to the 
present day. 
Being desirous of hearing the great organist Buxte¬ 
hude, Bach walked from Arnstadtto LUbeck, a distance 
of fifty leagues. He stayed there some time, and could 
have succeeded that celebrated organist bad he been 
willing to comply with the conditions. One of these was 
that he was to marry the organist’s eldest daughter. 
Bach got sight of the lady in question and fled the field ! 
She was the eldest of six daughters, and more of a 
withered rose than a bud. Who knows what might 
have occurred if be had been given his choice of the six ! 
Bach’s last, and in some respects greatest work, “The 
Art of Fugue,” was left unfinished on account of the 
failure of his eyes. His friends urged him in his old 
age to write a treatise on fngne and fugue making. He 
started to do so, bnt, after writing a few pages, threw 
aside the work in disgust-, exclaiming, “ I can not teach 
by precept, only by example,” and then recommenced 
the book on a different plan. 
He took one simple subject, and on it wrote sixteen 
fugues and four canons, in every style of fugal composi¬ 
tion. This great work, which appeared two years after 
i his death, in 1752, though having a flattering preface 
from Marpurg, then the foremost critic of Germany, did 
not meet with sufficient sale to cover the cost of the 
plates on which the music was engraved, and as there 
seemed to be no chance for fuither income from the work, 
the plates were sold by Bach’s heirs for old copper. It 
might be added that Bach engraved these plates himself, 
and to this arduous labor may probably be traced the 
loss of his sight. 
There was a famous musician living in France, Mar- 
chand by name, who held the poBt of organist to King 
Louis XIV, but who, falling into the king's disfavor, 
left France and went to Germany. In Dresden he bad 
many admirers, as had also Bach. When Bach went to 
that city, in 1717, there was quite a rivalry between the 
friendB of each musician, each camp proclaiming the 
superiority of its favorite. 
At one of the court concerts, Marcband, who was very 
conceited, played some variations on a French tune. 
Immediately after this number Bach was brought on the 
program, and, after prelading for a minute or two, pro¬ 
ceeded to improvise a set of variations bo superior to 
those jnst played by the Frenchman that the victory was 
decidedly with the German composer. 
Bach was then urged by his admirers to challenge 
Marchand to a trial of skill. The challenge was ac¬ 
cepted, the place and time appointed, and the jury 
chosen. The company gathered for this battle of the 
giants and sat waiting for the arrival of the Frenchman. 
Waited, waited, but no Marchand. The boastful French¬ 
man had disappeared over night. Recognizing Bach's 
superior skill in the previous bout, he had fled, leaving 
the field to his antagonist. The story of his ignoble 
flight spread all over Germany, and added much to the 
laurels of the great Sebastian. 
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©lb jfog? IRebmvus. 
Old Foot. 
OLD FOGY HAS BACHAPHOBIA. 
Aha ! I smelt a large and polyphonic rat when I read 
the June issue of Thk Etude. So, after being quietly 
laughed down, smiled at, and contemptuously shoul¬ 
dered out of the way, this old gentleman, this lean and 
slippered pantaloon finds a morsel of sweetness in the 
fact that you are all swinging around to his ideas, to his 
notion of the infallible thing in music. And do yon 
wish to know who is the infallible, the impeccable one 
in music, the Pope of music ? 
It is Johann Sebastian Bach, the only son of Apollo. 
I ’ll tell yon why. 
I’m an old, old man. I’ve seen the world of sights, 
and I’ve listened eagerly, aye, greedily, to the world of 
sound, to that sweet, maddening concourse of tones 
civilized Caucasians agree is the one, the only art. I, 
too, have had my mad days, my days of joys uncon¬ 
trolled—doesn’t Walt Whitman say that somewhere ?— 
I’ve even rioted in Verdi. Ah, you are surprised ! You 
fancied I knew my Czerny el viola loutt Let me have 
your ear. I’ve run the whole gamut of musical com¬ 
posers. I once swore by Meyerbeer. I came near 
worshiping Wagner, the early Wagner, and to day I am 
willing to acknowledge that “ Die Meistersinger ” is the 
very apex of a modern polyphonic score. I adored 
Spohr and found good in Auber. In a word, I had my 
little attacks of musical madness, for all the world like 
measles, scarlet fever, chicken-pox, and the mumps. 
As I grew older my task clarified. Having admired 
Donizetti, there was no danger of being seduced by the 
boisterous, roystering Mascaeni. Knowing Mozart al¬ 
most by heart, Gounod and his pallid imitations did 
not for an instant impose on me. Ah ! I knew 
them all, these vampires who not only absorb a 
dead man’s ideas, but actually copy his style, hoping 
his interment included his works as well as his mortal 
remains. Being violently self-conscious, I sought as 
I passed youth and its dangerous critical heats to 
analyze just why I preferred one man’s music to an¬ 
other’s. Why was I attracted to Brahms whilst Wagner 
left me cold ? Why did Schumann not appeal to me as 
much as Mendelssohn? Why Mozart more than Bee¬ 
thoven ? At last, one day, and not many years ago, I 
cried aloud, “ Bach, it is Bach who does it, Bach who 
animates the wooden, lifeless limbs of these classicists, 
these modern men. Bach—once, last, andall the time.” 
And so it came about that with my prying nose I 
dipped into all composers, and found that the houses 
they erected were stable in the exact proportion that 
Bash was used in the foundations. If much Bach, then 
granted talent, the man reared a solid structure. If no 
Bach, then no matter how brilliant, how meteoric, how 
sensational the talents, smash came tumbling down the 
musical mansion, smash went the fellow's hastily erected 
palace. Whether it is Perosi—who swears by Bach and 
doesn’t understand or study him—or Mascagni or Mas¬ 
senet, or any of the new school, the result is the same. 
Bach is the touchstone. Look at Verdi, the Verdi of 
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“Don Carlos” and the Verdi who planned and built 
“Falstaff.” Mind you, it is not that big fugued 
finale—surely one of most astounding operatic codas in 
existence—that carries me away. It is the general tex¬ 
ture of the work, its many voices, like the sweet 
minged roar of Buttermilk Falls, that draws me to 
“ Falstaff.” It is because of Bach that I have forsworn 
my dislike of the later Wagner, and unlearned my dis¬ 
gust at his overpowering sensuousness. The web he 
spins is too glaring for my taste, but its pattern is so 
lovely, so admirable, that I have grown very fond of the 
Mastersingers. 
Bach is in all great, all good compositions and espe¬ 
cially is he a test for modern piano music. The mono¬ 
phonic has been done to the death by a whole tribe of 
shallow charlatans, who, under the pretence that they 
wrote in a true piano style, literally debauched several 
generations of students. Shall I mention names? Better 
disturb neither the dead nor the quick. In the matter 
of writing for more voices than one we have retrograded 
considerably since the days of Bach. We have, to be 
sure, built up a more complex harmonic system, beauti¬ 
ful chords have been invented, or rather re discovered, 
—for in Bach all were latent,—but confound it children ! 
these chords are too slow, too ponderous in gait for me. 
Music is first of all motion, after that emotion. I like 
movement, rhythmical variety, polyphonic life. It is 
only in a few latter-day composers that I find music that 
moves, that sings, that thrills. 
How did I discover that Bach was in the very heart 
of Wagner ? In the simplest manner. I began playing 
the E flat minor prelude in the first book of the Well 
Tempered Clavichord, and lo ! I was transported to the 
opening of “ Gotterdammerung.” 
Pretty smart boy that Richard Geyer to know his 
Bach so well! Yet the resemblance is far fetched, is 
only a hazy similarity. The triad of E-flat minor is 
common property, but something told me Wagner had 
been browsing on Bach, on this particular prelude, had 
in fact got a starting point for the Norn music. The 
more I studied Wagner the more I found Bach and the 
more Bach the better the music. Chopin knew his Bach 
backwards, hence the surprisingly fresh, vital quality of 
his music, despite its pessimistic coloring. Schumann 
loved Bach and built his best music on him, Mendelssohn 
re discovered him, whilst Beethoven played the Well 
Tempered Clavichord every day of his life. 
All my pupils study the Inventions before they play 
Clementi or Beethoven, and wbatwell springs of delight 
are these two and three part pieces ! Take my word for 
it, if you have mastered them you may walk boldly up 
to any of the great, insolent forty-eight sweet tempered 
preludes and fugues and overcome them. Study Bach 
say I to every one, but study him sensibly. Tausig, the 
greatest pianist the world has yet heard, edited about 
twenty preludes and fugues from the Clavichord. These 
he gave his pupils after they had played Chopin’s opus 
10. Strange idea is n’t it ? Before that they played the 
Inventions, the symphonies, the French and English 
Suites Klendworth’s edition of the latter is excellent 
—and the Partelas. Then I should say the Italian con¬ 
cert and that excellent three voiced fugue in A minor 
so seldom heard in concert. It is pleasing rather than 
deep in feeling, but how effective, how brilliant! Don’t 
forget the toccatas, fantasias, and capriccios. Such 
works as the Art of Fugue and others of the same class 
show us Father Bach in his working clothes, earnest if 
not exactly inspired. 
Bat in his moments of inspiration what a genius! 
What a singularly happy welding of manner and matter ! 
The Chromatic Fantasia is to me greater than any of the 
organ works, with the possible exception of the G minor 
Fantasia. Indeed I think it greater than its accom¬ 
panying D minor fugue. In it are the harmonic, melodic 
and spiritual germs of modern mnsic. The restless 
tonalities, the agitated, passionate, desperate, dramatic 
recitatives, the emotional curve of the music, are not all 
these modern, only executed in such a transcendental 
i&shion as to beggar imitation? 
Let ns turn to the Well Tempered Clavichord and bow 
the knee of submission, of admiration, of worship I 
use the Klindwortb, the Busoni and sometimes the 
Bischoff edition, never Kroll, never Czerny I think it 
was the latter who once excited my rage when I fonnd 
the C sharp major prelude transposed to the key of D 
flat ! This outrageous proceeding pales however before 
the infamous behavior of Gounod who dared —the 
sacrilegious Gaul!—to place upon the wonderful har¬ 
monies of the master of masters, a cheap, tawdry, vulgar 
tune. Gounod deserved oblivion for this. I 'think I 
have my favorites, and for a day delude myself that I 
prefer certain preludes, certain fugues, but a few hours’ 
study of its next door neighbor and I am intoxicated 
with its beauties. We have all played and loved the 
C minor prelude in Book one—Cramer made a study on 
memories of this—and who has not felt happy at its 
wonderful fugue ! Yet a few pages on is a marvelous 
fugue in C sharp minor with five voices that slowly 
crawl to heaven’s gate. Jump a little distance and you 
land in the E flat fngue with its assertiveness, its cock¬ 
sure subject and then consider the pattering, gossiping 
one in E minor. If you are in the mood has there ever 
been written a brighter, more amiable, graceful prelude 
than the eleventh in F ? Its germ is perhaps the F major 
Invention, the eighth. A marked favorite of mine is the 
fifteenth fugue in G. There’s a subject for you and 
what a jolly length ! Bach could spin music as a spider 
spins its nest, from earth to the sky and back again. 
Did you ever hear Rubinstein play the B-flaJi prelude 
and fugue ? If you have not, count something missed in 
your life. He made the prelude as light as a moonbeam 
but there was thunder in the air, the clouds floated 
away, airy nothings in the blue, and then celestial 
silence. Has any modern composer written music in 
which is packed as much meaning, as much sorrow as 
may be found in the B flat minor prelude ? It is the 
matrix of all modern musical emotion. 
I don’t know why I persist in saying “modern,”as 
if there is any particular feeling, emotion, or sensation 
discovered and exploited by the man of this time that 
men of other ages did not experience ! But before Bach 
I knew no one who ranged the keyboard of the emotions 
so freely, so profoundly, so poignantly. 
Touching on his technics I may say that they require 
of the pianist’s fingers, individualization and conse¬ 
quently a flexibility that is spiritual as well as material. 
The diligent daily study of Bach will form your style, 
your technics better than all machines and finger exer¬ 
cises. But play him as if he were human, a contem¬ 
porary and not a historical reminiscence. Yes, you may 
indulge in rubato. I would rather hear it in Bach than 
in Chopin. Play Bach as if he still composed—he does 
—and drop the nonsense about traditional methods of 
performance. He would alter all that if he were alive 
to-day. 
I know but one Bach anecdote, and that I have never 
seen in print. The story was related to me by a pupil 
of Reinecke, and Reinecke got it from Mendelssohn. 
Bach, so it appears, was in the habit of practicing every 
day in the Thomas-Kirche, at Leipzig, and one day 
several of his sons, headed by the naughty Friedemann, 
resolved to play a joke on their good old father. Ac¬ 
cordingly they repaired to the choir loft, got thebellows- 
blower away and started in to give the Master a surprise. 
They tied the handle of the bellows to the door of the 
choir, and with a long rope fastened to the outside knob 
they pulled the door open and shut and of course the 
wind ran low. Johann Sebastian—who looked more 
like E. M. Bowman than E. M. B. himself—suddenly 
found himself clawing ivory. He rose and went softly 
to the rear. Discovering no blower, he investigated 
and began to gently haul in the line. When it was all 
in several boys were at the end of it. Did he whip 
them ? Not he. He locked the door, tied them to the 
bellows and sternly bade them blow. They did. 
Then the archangel of mnsic went back to his bench 
and composed the famous “ Wedge ” fugue. How true 
all this is I know not, but anyhow it is quaint enough. 
Let me end this exhortation by quoting some words of 
Eduard Remenyi from his fantastic essay on Bach. 
“ If you want music for your own and music’s sake 
look up to Bach. If you want music which is as abso¬ 
lutely full of meaning as an egg is full of meat—look up 
to Bach.” 
Look up to Bach. Sound advice. Profit by it. 
Yours Polyphonically, Old Fogy. 
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HOW TO ENJOY MUSIC. 
BY H. S. SABONI. 
The subject of “ how to understand music ” has fre¬ 
quently been treated with more or less success. At a 
first glance it seems synonymous with “ how to enjoy 
music ” ; but there is this difference : the one appeals to 
the mind', the other to the heart; the one to the musi¬ 
cian, the other to the lover of music. 
The celebrated scientist, Faraday, was invited at one 
time to witness an experiment with an electro-magnet. 
“Everything was arranged,” says Tyndall, “ when just 
before the magnet was excited he laid his hand upon 
my arm, and asked, ‘ What am I to look for ? ’” 
Coming across this incident in my reading I could 
not but reflect what a benefit it would be to the thou¬ 
sands of music lovers, if they knew what they are to 
look for; and this induced me to lay my mite at the 
feet of those who wish to learn “how to enjoy music.” 
Americans, as a general thing, imagine themselves 
called upon to criticize—thus turning pleasure into busi¬ 
ness. Now, I do not deny that the ability of distin¬ 
guishing right from wrong, or good from bad, enhances 
in some cases the pleasure of listening to music, but for 
real, so to say, spontaneous enjoyment, give me the man 
or woman who plunges right into music, never caring 
whether the singer has the French or the Italian method, 
whether the performer belongs to the classic or to the 
romantic school. 
Now, some may enjoy “Annie Rooney” or “At a 
Georgia Camp-meeting,” while others go into raptures 
on hearing a Beethoven symphony. So may some take 
pleasure in yellow-covered literature, while others 
delight in the works of an Emerson or a Bryant. Do 
either of these stop to criticize the formation of sen¬ 
tences or the rounding of a period? Yet who would 
not rather read “ Thanatopsis ” than to be carried away 
by the adventures of a cowboy ? 
But, then, you are prepared by education and associa¬ 
tion to enjoy “Thanatopsis,” and look with scorn upon 
the glutton of trashy literature. And, pray, what is 
to hinder any one from being prepared to enjoy a Bee¬ 
thoven symphony, instead of having a hankering after 
“At a Georgia Camp-meeting ” ? 
“ What am I to look for ?,” said Faraday, and “What 
am I to look for? ” says the earnest seeker of true enjoy¬ 
ment of music ; or, paraphrasing it to suit our purpose, 
" How am I to prepare myself? ” 
As in literature the home circle is the best educator, 
so in mnsic the home circle is the best teacher. As the 
association with refined people softens our rough natures, 
so the association with good music cultivates our crude 
taste. Give me the home where slang never crossed the 
thresh hold, and I will give you the boy or girl who will 
prefer Bryant to Mrs. Radcliffe, or to Mrs. Southworth, 
or the Duchess. Give me the home where Schubert's 
“Serenade” is sung, and I will show you the girl who 
prefers a Beethoven sonata to a “ break-down ” jig. 
But our nation is young and our households have 
not yet reached that stage where music comes next to 
prayer. For this reason some guidance may be neces¬ 
sary to assist the seekers of truth in music. This can 
best be given in a negative form. Do not imagine that 
noise is music. Do not mistake agility for expression, 
bo not be swayed by outward surroundings to lead you 
away from the lone path. Do not criticize instead of 
simply listening. Do not think that because music is a 
language, and universal at that, that it can tell you the 
time or the state of the weather. 
Music is, indeed, a language, but it is the language of 
emotions. Its elements are few,—only rhythm, melody, 
and harmony,—but these are capable of infinite combi¬ 
nations. 
Let us here call attention to the classification of 
jnusic. First of all, we have the division of vocal and 
rnstrumental music; then we have vocal and instru¬ 
mental music combined. The simplest form of the one 
19 the ballad; the simplest form of the other is the 
nmsic which regulates motion, such as the march, the 
*altz, the galop, etc. Since in the latter rhythm is of 
c >ef importance, and since the tap of the drum would 
answer as well as the most elaborate composition, it can 
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not be considered a veryjiigh order of music. Yet the 
greatest composers have made use of the dance-form, and 
have embodied in it the highest flights of their fancy. 
As vocal and instrumental music combined culminates 
in the oratorio and the opera, so does instrumental 
music by itself culminate in the symphony. The most 
important classification of mnsic, however, is that which 
distinguishes between homophonic and polyphonic 
music—the former having a main idea supported by one 
or more less essential voices or instruments ; the latter 
consisting of two or more essential voices or instruments. 
To the former belong the ballads, marches, dances, and 
the so-called salon music. To the latter belong the 
string quartet and most chamber music, its highest 
form—vocal or instrumental—being the fugue. Oratorio, 
opera, and symphony make use of both styles. 
Returning now to the simpler forms of music we can 
not but discover that the first requisite of music is fit¬ 
ness for the purpose. 
A waltz is not a good movement to march by, nor a 
funeral march the strain to which to dance the mazurka. 
“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,” sung or recited in 
lugubrious tones, is certainly out of place in the nursery. 
The mincing step of a dancing master, or the cap and 
bells of a circus-clown, would seem very incongruous 
when going to the communion table; yet not more so 
than “ Rock of Ages ” to a tune like “ Annie Rooney.” 
Yet not a voice is raised when, day after day, in chnrch 
and out of church, petitions are sent up to the Almighty 
in tunes taken from the last hand-organ, and recalling 
by its strains the monkey in red jacket going around 
with his hat. 
Realism is another bane of music. From the “ Battle 
of Prague” to the last “Alpine Storm,” we find this 
continuous striving to tear music down from its high 
pedestal to see it groveling in the mud. Now, music is 
different from poetry, painting, and sculpture, which 
in their highest flight of fancy must necessarily have 
some analogy to something already in existence, while 
music not merely creates the idea but also the means 
which serve to develop it. 
Do not be swayed by outward surroundings. Do not 
think that burnt cork can turn bad into good music, or 
that red shirts of firemen can improve the music of the 
“ Anvil Chorus.” 
By way of conclusion, I can not resist the temptation 
of quoting here what Mendelssohn said to me in con¬ 
nection with some other good advice he gave me. 
“ Above all,” said he, “ listen to good music. It may 
at first seem all but chaos to yon, but directly some 
little strain will appeal to your fancy. You watch for 
its return. Directly you will recognize it in a new 
dress, perhaps here and there a fragment of it. You 
will then perhaps turn your attention to its accompani¬ 
ment ; a new interest will be aroused in you. Interest 
is education, and education is enjoyment.” 
It is many years since I heard these words from the 
lips of the great master, but as I write them they recur 
to me with all their force, for they were addressed to a 
mere tyro in music, and for just such tyros I intend 
these few hints on “ how to enjoy music.” 
THE MUSICIAN’S REWARD. 
J. S. VAN CLEVE. 
E question is always asked in America, the land of 
>ss the land of sane utility, Does it pay ? 
s farm the lead mine, the grocery, the railway, the 
■he civil appointment,-each and all must answer 
question in the affirmative. Now. Does mus.c 
Yes ■ every wav- Mnsic pays in three regions of 
ife It affords comfortable, sometimes lucrative, 
ation • it gratifies ambition in a way not harmless 
v but beneficial; and it strengthens, with richest 
Lent, the inner spiritual nature But music is 
Stent medicine ; not good for everybody and every- 
at all times. But is the law kind to the man who 
THE MISSION OF THE DULL PUPIL. 
BY EFFIK W. MUNSON. 
“I don’t see how my teachers have the patience to 
teach me—I am so stupid in music.” Such was the re¬ 
mark of a young lady who is diligently striving to dis¬ 
cipline unruly fingers and train them in the straight and 
narrow way of scale, arpeggio, and finger exercise. 
I sympathized with her—I sympathized with her 
teacher—and began to meditate on the mission of the 
dull pupil, for I well knew that three-fourths of those 
who undertake the study of music rank among the dull¬ 
ards, and of the remaining fourth perhajis only one or 
two are more than ordinarily interesting. Can the 
teacher extract any comfort from these, to whom Mother 
Nature has been niggardly in the bestowal of talent; or 
must he content himself with doing his best, and taking 
money that he sometimes feels he does not actually earn, 
because results are not what be desires, though he puts 
forth far greater effort than in teaching a bright student ? 
The dull pupil, wearisome though he may be, is, never¬ 
theless, a means of discipline to a teacher, and a most 
important help in his growth and development. Take, 
for example, the faculty of stating an idea in fitting 
words. It is an easy thing to convey yonr thought to 
the quick mind of your brightest pupil, but do you not 
gain much in endeavoring to present that same idea in 
such perspicuous language that the most stupid wooden- 
head must comprehend your meaning? 
No matter how well yon know a fact, it is not really 
yours until you are able to tell it in plain, clear words 
which can be comprehended by those whose minds are 
not of the brightest quality. 
Again, the dull pupil is an invaluable assistant in 
the cultivation of self-control. Of course, you think you 
can not possibly endure those awful blunders another 
instant. “Why, oh why, does that child always play 
B-natural instead of B-flat, when it has been pointed out 
to her a hundred times? ” You groan inwardly,—you 
fidget, you pace the floor,—but you resist the impulse to 
rap small fingers or use some foreign “swear words,” 
because yon know that any outward display of temper 
will only make matters worse j for timidity will be 
added to dullness, and the last state of that pupil 
worse than the first. Therefore, you hold your temper 
and yonr tongue, and develop yonr bump of self- 
control. 
A dull pupil is also an aid to the cultivation of pa 
tience. Days and weeks pass by ; sometimes the same 
thing must be repeated a hundred times over before a 
glimmering of understanding is visible in the pupil. 
After several weeks’ lessons, perhaps yonr dense student 
plays four measures legato, and you begin to think that 
he is really learning something ; bnt, alas ! at the next 
lesson be plays the selfsame passage thnmp, thump, 
thump. Then you settle back in yonr chair and cheer 
yourself with that platitude (dear to the mnsic teacher) 
—a thing has to be learned and forgotten seven times 
(or is it seventy times seven ?) before it finally sticks in 
the brain. Such experiences tend to give a large and 
healthy store of patience, and after a while the re¬ 
sults of the careful, persevering instruction are sure to 
come. 
Your dull pupil will help to increase your stock of 
faith and hope. Indeed, for many weeks, perhaps, you 
have not much else to trade on. Each lesson is worse 
than its predecessor, it would seem ; and if after a 
month’s time you are misguided enough to request your 
beginner to play his first lesson, yon are doomed to be 
plunged in deep despair, for in nine cases out of ten be 
will stare at the notes as if he never had seen them be¬ 
fore. Bnt you cheerfully start him on C, and after two 
or three attempts you find he can really play five notes 
up and down again, and you hope for the best; and if 
you keep on hoping—and working—long enough, your 
pupil will learn to play. 
To tell the truth, although we are all proud of our 
bright pupils and look askance at onr dull ones, and 
make many apologies for them, it is they who makeftbe 
teacher—not his reputation, oh, no ; but his character. 
For it is the dull pupils who bring out the best effort of 
the teacher, and upon them is his best labor spent. 
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NARROWNESS OF MIND. 
BY CHARLES S. SKILTON. 
THE late Woldemar Bargiel is known as a composer 
of the Schumann school, whose best work was done in 
the earlier part of his life, while in his later years he 
devoted himself almost entirely to teaching as head of 
the department of composition in the Royal High School 
for Music, at Berlin. The writer of this sketch had 
the privilege of studying with him at that institution, 
and believes an acconnt of his methods and personality 
would be of general interest. 
The pupil’s first acquaintance with Bargiel was 
likely to be made at the class for score playing, over 
which he presided. Armed with one of the six volumes 
of Bargiel's edition of Bach’s “Chorales,” three or four 
students presented themselves to the master. Over his 
spectacles he placed a pair of eye glasses, which gave 
him a somewhat formidable appearance, as he selected 
a pnpil and inquired, “ What have you brought to¬ 
day?” Each chorale was printed in open score, the 
three upper parts in the C clefs. The pupil was re¬ 
quired to prepare one or more chorales for playing, later 
to read them at sight, then to transpose to any key and 
finally to transpose at sight, after which he was promoted 
to the Bach motets and thence to orchestral scores. The 
Wol.DEMAR BaBOIEL. 
drill was severe, hut laid solid foundations for sight- 
reading. Every young musician grumbles over the C 
clefs, and on one occasion I presented to Bargiel a vocal 
composition compressed into ordinary vocal score. He 
immediately advised the use of C clefs, and when I 
instanced various modern compositions published in 
compressed score he replied, “That makes no differ¬ 
ence. My brother-in-law, Schumann, always used the 
C clefs, and I use them.” His connection with Schu¬ 
mann was a source of pride to him and he frequently 
alluded to it. 
Schumann was the only modern composer of whom he 
approved. 
Of Brahms, on whose shonlders Schumann publicly 
placed his mantle, Bargiel is reported to have said, 
“ Brahms is a fine man and a very good friend of mine ; 
but he can not compose music. He has written no real 
symphony.” 
AgainstWagner he was most bitter. On one occasion 
he was instructing two of his favorite pupils, when 
allusion was made to “ Die Walkiire.” “ Herr B-,” 
he said, “do you find ‘Die Walkiire’ beautiful ? ” 
"Indeed I do, Professor Bargiel.” “ Herr K-, do 
yotf find ‘Die Walkiire’ beautiful?” “ Most certainly, 
Professor Bargiel.” “ Well, gentlemen, unless you can 
compose better music than * Die Walkiire,’ yon need not 
visit my classes again.” 
His estimate of Grieg was educed in similar fashion at 
an ensemble class. He called on a young lady from 
Norway, and said, “Well, Friiulein, what have you 
brought with yon?” “A trio by Grieg, Herr Pro¬ 
fessor.” “What is that? by Grieg? But, my dear 
young lady, Grieg is no music.” “ What! ” cried 
the young Norwegian, “Grieg is no music? Adieu, 
Herr Professor.” She swept from the room like an 
offended goddess, while Bargiel probably thought the 
manners of Norwegians corresponded well with their 
music. 
It was this inability to sympathize with new tenden¬ 
cies and to identify himself with the musical expres¬ 
sion of the spirit of his own times, that prevented 
Bargiel from becomingoneofthegreat composers, rather 
than any lack of musical gifts. He belonged to the age 
of Schumann, and did his best work as a young man 
at that time. 
As he outlived that period, his compositions became 
reminiscent and fewer, and, though he occasionally 
produced a classic gem of the purest water, he re¬ 
mained without influence as a composer upon the 
modern tendencies of music. His best work is prob¬ 
ably the G-minor suite for piano, Op. 36, with its 
popular “ Marcia Fantastica ” and an adagio and finale, 
which make one of the great passages of piano litera¬ 
ture. The story of its first performance has never, to 
the present writer’s knowledge, been told in print, 
and is of peculiar interest to all American musicians. 
In the early sixties, an American boy of sixteen, now 
a well-known New England musician, performed the 
feat of playing from memory the whole of Bach’s “ Well- 
Tempered Clavichord,” with the variants of the different 
editions. He went to Leipsic to study, where his 
remarkable power of memorizing from a single reading 
won him general recognition. 
At this time Bargiel arrived with his G-minor suite, 
anxious to have it performed at one of the famous 
Gewandhaus concerts, then the best musical oppor¬ 
tunity of Germany for composer or artist. He played 
it to the committee, who were enthusiastic, and agreed 
that it should be rendered next Friday night, that day 
being Tuesday. “But you cannot perform it,” they 
said to Bargiel ; “you do not play well enough.” 
Bargiel blushed and stammered, “How is it possible 
for any one to learn it in time ? It is a long and di fficult 
work, taxing the powers of a virtuoso ; no one knows it 
by heart but myself, and the manuscript is with the 
publisher.” “Get the advance sheets,” they said, 
“and we will have it played for you.” 
So advance sheets were received on Thursday and 
immediately handed to the American student, a boy of 
sixteen, to learn by heart and play at a Gewandhaus 
concert the next evening—a task worthy of the efforts 
of Liszt. 
The young man, nothing daunted, went to a friendly 
music-dealer and played the work over four times, for 
him unusually careful preparation. On the appointed 
night he played it with such effect that Bargiel found 
himself famous, and developed for the young American 
a friendship which lasted to the end. 
Possibly this experience led him to watch more care¬ 
fully for unexpected talents among his pupils. Never 
did one write a successful sonata movement or ensemble 
piece but that Bargiel was quick to have it performed at 
class or concert, even by chorus and orchestra. He 
would first read over the fortunate work ; then ask the 
composer to play it; then say, “That will sound well 
with violin and piano. Bring it to the ensemble class 
Thursday.” If a pupil was struggling without success 
with an idea, Bargiel would often take it and improvise 
a composition in the desired style, frequently following 
with something of his own. 
He made few criticisms in detail, unless he were 
offended by some ultra modern effect, but sought to fill 
the pnpil with the spirit of his work and to inspire 
him by contact with masterpieces. This is the reason 
for his great success as a teacher. Every pupil felt that 
he was under the direction of a wise, tranquil, lofty 
nature that stood for purity, strength, and simplicity in 
art, and would lay staunch foundations which might 
safely be trusted to support any later developments 
along modern lines. 
ON HARMONY TEACHING. 
BY HOMES A. NORRIS. 
I HAVE taught the theory of music, and that alone 
for a sufficient length of time to be justified in the 
assertion that nine-tenths of the harmony teaching 
in this country is valueless. Pupils are not tanght 
to hear what they see ; they are not taught to see 
what they hear ; they memorize a set of rules only to 
lay them aside forever about as soon as learned. They 
are taught that these “ rules ” are a result of “natural 
law,” and then, mentally confused and befogged by 
them, they harmonize their “figured basses” with 
about as much intelligence and perception of musical 
language as they would copy Arabic. 
All this has nothing to do with the art of music. I 
have no sympathy whatever with all this talking and 
writing about music ; what the student of to day needs 
and what he will sooner or later demand of his instruc¬ 
tor, is actual results in actual music. 
At the very beginning a teacher should make it clear 
to his pupil that the notes on the staff stand for what 
the student hears, and that he is not to commit anything 
to paper before he has a mental conception of the way 
it will sound. In this way will he soonest develop the 
ability to hear what he sees in the works of others. 
All work should be done without the aid of an instru¬ 
ment. After it is written it should be played. At first 
many of the progressions as they actually sound will 
not correspond to the student’s preconception, but in a 
surprisingly short time he will hear common triad pro¬ 
gressions without the aid of an instrument. 
Then I hold it important to make it clear to the stu¬ 
dent that the “rules” have been agreed upon by com¬ 
mon consent of the great masters, that they are a 
result of the instinctive speech of genius, and that 
whatever they have in common with “natural law” is 
incidental, and not predestined. Progressions “sound 
well ” because we have been taught, and our fathers 
and forefathers were taught, that they “sound well.” 
The exactly opposite application of the rules governing 
chord progression is often quite as gratifying to a musi¬ 
cal person who has been untaught. Music is an art, and 
we should discuss all these matters from the art point of 
view. 
Other matters being equally sound, that text-book 
will produce the best results which remains longest on 
triad-work and contains the largest number of melodies 
to be harmonized. Dissonant chords usually take care 
of themcelves. The handling of simple triads, in root 
position and first inversion, is the most difficult work 
in all musical theory. These chords have no fixed pro¬ 
gression, but may move according to what I should call 
the instinct of the cultivated musician. Nothing will 
so soon give the student a mastery of diatonic harmony 
as strict counterpoint. When the student has reached 
the first inversion of triads, counterpoint should be 
taken up and the two branches of the one study be 
carried on simultaneously. Students will know little 
of the art of writing good harmony till they regard it 
contrapuntally, and any teacher of to-day who does not 
combine counterpoint with harmony will soon have to 
give way to those who do. 
—In 1836 Schumann wrote this splendid passage 
about the great master of Bonn: “Were I a prince, I 
would construct to the memory of Beethoven a temple 
in the Palladian style ; or, still better, would take a 
hundred oaks of a century’s growth and inscribe with 
gigantic writing his name over a vast expanse of coun¬ 
try ; or I would build in his honor an academy, wherein 
his words would be taught, the words which declare that 
music should not be exercised as a vulgar trade, but 
restricted to its own priests as a world of marvels is to 
the initiated alone.” 
—A great writer has said that the difference between 
the great and the ordinary man is that one knows how 
to pick and cull his thoughts, while the other leaves them 
in a chaotic mass.—Presto. 
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Play this composition with the greatest delicacy of 
touch. It will be found full of mystic charm. The form 
is very clear; after a prelude of three measures the 
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P rases consist of either two or four measures. 
ween a and D) bring out the lower voice, in lb 
next phrase the upper. 
. , ■ 
Pe sempre stacc. 
unacorda 
d) From here io the return of the first pari,play with 
great breadth, fullness and resounding tone. 
e) Bring out the lower voice in the right hand. 
I) On pianos with a sostenuto pedal, a charming ef- 
fect may be made by using it to sustain the chord while 
e o owing passage is played without the damperped- 
a . he chord may be sustained with good effect three 
measure beyond the two indicated. 2835. 
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N9 2815 In Olden Times. 
Aus alter Zeit 
vines My Heart is ever Faithful. 
edited by Chat. Mf Landon. PROM THE 'PFIIVGST'CA NTATA. 
Symphonic Transcription 
by ALBERT LAVIGNAC. 
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MEDITATION. 
The Secondo part is the Prelude to the first fugue 
has added a beautiful melody to the Latin hymn,Ave 
will be produced by playing an octave higher 
ave maria. 
in Bach’s Well Tempered Clavier,with some slight alterations. To this Gounod 
Maria. It can be played as an independent piece, in which case the best effect 
SECONDO. 
BACH- GOUNOD. 
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MEDITATION. 
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GAVOTTE in G MINOR. 
The Gavotte,an old French dance 
duces,as a Trio, the Musette,a dance 
Edited by 
T. von IVesternhagen. 
, was popular in the days of Louis XIV and XV. It frequently intro- 
movement of the same period,accompanied by Musettes or bag-pipes. 
J. S . BACH. 
Molto Allegro, m.m. d - too 
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Edited by Everett E.Truette. 
FIRST THOUGHT. 
GRADER SINN. 
FOR ORGAN OR PIANO. 
Fr. v. Wickede,Op.83,No.l. 
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"n? 2850 MORNING greeting. 
MORGrENG-RUSS. 
FRANZ SCHUBERT. 
Moderato. 
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1. Good morn-ing to you, 
2. 0 let me stand a- 
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2. 0 lass mich nur von 
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pre - sencewith dis - like she sees, And hence 
your blue eyes, bright star-ry spheres,Re-turn 
stort dich denn mein Blick so sehr? So muss 
vor aus eu - rem run- den Thor ihr blau 
£ 
this si - lent chid - ing, And 
the glance of morn- ing, Re - 
ieh wie - der ge - hen., so 
en Mor - gen-sier - ne, ihr 
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3. Still closed those eyes of heav’nly blue: 
Ye dainty flow’rets fringed with dew, 
From daylight still retiring, 
Are ye so pleased with night and sleep, 
Ye fold yourselves and softly weep, 
Yet more repose desiring, _ . 
Yet more repose desiring, repose desiring. 
4. Relieve yourselves of drowsy dreams, 
To mornings rich and cheerful beams, 
Come, hail the dawn with gladness. 
Now gaily sings the lark above, 
Rejoices now all soothing love 
To free the heart from sadness, 
To free the heart from sadness,the heart rom 
sadness. 
3. Ihr schlummer-trunk'nen Augelein, 
Ihrthau-betrubten Blumelein, 
fUa$ scheuet ihr die Sonne? 
Hates die Nacht so gut gemeint, 
Das ihreuch schliesst und buckt utid wetnt, 
Nach ihrer stillen (Tonne, 
Nach ihrer stillen (Tonne, nach ihrer (Tonne? 
4. Nun sehuttelt ab der Tr'dutne Flor, 
Und hebt euch frisch und frei empor 
In Gottes hellen Morgen. 
Die Lerche wirbelt in der Lufi, 
Und aus dem iiefen Herzen ruft 
Die Liebe, Leid und Sorgen, 
Die Liebe, Leid und Sorgen, Leid und Sorgen. 
2850 - 2 
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A Song of Praise. 
Freely translated 
f rom the French of S. and F. Borel, 
by Nicholas Douty. 
Andante 
G. Goublier. 
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Who made all the world. and the sea and the sky; Lord God of Hosts,_Thou 
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rhythm, and its relation to music. 
BY PERCY GOETSCHIUS, MUS. DOC. 
II. 
The Qualification of Rhythm. 
(The reader is urged to recall or to review the general contents of 
the first section of this article in The Etcde for June.) 
As rhythm signifies arrangement, it involves diversity 
of particles. This vital condition is first exhibited in the 
quality of force ; the function of meter being performed 
in the division of time into “absolutely equal units of 
daration” (for example, the beats), our rhythmic pro¬ 
pensity proceeds to differentiate these units by imparting 
a stronger pulse to some than to others. The stronger 
pulses are called accented beats, and, as the metric prin¬ 
ciple of “equal duration” prevails throughout the en¬ 
tire range of musical pulsation, these accents recur at 
regular intervals of time,—separated, that is to say, by 
a certain uniform number of lighter pulses (or unac¬ 
cented beats). This alternation gives birth to the first 
great distinction of rhythm, as follows : If the accent be 
followed by one light pulse, so that uniform groups of 
two pulses result, the rhythm is qualified as duple, and 
it appeals to the sense as a regular alternation of heavy 
and light pulses, as in the march ; if the accent be fol¬ 
lowed by two light beats, forming equal groups of three 
units, the rhythm is called triple, and imparts the im¬ 
pression of irregular alternation, as in the waltz. If the 
accent could be followed by three light pulses (uniform 
in duration), the product might be called quadruple 
rhythm,—and so on ; but it appears to be a law that the 
mind will not accept any wider span from accent to 
accent than that covered by two uniform unaccented 
beats, and, therefore, so called "quadruple ” rhythm is 
actually duple, for our sense supplies the third of these 
four beats with the stress of a new accent. Thus, it 
follows that there are only these two species of funda¬ 
mental rhythm—duple and triple. These groups of two 
or three beats are the simple measures of written music, 
separated by bars. If, for any reason, fewer bars are 
used, so that two measures of two (or three) beats are 
merged in a larger measure of four (or six) beats, this is 
then called a compound measure ; but the omission of 
the bars does not influence the fundamental rhythm in 
the least, for there must and will still be an accent lor 
each group of two (or three) beats, whether the meas¬ 
ures are large or small. It may, therefore, be correct 
to speak of duple, triple, quadruple, sextuple measure, 
etc., though the terms duple and triple rhythm are 
more consistent, as concerning not the size of the groups, 
but the arrangement of pulses within them. 
The vital rhythmic condition of differentiation is next 
manifested in the quality of duration ; in fact, our con¬ 
ception of the rhythmic element in music is limited so 
closely to diversity of tone-values that rhythm might 
he defined, roughly, as the effect produced by the mani- 
fold arrangement of tones (or time-units) of different 
durations. For illustration of these two processes of 
differentiation: A series of drum-taps absolutely 
similar in every respect, indicated musically thus, 
• • • J J J J, etc., would be an exposition of 
ffleter only. To become rhythmic, the drummer would 
oeed to exert additional force and accentuate certain 
Ps at regular intervals; were he to emphasize thus, 
• J J g[, the result would be a figure in 
duple rhythm ; if thus, ^ J J J J J J, he would 
exemplify triple rhythm. So much for the distinction 
F i,°rCe ^ere hhe drummer to omit certain of his 
'9 d taps (we will not yet consider the possibility of 
omitting the very accents themselves), each omission, 
tio* reS*9’ wou^ appeal to the sense as a tacit prolonga- 
on of the preceding unit and create the impression 
Lulonger time-TalQe;j i j j i j j i 
equal J J J J J (triple rhythm) ; or thus, 
* IJ J J 2 J J J 1. equal to 
. • • eJ J J ,J (duple rhythm). 
I have 
th h parP°8ely cited the drummer in order to show 
. * rhythmic principle precedes (or underlies) the 
to th "C man'^estatl°H. If we turn from the drummer 
e hfer, we simply find that the latter can give 
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clearer expression to the principle of diverse tone- 
values, and is furthermore able to add the distinction of 
melodic pitch,—which, being also a matter of arrange¬ 
ment, may, at least, indirectly influence (though it 
can not create) the rhythmic design. 
This brings us to the first law of rhythm, which will 
be seen to originate in its subjection to the law of its 
predecessor, meter—namely, that the heavy pnlses, or 
(what is precisely the same thing) the longer tones, shall 
recur at “absolutely regular and equal” intervals of 
time; and, further, that they must stand at the begin¬ 
ning of the duple or triple groups (or measures), because 
our sense conceives the heavy beat or accent as the im¬ 
pulse, which starts the movement of the group, and, as 
stated before, must be renewed after either one or two 
lighter pulses (representing the recoil of the impulse). 
It is this simple law that enables ns to define the sec¬ 
ond qualification of rhythm—viz., as regular or irregular. 
The distinction is exceedingly simple: the rhythm is 
regular (intelligible and satisfying) when the heavy 
pulses fall, as the rule demands, upon the first nnit of 
each metric group; it is irregular (misleading and pos¬ 
sibly irritating) at those places where the heavy pulse is 
given to any other, unaccented, unit—in a word, regu¬ 
lar when the heavy beats appear emphatic; irregular 
when the light beats are made heavy. The following 
sentence, in triple rhythm— 
J— 
^=S=9h-n=— 
' '' zm—p— 
ii ii 
will sound as if a bar were drawn before each half-note, 
for that would place the long or heavy tones (equivalent, 
whether emphasized or not, to heavy pulses) where they 
belong—at the beginning of the measures, and make the 
rhythm regular. If, however, the composer sees fit to 
draw the bars after the half-notes (before the lower 
quarter-notes) he will make the rhythm irregular, and 
must take the chances of being misunderstood. 
If the reader takes the trouble of examining various 
pages of good music, he will find enough examples of 
such temporary or occasional misplacement of the longer 
(t. e., heavy) tones to account for our calling such 
rhythms merely “ irregular,” not “ wrong.” Irregular 
rhythms are such powerful agents of interest and con¬ 
trast that they must be regarded as indispensable ; but 
the irregular rhythm becomes “wrong” when so han¬ 
dled as to cause complete confusion and misapprehen 
sion of the underlying metric principle; an irregular 
rhythmic figure can only be appreciated as such by com 
parison with the regular rhythmic form, and this the com¬ 
poser must render possible by preserving, by some means 
or other, the sense of the proper location of the heavy 
pulses. This leads to the question, How can the heavy 
pulses be made recognizable ? There are many ways : 
(1) By dynamic emphasis or accentuation, indicated by 
the sign > or sf (sfarzando); place an sf below each 
quarter-note in the above illustration, and the reality of 
the irregular rhythm is demonstrated, for this verifies 
the accent and overpowers the force of the longer tones. 
(2) By comparatively longer tones; this is the most 
natural method, but their weight is so easily counter 
acted by the other methods that longer tones may be 
and are freely shifted to weak beats from time to time 
for the sake of permissible irregular rhythmic effects. 
(3) The extremities of rhythmic groups (and therewith 
the location of the accent at the beginning) may be 
defined by corresponding harmonic changes, and (4) by 
the disposition of similar melodic figures. The third 
pianoforte sonata of Beethoven begins with parUy 
irregular rhythmic figures. 
Chord c-e-g-g-b-d g-b-d 
1234123 4 1234 
msssm 
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,e third (accented) beat in measures 1 and 3 is repte- 
ited by lighter, instead of heavier, tone-values ; ami 
s second (unaccented) beat in measures 2 and 4 is 
duly weighted by the following rests; but these 
egularities are rendered apparent and appreciable by 
1_J_ mkvoti nliutll/P HIHftlV with 
the measures— and by the symmetric disposition of the 
melodic figures ; further, by the location of the half¬ 
notes, which inaugurate the correct rhythmic concep¬ 
tion. “Yankee Doodle” would be a senseless metric 
tick-tack but for the coincidence of the third measure 
with the first. The secret of- intelligible irregular 
rhythm is, then, to employ one or more of the methods 
given for indicating the heavy pulses, in such predomi¬ 
nance as to uphold the fundamental rhythmic condition, 
and locate the natural accent unmistakably at the begin¬ 
ning of the groups,—either perceptibly or by unfailing 
analogy. 
Irregular rhythmic effects, being calculated solely for 
variety, are, as a rule, introduced only occasionally— 
though commonly in corresponding pairs, for the sake 
of necessary corroboration, as in the second of the 
“ Songs Without Words” of Mendelssohn, measures 34 
and 16. When the irregularity is persistent and of fitful 
character, frequently shifting its formations, it is all the 
more difficult to preserve the fundamental rhythmic 
design and insure intelligibility. I will merely cite the 
third of the “Songs Without Words,” of Mendelssohn, 
containing not a single rhythmic irregularity from be¬ 
ginning to end ; and Schubert, “ Moment Musical,” Op. 
94, No. 4, second section (five flats), which is irregular 
throughout—but at least uniform, and partly counter¬ 
acted by the chord-changes. 
One of the most common and popular examples of 
irregular rhythm is so-called syncopation, consisting, 
invariably, in some method of shifting tones to lighter 
units than those corresponding to their weight, or tone- 
value. 
The method of arrangement, as concerns time-values 
and accentuations, within a certain narrow metric limit, 
constitutes the so-called rhythmic figure. It may be 
brief,—only one measure, or even less, in length ; or it 
may extend through two or more measures ; seldom, 
however, very far. 
The rhythmic figure adopted at the outset recurs 
more or less regularly and persistently, thus defining the 
specific rhythmic character of the entire piece. The 
limits of the figure arc, of course, defined by the 
intervals of recurrence. Rhythmic figures far exceed 
in diversity the metric feet of prosodic measure ; they 
may be not only iambic (J*| J # J. |), dactylic 
(J. ~ J | J. J j), or coincident with any other pro¬ 
sodic figure, but embrace an almost countless variety of 
formations,—both regular and irregular,—for which 
poetic meter has no distinctions. Thus, it is quite 
proper to speak of the first movement of Beethoven's 
seventh symphony as a movement in dactylic rhythm, 
but erroneous to assume that a rhythmic figure must be 
always thus definable, as in prosody, or that one figure 
must suffice for an entire composition. What music 
yields to poetry in distinctness of signification and 
definiteneSB of expression, it make* up in the infinite 
variety and power of its rhythmic effects,—not to speak 
of its melodic and harmonic resources. 
Finally, the not uncommon qualifications of rhythm 
as “quick,” “slow,” “graceful,” etc., while not 
altogether irreconcilable with the etymologic distinction 
of the term rhythm, is not strictly permissible, as these 
are attributes of tempo. And “| rhythm,” while not 
as accurate as J measure, is not wholly incongruous, 
because the principle of arrangement. In reference to 
interval of accent, is involved. 
The younger or the less advanced a student is, the 
more general must his training lie ; as he becomes more 
advanced and therefore better acquainted with his sub¬ 
ject in general, he must turn from the general to the 
specific, the individual. Class instruction is beneficial 
in the beginning of his work and grows less and lees 
useful as the individual artist in him develops. Since 
the specific can be built up only upon a strong general 
foundation, so the training must progress from the gen¬ 
eral instruction, adapted to all pupils, to the particular 
under which each must grow more and more distinct 
from the other. The one who would succeed must con¬ 
centrate his energies in more special directions.—Hans 
Schmidkunz. 
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MUSIC AND NATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. 
BY W. J. BALTZKI.L. 
A brochure by F. Norman Concorde, of London, on 
the question, “ Music : Do the English Love it ? ” recently 
came nnder the present writer’s notice. It contains 
some very useful thoughts on innsic that will apply 
equally well to the people of the United States. Mr. 
Concorde says : 
“ Many persons expect all art to be descriptive. They 
take no interest in a picture that does not tell a tale. They 
ask, ‘ What is it about?’ 1 What is the story ?’ Thesame 
sort of persons at the close of a great musical performance 
will say that ‘ they did n’t hear any tune in it, ’ or ‘ What 
w as it al 1 about ? ’ The fact is they want a story that can 
be pat into words ; consequently they are more pleased 
with art of a lower class than a Beethoven sonata or a 
picture by Turner. A great work of art is more often an 
expression of a sentiment than a description of an inci¬ 
dent. To make music is a desire inborn in us. It is the 
medinm of expression we fly to when words fail us, or 
when they are unsuitable. Now, the effect of a military 
band when oar soldiers march home, of Mendelssohn’s 
‘ Wedding March,’ Chopin’s ‘ Marche Fanebre,’ or a 
lullaby, could not be replaced by any arrangement of 
words.” 
Taking up the question of nationality in music, or in 
an individual, Mr. Concorde says, very aptly : 
“It is impossible to say that one person is musical 
and that another is not, or that one nation is musical 
and that another is not, without taking into considera¬ 
tion opportunity and surroundings. Most people are 
musical. Of coarse, there are some people less suscept¬ 
ible, lera emotional, less artistic than others. If they 
are not enthusiastic about high art and serious music, it 
is because such advauced mediums of expression are not 
common to them. Let them become used to high art 
and good music, and helped to understand them, and 
the unmusical person will be as rare as the hermit.” 
It is very common for writers to point inartistic 
America to Germany and other European countries, and 
call attention to the fact that the laborer whistles airs 
from grand operas and knows Beethoven symphonies. 
These writers also state that the various governments 
and cities give liberal subventions to music, but fail to 
show that this is a means of bringing the higher forms 
of the art to the people that is impossible in democratic 
United States. Popular subscription or liberality is our 
only resource. Not all Germans love grand opera, sym¬ 
phonies, and chamber music. Many of them patronize 
an inferior class of composition. Not even the American 
publisher of music, who is popularly supposed to be 
averse to anything like encouragement of high art in 
music, places on the market more music of a wishy- 
washy character than many German publishers. A 
German, Bohemian, Hungarian, or Russian name is on 
the title-page of many a piece that is no better than a 
“two-step” or a “coon-song.” 
In another place Mr. Concorde says that we should 
not judge the musical capabilities of a nation by the 
geniuses that it has produced : 
“Genius is the exception—the individual, not the 
nation. A fairer conclusion is arrived at by the number 
of minor or talented men that a nation produces, and 
above all by the numbers of those who care enough 
about art to support the gifted ones.” 
When it comes to the question of the support which 
music receives from the general public, there is no doubt 
that both England and the United States make a fine 
showing Every artist of renown goes to London to 
enhance his reputation and to increase his bank-account, 
and he can also add to both by coming to this country. 
The American public is willing to pay for musical enter¬ 
tainment, but it wants what is popularly supposed to be 
the best, and this not only in concert and opera, but in 
teaching as well. A great teacher, be he American or 
foreign born, is assured of splendid support to day in 
the United States. European writers are fond of saying 
that neither England nor our own country is musical, 
since neither country has produced great composers. 
We are fast catching up in many branches of musical 
culture ; let us hope that the good work American com¬ 
posers are doing to day represents the first step in a 
Bplendid development. In the useful arts our rank is 
second to none. There is some ground to hope that we 
shall some day carry into art this capacity for develop¬ 
ment that is characteristic of the American people. 
“ Finally, it would be difficult to say that a nation is 
not musical when one considers what music is. Music 
is but one way of expressing our sentiments. It is not a 
mysterious art. Neither is a musician, as is so often in¬ 
ferred, a miraculous being. Those who love sympathy 
and the poetry of life love music, at least in its simple 
form ; and however musicians may insist that they 
understood very serious and advanced music instinct¬ 
ively when they first heard it, the ordinary mortal only 
learns to love it when he is very accustomed to it. Max 
Nordau declares that national characteristics are not 
inborn. If a child should .be transplanted from one 
country to another he would grow up with many of the 
characteristics of his adopted land. In short, surround¬ 
ings have more to do with taste than inheritance ; and 
for the development of music as an art, peace and oppor¬ 
tunity are all that are required, for the love of music is 
part of man himself.” 
The pressure of events at this time is great on the 
people of the United States, but the tremendous ex¬ 
pansion now at hand in our national life must result in 
a great broadening of our national life and ideas. 
THE ART OF INTERESTING PUPILS. 
BY E. G. HIGGINS. 
To a music pupil, of younger or older growth, one 
essential thing is interest, and one thing teachers strive 
for is the ability to interest as well as to advance their 
pupils. 
To a child who knows nothing of music the new field 
opening before him is fresh and interesting ; it is a new 
world, and one which may hold endless delight or end¬ 
less torture for him. Be careful not to tell him too 
much at first; keep something for next time, something 
for yet another time, and let him be eager for what is to 
come. Take one page, and have him tell you all he 
knows of the hitherto mysterious signs and symbols. 
Next week give the child some music-paper and let 
him make these same interesting signs upon the new, 
clean page ; make his own music, with clefs, notes, and 
measures. How anxiously he watches to see how it is 
done, and eagerly takes the pencil from your hand to 
make for himself the white-headed notes, the black¬ 
headed ones, the old men notes with their crutches, to 
put in a rest when they grow weary. Draw upon your 
imagination to make these things live and grow under 
the child’s eye. 
Later on, put the scales on paper; then take them out 
for a walk on the keyboard, slowly and carefully, as a 
child takes his first steps alone. With a clean,’ clear 
tone we walk up the octave, taking care to put one key 
down at a time ; for as one foot, in walking, is up while 
the other is down, so no two keys may be down at the 
same time. First lift one finger and then the next, and 
m the very beginning watch for clear work, the first 
finger coming up as the second goes down. When ready 
for the next scale, note points of similarity, and the 
child feels, “ Why, they aren’t so hard and stupid, after 
all. I wonder what comes next.” 
You have your little book of exercises, and find that 
a simple one with a pretty name is much more at¬ 
tractive than one without, and lends its beauty to the 
piece If you use a book with no names, as Loeschhorn, 
Op. 84, the present writer would suggest that you name 
the pieces together. Play them through, and together 
decide which name best suits each. Name only a few 
r“t J ,esG1,e8e 8re learDed y0U wil1 haTe “other de- 
1 ightful fi fteen minutes playing and naming more. The 
child is eager for another such treat, and works away 
again8 8 to that “testing point 
A child’s first piece is to him one of the most im¬ 
portant points of his music study. Sheet-music has 
such a peculiar fascination for him ; so hold out the 
promise of a piece as a special reward for goodwork 
After exercises and scales are in good shape, hands and 
fin era under good control, bring the piece. But don’t 
.p., h,. „ bJ keepi„g j „„ th™'ea;.“ 
"~h «..g P«i,t i, ,„tai„i»g u, !" 
terest. If not learned to please you perfectly, pnt it 
aside and review it later on. The first attempt lias been 
to the best of his present ability ; the second time note 
how much easier it comes. Call in the mother to' hear 
it, and tell her how pleased you are with the boy’s wori 
By all means, if you can, tell a story suggested by the 
title of the piece. 
By and by, maybe, you notice that he does not come 
quite so eagerly to the lesson-hour, much as he has 
hitherto enjoyed it; and his lessons show lack of prac¬ 
tice. Now make a friend of the mother, for yon will 
need her cooperation. With her aid and sympathy try 
various plans with the pupil. Have him keep faithful 
account of each day’s practice, but don’t forget to ask 
for it next lesson. Give him the number of times an 
exercise should be practiced, and have an active bean 
trade carried on to mark the times. If he fails in doing 
it the required number, plan to take extra time at the 
next lesson, and have it learned then and there. The 
child may be shamed to his work. With some pupils 
this succeeds, while a sharp word or threat does equally 
well with others. Yet others are more affected by a 
feeling of regret and sorrow on your part at their neglect 
and disregard of your wishes. Sometimes use a report 
card, and mark under headings of “practice,” “punc¬ 
tuality,” “position,” “ fingering,” “scales,” and “ex¬ 
ercises ” the percentage due for the week’s work. 
If you can find some point of encouragement, give it. 
Put a reproof this way : “If only you had noticed the 
time better, it would have been so much more satisfac¬ 
tory, for notes and fingering were correct.” When you 
can honestly say, “No little girl has had her lesson so 
well learned this week,” to your faithful little one, by 
all means say it. But don’t praise too much. Be 
rather sparing of it, and it will mean something when 
you give it. 
As the pupil grows older, increase the interest in mnsic 
by telling him of the personality of the composers, anec¬ 
dotes that show how they worked, and how they loved 
their art. Gain attention to the work by interesting 
anecdotes. 
A regular quarterly recital adds interest. Parents are 
pleased to see the progress of their children, and the boys 
and girls eagerly scan the printed program for their 
names. Do not make extra work on the pupil’s part for 
this. Begin to think about it and plan for ittwomontbB 
or more beforehand. Have pieces well learned and com¬ 
mitted and laid aside in ample time. Then take them 
up and review them for the occasion. The child will 
not worry, “for it is only an old piece,” and you will 
feel easier knowing his familiarity with it. Perhaps it 
would be well to offer a prize for the most musical per¬ 
formance ; nothing costly, but a simple reward for faith¬ 
ful work. Your pupils will be ambitious and anxious, 
but not, I hope, envious. Pupils’ recitals should always 
be free, but well advertised, and parents and friends will 
fill the hall. 
When the number of older pupils will warrant it, by 
all means have a musical club. Plan the study ami 
offer suggestions, bnt let the pupils do the work. I 1®D 
your course of study of music and musicians, makiDg 
every effort to keep it simple and interesting. Bring 
pictures of the masters and modern players, anecdotes 
of their lives, and aim to have a few events in the lives 
of each and their most noted work thoroughly learn 
After the program have musical games, musical authors, 
or great composers. At each meeting have music by 
composer of the day, and strive to make the pnp1 
familiar with the best music. Have a few moments o^ 
helpful discussion on such topics as “ How to Practice, 
“ How to Memorize,” “ Music I Like.” The result« 
be an interested class, pupils familiar with the m 
and their music, and a growing taste for the - 
music and interest in methods of teaching and 8 n • ' . 
Encourage your older pupils to take musica 
zines; take the best yourself, and lend them • 
Give sample copies of The Etude, and encourag^ 
to cut clippings on musical subjects, and wa 
papers for any important musical event. 8]J(i 
Above all, hear good music whenever you ^ 
encourage your pupils to do so. If you are n., i aDd 
cities, and so unable to hear Hofmann, Kosen -^ 
Sauer, keep posted on musical events, and spea j, 
to your pupils. Be interested yourself, act so i 
work, and your pupils will catch the spirit ani 
quickly to all your efforts in that direction. 
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GETTING EXPERIENCE. 
BY HENRY C. LAHEE. 
When the young musician sets forth to make a career, 
he will probably be impressed, before long, with the 
fact that he can not get experience unless he has had 
experience. This seems a somewhat contradictory state¬ 
ment, but it is nevertheless true. Some poor church in 
need of an organist will authorize a committee, or a 
member of a committee, to find one who will play for 
nothing “ for the experience,” but on being confronted 
with an aspiring organist the first question is sure to be, 
“Have you had any experience? ” And just as sure as 
the young organist replies, “ No, that is what I am look¬ 
ing for, and I shall be willing to play for a time without 
charge, in order to get some experience,” then the 
countenance of the delegate falls, and he says, “I am 
afraid we need some one with some experience. It 
would be so difficult for the rest of the choir, you see.” 
It apparently does not matter which way he turns, 
where he is to be engaged by other people, either with 
or without price, some experience is necessary. 
It is impossible to tell young musicians how to get 
their experience, except in the most general terms, such 
terms, for instance, as you would give to a person desir¬ 
ous of learning how to swim, “ Get in and begin.” 
It is sometimes considered that one may profit by the 
experience of others and thus have an easy time, but 
there is really no greater fallacy. Experience can be 
gained only by experience,—-each person must gain his 
own, and there are no two experiences exactly alike in 
detail, although there may be similarity between the 
experiences of one and another. 
It matters but little how many volumes of advice may 
be written for the young teacher, advice which is very 
sound and most excellent; the young teacher has no 
option but to deal with his own incidents in his own 
way, and he will often come to the same conclusion as 
the farmer who had suffered in a bargain, viz., “that 
if his foresight had been as good as his hindsight he’d ’a 
knowed better.” 
The young musician has an uphill path to climb. It 
is only in keeping with human nature for him to think, 
after he has devoted several years to study and to per¬ 
fecting himself in all the details of his art, that he 
knows much and will immediately start in and set the 
world to rights. He will find that the world is very 
busy about its own affairs, that the things in which he 
is interested and which seem of vital importance to him 
are of practically no importance to the cold, hard, plod¬ 
ding world, which does not care two straws to be set 
right and would much prefer to continue in its erroneous 
course. If the young teacher depends upon this world 
for his bread and butter, he must go about his work with 
fact and not open his career by antagonizing, in a fool- 
ardy manner, established ideas. He need not relin¬ 
quish his purpose, but he must work it out by persua¬ 
sion and proof, rather than by ostentatious display of 
that which is not understood. 
The young singer, violinist, or pianist will no doubt 
e aggrieved at his cold reception, and become firmly 
convinced that the sole desire and great pleasure of the 
critics is to squash budding genius. He must not be 
iscouraged by this idea. Let him not ignore criticisms 
a together, but rather let him compare the opinions of 
judges, set off one against another, and nine times 
a of ten he will find himself highly amused and edi- 
him remember that entering the musical pro- 
ssion is somewhat like being initiated into a secret 
y, and that the newspaper critics are those whose 
not'T*8 fBe tortures. If the debutant is 
'smissed with a perfunctory notice he may feel 
gratified. 
aa^rae^mea the musical world is startled by the appear- 
fir^ °k 8 DeW Star 8nd 'mm®diately the young musician, 
the ^ * des're t° go and do likewise, finds out that 
thi ^ar *8 a °f 8ome certain teacher, and 
a Er t ')y g>°'n8 to that teacher he can also become 
star'*8 8tSr' Ninety-nine times out of a hundred, the 
is 0f SU0te88*s^ue t° Bard work and experience. Talent 
course, necessary, but talent may be almost con- 
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sidered the least important of these attributes, inasmuch 
as without the other two nobody can amount to any¬ 
thing, while the other two, hard work and experience, 
even with very little talent, will make a person of use 
in the world. 
If a teacher produces a star it is because he has suc¬ 
ceeded in keeping the star’s nose to the grindstone, and 
the success is due to years of faithful and unremitting 
toil on the part of both teacher and pupil. 
Years of self-denial, toil, hardship, and trouble are apt 
to produce artists capable of commanding th« admira¬ 
tion of the world. Talent without the will-power to 
work is like pearls cast before swine. 
The career of almost, if not quite, every great artist 
teaches us this lesson. Malibran, Paganini, Mozart, 
Schubert, De Beriot,—why follow the list farther? It 
is endless. 
There is no path to success like the path of necessity, 
and this brings more experience than any other path. 
Necessity brings ns to a realization of the present, and 
it is by doing now, with all our might, that which comes 
to our hand, that we build the path which leads to suc¬ 
cess. However steadfastly our minds may be set on the 
pinnacle in the distance, our eyes should be bent on the 
ground at our feet, so that in our hope for the future we 
may not neglect the small daily items which make up 
experience and fit us for that future which we are striv¬ 
ing to reach. 
^ No great artistic excellence was ever achieved by 
dreaming. The dream may give the incentive, but only 
good solid work and bitter experience will enable us to 
realize the dream. 
TRAINING OF A SENSITIVE EAR. 
BY THALEON BLAKE. 
The cultivation of a sensitive ear, capable of forming 
correct estimates of musical tones, is one very essential 
part of a piano student’s education, which is by very 
many teachers almost wholly neglected. No class of 
young musicians are so blunt to little discrepancies of 
tone as the students of the piano. They can not com¬ 
pete with the mandolin- or guitar-players, much less 
those who play the instruments of the violin family. 
The primary cause may be want of exercise of the ear 
under the teacher’s immediate care. I think any 
teacher can see that it is necessary to have “ good ears,” 
and how easy it is to train them where a little time is 
devoted to it each lesson. 
But there are many other reasons for the auricular 
dullness of piano students, beyond the teacher’s influ¬ 
ence, which retard, nay, sometimes actually thwart any 
advance along this line. The chief obstacle is the pianos 
the pupils practice on, which are usually out of tune. 
Parents, if they begrudge any expense about their chil¬ 
dren’s musical studies, are more than apt to begin at the 
fees for tuning their piaDOS. But in this they are the 
immediate and direct losers, for never a dollar went into 
keeping a practice piano in good tune but profited their 
children a hundredfold. It is indispensable to the chil¬ 
dren’s welfare, of great assistance to the teacher, and 
worth all it costs to the ears and nerves of the parents 
themselves. - 
Some teachers estimate the number of pianos unfit for 
any real assistance to them as nine out of ten. This is 
very likely about right as an average, though a tuner 
who visits a number of suburban towns every three to 
six months, says, in one place where he tunes twenty 
pianos it is rare that he ever finds even one in fair tune. 
But those pianos he tunes but twice a year,-not often 
enough by any means ; but that is all he could get the 
piano owners to contract for. This may be exceptional, 
for this same tuner in the city has signed many contracts 
it three, four, six, and more tunings a year and of 
-ourse, the pianos must be in proportionately better 
mne and all-round condition. Studio pianos should be 
iuned not less than once a month, and once a week is 
^NrwTnother thing that defeats the teacher’s training 
s the way the aveiage pupil practices,-playing away, 
perfectly oblivious to tone, practicing hour after hour, 
thinking only of striking C, E, or G on the keyboard, 
when C, E, or G is in the black and white before them. 
This unconsciousness of pupils is appalling and discour¬ 
aging to the teacher. Such unconcern as to tone is im¬ 
possible for the violin student. 
These three things are necessary, then, to the further 
development of good and sensible hearing of tones: 
1. Teachers must give more attention, time, and 
patience to it. 
2. Parents must keep pianos in good condition (at 
the insistance, if need be, of teachers). 
3. Pupils must think more about what they are doing, 
how they are doing it, and how it sounds to others,— 
listen to their own music as they make it. 
As to suggestions “ how to do it,” which may he of 
use to young teachers, I am at a loss what to say. The 
primary thing to do, of couree, is to interest your pupils 
in the work,—if you have classes, start a friendly 
rivalry, to see who can first detect slight inaccuracies of 
tone. The violin is invaluable at this time. 
Great things may be done if you will do them. A young 
lady in a rural district, bubbling over with ambition to 
make the most out of her pupils possible, when she 
failed to get their parents to keep their pianos in the 
condition she wanted them to lie in, bought a dozen 
tuning forks, and with the aid of these alone trained 
the ears of her boys and girls, with wonderful patience 
and zeal, performing miracles with them. 
Traveling through the far West several years ago, I 
met a young man who had felt a need for development 
along this line. He had bought a tuning outfit for 
several dollars, and applied himself diligently to mas¬ 
ter the first essential principles of tuning. He found 
it later a valuable acquisition, for he could at all times 
keep his own piano shipshape, and, in a region where 
tuners could not be gotten at a moment’s notice, he 
saved himself and others much delay and bother. 
Really, piano tuning is no mean accomplishment for a 
piano-teacher, enabling one to know more about the 
instrument be uses daily. 
ROSENTHAL ON MUSICAL TRAINING. 
“To be a musician a man must have more than 
emotion, temperament, sentiment. He must broaden 
his mind with constant study. He must take a compo¬ 
sition and think it out until he understands it. He must 
approach it reverently, and then he must interpret it as 
it seems to him the composer would have bad it inter¬ 
preted. You understand what I mean. The pianist 
must try to reach the composer’s level, so far as it is 
possible. He must know the philosophy, the logic of 
the composition. I love philosophy, but my philosophy 
is not the philosophy of a Beethoven, a Mendelssohn, a 
Bach. I must not give them my philosophy ; I must be 
true to them, and so I shall lie true to myself. Ah, I can 
not tell these things in your English, and some day I 
hope to write a newer conception of the pianist’s art.” 
“ You have a very large repertoire. Would you mind 
telling how .you commit the great compositions to 
memory?” 
Rosenthal looked puzzled. “How?" he repeated. 
“ Why, I play them two or throe times and they are safe 
in my mind, but then I must think them out. That is 
why I love to live much alone. For years and years I 
am often far away from a city. For the past two years, 
until I began this tour, I was in the country, having 
spent only two weeks among the crowds. Then I was 
in London. Where do I spend my time? In the moun¬ 
tains and by the sea. I walk all day ; I am out-of-doors 
in the sunshine. Then at night I play four or five hours. 
My grand piano is my only companion, for I am not 
married. You want to know what I do all those months 
alone in the mountains. I try to get near nature ; I try 
to understand.” 
Rosenthal made a gesture as if “ try ing to understand ’' 
embraced all things. 
“ After this season I shall go away again to Btudy and 
to think, and then in two years I hope to come back to 
the world playing better—much better than now.” 
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CHARITY. 
A Discourse for Teachers and Musicians. 
BY T. L. RICKABY. 
The jealousy aud ill-feeliug that certainly does exist 
iu the large cities, or in any city where there are inauy 
musicians, is so great, and backbiting is so common, that 
it is a cause of remark among the laity ; aud where the 
latter do not treat the whole profession as a rather poor 
joke (of which they are very tired), they are apt to look 
on it with contempt; and it is no wonder. 
It is singular that teachers will allow themselves to 
get into that frame of mind which causes them to feel 
that no musician can rise without pushing others down. 
One who is filled with its spirit feels it a personal slight 
if another musician is praised in his hearing, or if the 
local newspapers give a commendatory report of a con¬ 
cert or recital in which some other teacher is interested. 
He can see no good in others. Here are some illustra¬ 
tions of the uncharitable spirit that exists in the pro¬ 
fession : 
A aud B are two teachers, widely separated from each 
other. B is better known than A, whose reputation is 
confined practically to one State, yet the latter has a 
fine connection, as the result of thirty years of faithful 
and constant work. A said of B that the latter was 
“ simply a bully—no more fit to teach music than a 
hog.” B stands in the front rank of American teachers, 
and A is a musician of sterling qualities, and, to all 
appearances, a gentleman. Competition had no place in 
prompting such a remark, as they were 600 miles apart. 
The remark was utterly without foundation, and was un¬ 
called for. It indicates nothing but narrownesaof mind, 
if not malice, and professional ill-will. 
C and D are two pianists of national reputation ; one 
of international reputation. In studying a solo with C, 
he spoke of the interpretation of a certain passage. 
“ Yes,” I said, 11 D told me the same thiDg.” “ Ah,” 
said C, “D acquired all he knows from me.” 
A year later I was talking with D, and mentioned C. 
1) remarked that had it not been for him, C would not 
have stood where he did to-day. I do not believe either 
man was indebted to the other for anything—save the 
debt that every man owes his profession. The remarks 
of each were uncharitable, and certainly, to an outsider, 
would seem to indicate a desire to belittle each other. 
H“re is one more : E and F are two prominent musi¬ 
cians—pianists and teachers. To all appearances they 
are gentlemen of education and social standing. E 
told me that the mother of F once scrubbed floors and 
did menial work for a livelihood ! F is one of our 
finest pianists, a prolific composer, whose music can be 
found in almost every studio, and a teacher of acknowl¬ 
edged ability, and vet E could not think of anything 
better to say of him than that. 
Even if the statement were true, no barm could have 
been done by silence. What makes this case more glar¬ 
ingly flagrant is the fact that, like A and R, the men 
were too far apart to clash with each other in any way, 
financially or artistically. It was simply a case of un¬ 
charitableness and ill-will, and it was as unjust as it was 
nnnecssary and unkind. . 
Along with envy, hatred, and nncharitableness is 
usually found a large and flourishing egotism. To prove 
this, all one has to do is to attend the meetings of State 
music teachers’ associations. When a speaker gets 
through one can not well help coming to the conclusion 
that “ there is only one of him, and he’s it.” I do not 
pretend to know whether the ill-will and jealousy is the 
cause of the egotism, or vice versa. I only know of their 
coexistence. It is very noticeable in the columns of our 
musical magazines. In a recent publication an article 
appeared which, besides being on a very interesting sub¬ 
ject, was well and entertainingly written by an excellent 
musician of much more than local reputation. Some 
one—unknown, probably, to all outside his own locality 
—wrote a sarcastic and jeering letter, which for ill-nature 
eclipsed anything I ever read. Legitimate criticism 
would doubtless have been gratefully received ; the let¬ 
ter in question did more harm than good, as it no doubt 
wounded a sensitive spirit. 
In another magazine I noticed recently u symposium 
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of opinions of more or less prominent musicians, pianists 
aud teachers as to the best methods.of practicing so as to 
get the best results. 
Here is one answer : “ It is to be regretted that we 
have so few teachers deserving the name. Within my 
own experience, which has extended over several years 
in various cities (in Berlin, Vienna, London, New York, 
aud elsewhere), I have found it to be a rarity to meet a 
pupil who has been thoroughly drilled. I am very 
sorry to state, althongh there are many teachers in this 
country who are veiy well known, they have n«t the 
first idea of teaching. In the vast city of New York the 
good teachers can be readily counted. Some of my most 
stupid pupils have the audacity to give lessons ; and, 
what is more absurd, are making an excellent living.” 
Now, every one will agTee with me that this paragraph 
contains much valuable advice as to how to practice ! In 
addition, it contains much uncharitableness and much 
more egotism. 
In another magazine a teacher wrote that she never 
did have a pupil come to her who understood the minor 
scales. Doubtless this refers to those pupils who are in 
the habit of changing teachers. Now, this comes from 
one of the best known of our American teachers, whose 
pupils may be numbered by the hundred. The remark 
was either not true or was a specimen of simon-pure 
unkindness and egotism, for in effect the inference is 
that “no other teacher seems capable of teaching the 
minor scale, and not until they come to me need pupils 
ever hope to understand it.” 
There remains one more channel for the exercise of 
these very undesirable qualities of which musicians 
seem to have a monopoly. I refer to the unreasonable 
criticism of each other’s work, as shown in the knowl¬ 
edge or skill of pupils who go from one teacher to an¬ 
other. This is distressingly prevalent, and, besides indi¬ 
cating an envious and ill-natured spirit, it is not good 
policy. It has no weight with people whose opinion is 
worth anything, and invariably sets the reviler in a bad 
light. Every pupil has some respect for a former 
teacher, and a harsh criticism of the latter’s work or 
method will not be forgotten readily, and may seriously 
affect future results. 
In this connection I can not assert too emphatically 
that an ignorant, dishonest teacher can not succeed 
against the competent and just one. It is results which 
count, and it is unnecessary to take the trouble to 
try to convince the public of the incompetence of 
any one in any line. Incompetence makes its own 
confession in time. Further, when a pupil, showing 
much deficiency, comes for instruction, how do we know 
that the teacher is to blame ? It may be that the teacher 
has done his best. It remains for us to do ours then and 
see if we can do better, instead of finding fault and 
criticising. 
Mr. Mathews said recently in an editorial : “ There is 
something in the pedagogic habit of mind, and the 
spirit of the artist, which limits the capacity of artistic 
enjoyment.” This may be true, but for the life of me 
I can not see why pedagogic or artistic work in music 
should engender ill-will, jealousy, ill-nature, injustice, 
aud often malice to the extent that it seems to. That a 
certain amount of envy should exist among artists and 
teachers is easy of explanation, perhaps ; but that this 
should be allowed to develop and make musicians blind 
to every good point in others in the same profession 
(every one has some good points—a dead dog has teeth 
white as pearls) is neither excusable nor sensible. Every 
one who has risen to any eminence has done so by dint 
of much labor, study, and sacrifice, and is therefore 
entitled to some respect, courtesy, and fairness. If 
teachers in particular, and musicians in general, would 
learn this, it would contribute considerably to their own 
happiness, enhance the dignity and improve the tone 
of the entire profession, and in time the rest of the 
world would look upon us much differently and have a 
higher and better conception of music and its devotees. 
I have often wondered whether musicians and teachers 
—and, by the way, all through this article I have had 
women as well as men in mind ; as I have seen spiteful 
things done and heard most unkind things said by the 
gentler sex—really had any conception of how their 
treatment of each other was looked upon by outsiders. 
I feel I can not close this without directing a few re¬ 
marks to our amateur friends. These are, or ought to be 
the professional man’s chief allies ; instead, they aie only 
too often his greatest stumbling-blocks. They possess, 
in many cases, great skill and knowledge. Not having 
to harness this to the drudgery of active teaching, they 
get more enjoyment out of music than any one else 
When concerts and recitals or lectures are given by profes¬ 
sionals, they (the amateurs) are often displeased if they 
are not asked to perform. They often ignore concerts on 
this account. This is weak-minded and wrong, though a 
wondrously common state of affairs. The jealousy of 
choir members is proverbial, but it is as nothing com¬ 
pared with the jealousy of choirs collectively. I do not 
believe a choir festival (as it is known in England, 
where the choirs of different churches combine for con¬ 
cert giving) would be possible in many American 
towns. This is very lamentable, and at the same time it 
is difficult to correct. With professionals it is different; 
the remedy lies completely with themselves. A little 
self-examination, and a resolve to speak kindly of and 
to another, is very practicable, and would prove very 
effective. Let them cultivate a spirit of charity to all, 
and especially to brother-musicians. In place of 
pouncing upon and magnifying and distorting any 
weakness or short-coming, let them look for something 
praiseworthy. It will not hurt to magnify that. If 
you know of anything which, if told, would act to the 
detriment of another, remember silence is golden. If 
you know of anything creditable which, if told, would 
be a favor, then silence is dross and speech almost a 
duty. A good word is like mercy—it is twice blessed. 
AMERICAN MUSIC STUDENTS AND GERMAN 
CAFE LIFE. 
In a recent number of “Musical America,” Mr. 
George Lehmann touches upon a very serious point in 
student life in Germany and other parts of Continental 
Europe: 
“ I can not resist dwelling on a serious danger which 
besets the unsuspecting American student. I refer to 
the cate life of Germany in general, and to that of Berlin 
in particular. 
“ This fascinating cafe life often proves the rock on 
which a talented student’s hopes and ambitions are 
utterly shattered. A great number of Americans do not 
appreciate its baneful influence until resolutions of re¬ 
form come too late. At first they slip into a popular 
establishment merely for a brief rest and some light re¬ 
freshment. Soon the half-hour spent in relaxation and 
innocent enjoyment lengthens into an hour or two; and, 
before they can realize it, the national habit has proven 
stronger than their sense of duty. 
“The whole afternoon is wasted ; the evening, and a 
greater portion of the night, are devoted to enjoyments 
no longer innocent and harmless ; and alter several 
years of such an existence, these young people return to 
their disappointed families, ignorant,—unhappy, and 
frequently broken in health. 
“Thiscafe life is, in some respects, certainly charm¬ 
ing. It seems innocent enough to the unsophisticated 
stranger ; and in its various pleasures nothing, at first, 
can be discovered to suggest temporary or permanent 
disablement of mental or moral strength. , - 
“ Let us take, for instance, the Caf6 Katserlto. 
Where, in any American city, can one spend so agree¬ 
able and interesting an hour in a similar establishment. 
It is the rendezvous for men of letters and science. 
Here, over a enp of coffee, great painters expound their 
theories of art, or discuss the merits of their brother 
artists. Celebrated composers and instrumentalis 
greet each other in an atmosphere well calculated 
promote genial sympathy and fraternal interest. • 
every table, almost, sits some peculiar or well-know 
individual. Every civilized language is spoken, every 
interesting subject of the day discussed. . . 
“ From snch apparently innocent recreation 
student too often glides imperceptibly into actual re 
lessness and immorality ; and only when self-con 
and the sense of duty are at their lowest ebb, then, 
then only, does the student realize that the long »'e" „ 
which leads to an artist’s career is closed to him foreve ■ 
A characteristic of the physical life is the COB 
renewing of the tissues wasted in our various m 
ments. Just so the best way to conserve one s *n<> 
which is the sum of our vital powers, is to.■ the 
work, to he continually expending energy vmbin 
limits nature will stand. 
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photographing tone. 
by EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
AMONG the most interesting musical experiences of my 
last trip abroad, I count the morning spent in the genial 
‘ companionship of that affable gentleman and world- 
famous instructor, Professor Oscar Baif, of Berlin. The 
brief hours sped rapidly in the discussion of general 
mnsical matters, the relative position and magnitude 
of various new stars in the mnsical firmament, the 
artistic merit and practical value of certain novel effects 
in modern composition for the piano, and the latest 
theories and methods of tone-production, in which Baif 
is known to be a leading authority ; but above all in the 
examination, with the aid of Herr Raif s intelligent and 
lucid explanations, of two, for me, entirely new and 
most striking mechanical devices, bearing an important 
relation to some of the greatest pianistic problems. 
The first of these inventions was Eisenmunn’s electric 
piano, which is not a piano mechanically played by means 
of electricity, like some on exhibition in this country, 
but a device for sustaining the tone of the pianoforte for 
an indefinite period, like that of the organ, so long as the 
key is depressed, by means of an intermittent current of 
electricity passed along the strings, so that sustained 
organ and violin effects may be obtained upon the piano 
with absolute completeness, and the notes of a melody 
may be held the full length of the printed signs, as with 
the hnman voice. 
The necessary brevity of even the best piano tone has 
always been its one great defect, and one which this 
invention seems to meet and obviate, if it can only be 
further developed and generally applied. It can be at¬ 
tached to any piano, new or old ; so it might be adopted 
by all manufacturers or purchased by private individ uals. 
The meebauism is too complex and delicate for any but 
a trained electrician to fully comprehend or intelligibly 
explain to the ordinary reader. Bat its practical work¬ 
ing and application I will endeavor to make clear. 
The apparatus is so constructed and adjusted that 
when any key of the piano is depressed an electric cir¬ 
cuit is closed and a current is started across the corre¬ 
sponding string; not a steady current, which would pass 
smoothly, producing no audible effect, but intermittent, 
broken into a succession of almost infinitely rapid pul¬ 
sations, so delicately and accurately adjusted as exactly 
to duplicate the number of vibrations per second neces¬ 
sarily made by that particular string to produce its tone 
of the proper pitch ; thus supplementing, renewing, and 
continuing these vibrations as long as the circuit is kept 
closed by holding down the key. 
In fact, the rapidity of the pulsations is automatically 
controlled by the vibrations of the string itself, so that 
no variation is possible. The tone, once started, con¬ 
tinues at the same degree of fullness and with precisely 
the same quality, for the full length of the note desired 
by the player, as in the case of the voice, without the 
necessary limitations of breath duration. 
The quality of the tone thus produced, however, is 
not that of the usnal pianoforte tone. It is something 
between that of a violin aud the iEolian harp, and is not 
quite adaptable to all kinds of piano music, though 
wonderfully effective in certain styles, especially the 
yric, and opening an almost endless realm of new pos- 
sibilitiea to the composer of the future. It is also 
remarkably fascinating to one gifted with any aptitude 
or improvisation, tempting him on into an unexplored 
reamland of novel and fanciful effects. 
only noticeable fault in this device at present is 
at as yet no variation in the power of the tone is possi- 
e> consequently no crescendo and diminuendo and no 
fuamic inflection ; but this defect it shares with the 
rf?an, the so called king of instruments, and in time 
mprovements along, this line may eradicate this defici- 
eDcy and give to the piano all the possibilities of the 
orchestra in miniature. 
p ch'efly claimed my interest and attention at 
* essor RaiFs studio, however, was a contrivance 
j 1<;h, in its underlying theory, as well as its practical 
erelopnient, is strictly original with himself. Its pnr- 
j 36 ** *he Yisible photographing of any given quality ol 
06 Pr(Mlneed or producible upon the pianoforte. 
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To speak of rendering a sound visible sounds like a 
paradox. But Raif succeeds in doing it Even more,— 
he has succeeded in photographing the peculiar features 
and characteristics of any single tone so distinctly that 
it can be recognized by the eye, among many other tones 
of a generally similar nature, so that a person totally 
deaf might learn, with a little practice, to pick out the 
tone produced by any one of his musical friends from a 
collection of a score, simply by glancing at its photo¬ 
graph, as readily as he would the picture of the same 
friend’s hand or face. 
I will explain the modus operandi, as it was described 
to me, as simply and briefly as I may. 
A metallic point, coated with white enamel, is firmly 
fastened upon the piano-string, at some little distance 
from the bridge, where it shall be most susceptible to 
the motion of the wire when in vibration. Upon this 
point a slender but powerful ray of electric light is 
focused, so that it gleams brightly in a well-darkened 
room. Then in the proper position is placed a photo¬ 
graphic apparatus. This is much like the ordinary 
camera, except that in place of the usual film-covered 
plate, fixed stationary behind the opening, there is in 
this case a narrow strip of prepared paper, passing over 
two upright cylinders, which rotate at a moderate rate 
of speed, thus steadily drawing the sensitive paper 
across the opening from left to right, much like the 
moving or continuous pictures exhibited of late, or like 
the old-fashioned panorama, only that here the moving 
surface, of which a new portion is exposed at each in¬ 
stant, is entirely blank, and ready to receive a contin¬ 
uous impression, in the form of a horizontal line, from 
the chemical action of light reflected upon it by the 
white point above described. 
Try to make this clear to the mind before proceeding 
farther. Now, so long as the string is silent—that is, at 
re8t_and the point attached to it is consequently sta 
tionary, the line photographed upon the moving paper is 
of course absolutely straight, simply a clear, mathematic¬ 
ally exact, horizontal line, without special interest for us. 
But the moment the string is set in motion by the light¬ 
est blow of the hammer, so as to produce the faintest 
possible tone, the point attached to it vibrates with it, 
moving up and down with a tremulous oscillation, and 
the ray of light reflected from it upon the moving paper 
necessarily follows every rise and fall, so that the line 
photographed now wavers and ripples, like the surface 
of a pond when touched by a breath of wind. 
Increase the tone,—that is to say, increase the vibra¬ 
tions of the string, not in number, bat in power,—and it 
is found that, in precisely the same ratio, we increase 
the agitation manifest in the photographed line. Its 
elevations and depressions become greater and more 
decided, the ripples become waves, the waves rise to 
chaotic billows, and, strangely enough, not only the 
degree, but the kind or quality of the vibration is visibly 
reproduced with startling exactitude. 
For instance, strike the key snddeDly and forcibly 
with stiff wrist and finger, producing a harsh tone, aud 
the tell-tale paper at once shows a line broken into a 
series of sharp, irregular angles and points of uneven 
height and anything but equidistant, looking like a row 
of jagged saw teeth. On the other hand, if a soft sing¬ 
ing tone be evoked by the clinging pressure touch used 
by good pianists in the rendering of lyric melodies, the 
pictured line shows a succession of equal, smoothly flow¬ 
ing wave like curves,-the line ol beanty, as we are told, 
—al agreeable to the eye as the tone is to the ear, gradu¬ 
ally decreasing in height as the tone dim,n,she., until 
they merge again into the straight line of silence. 
/have cited the two extremes by way of illustration^ 
but all the shades and gradations between are recorded 
with the same wondrous fidelity ; and even the same 
kind of tone, produced by apparently the same means 
by two different players, shows in this visible record 
slight but distinctive differences, subtle but recogmzable 
neculiarities, differentiating one from the 
men who are both following the same copy. 
Like many other modern applications of higher me- 
h nics to the more delicate phases of art, this seems 
°h ? <, not to »y incredible, yet it is a simple 
£££* p~““' '”’0“ 
piano-playing and players it may have in the future 
remains to be seen. If Professor Raif has any particu¬ 
lar utilitarian end in view with his invention, he did 
not impart it to me. But assuredly it is a most interest¬ 
ing and suggestive step along a very important and 
much neglected line of investigation, upon which liaif 
has for years been an earnest and able seeker for truth 
—namely, that of tone-quality and tone-production. 
It may be we shall yet see the host of piano students, 
whose ears are too untrained or too insensitive to hear 
the distinctive differences in tone quality, working 
arduously to bring their ragged und jagged tone-lines up 
to the symmetric curves of the model, with as much 
perseverance as they now work to bring a given scale or 
study up to the speed of the metronone mark. Heaven 
speed the day when such practice shall rid the world of 
pianists whose tone is harsh, coarse, and unmusical, be¬ 
cause its uneven vibrations interfere with the overtone 
and with the due prolongation of sound. 
I confess, however, that personally 1 welcomed Raifs 
invention mainly because, with its incontrovertible 
ocular demonstration, it must silence, once and for all, 
the rather aggressive theorizing of those musicians, some 
of them in high quarters, who have argued, played, and 
taught upon the assumption that a tone is a tone 
mechanically produced by the stroke of a hammer, pro¬ 
pelled by a wooden lever, moved by the piano-key, and 
therefore, by the very nature of the physical conditions 
controlling its production, it can be varied only in degree 
of power, not by any possibility in kind or quality. 
Whether the other end of the lever is depressed by the 
blow of a poker or the pressure of an elastic hnman 
finger, could make no possible difference. 
Like many sonorous fallacies, based upon ball knowl¬ 
edge and superficial appearances, this theory sounds 
plausible, its only defect being that it is not so. Those 
who possess ears and use them have always known bet¬ 
tor, though unable, it may be, to give a scientific expla¬ 
nation of the reason why. But for many people the eye 
is the final and only reliable appeal, and to them the 
sight of the photographed contours of a tone will be far 
more convincing than merely listening to its sonud. 
We have all along known that tbo pitch of a tone de¬ 
pends upon the number of atmospheric vibrations in a 
given time. This discovery of I’rofewor Raif proves 
indisputably that its quality depends upon the eveonesa 
and symmetry of such vibrations. 
BACH AND HIS MUSIC. 
His style of playing the harpsichord waa remarkable 
for the absolute evenness of ita bearing, for it* extreme 
clearness, and for ita perfect correctness. His hands 
were always in absolute repoae ; the fingers, each equally 
active and independent of the other, were alone in 
motion. 
The simple grandeur, the majesty, the dignity of 
Bach’s playing drew forth the admiration of hia content 
pororics. He refrained from any outward movement 
during the expressive! or passionate passage* of the work 
that he was interpreting. It was his art alone that was 
to produce the wished for effect upon the auditor. Hia 
improvisations were marvelous ; the chromatic fantasia 
may be accepted as a perfect model. 
He preferred the clavichord. “The harpsichord.” 
said he, " has no soul.” And the piano, then newly 
invented, seemed to him too bard, too ordinary. On the 
clavichord he could obtain any effect in expression that 
he sought for, and he considered this instrument as the 
most suitable for work or execution. 
In his numerous and wonderful masterpieces Bach has 
pushed to a higher degree of perfection than ever at¬ 
tained by any other master the art of combination, of 
polyphony. It ia this art which imparts to bis creations 
their grandeur, their vital force, their youth. His piano 
music alone would suffice to immortalise him.—" Amer¬ 
ica* Art Journal.” 
—Music is the art of the prophete, the only art that 
can calm the agitations of the soul; it is one of the 
most magnificent piesents God bas given ns.— Lutkrr. 
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SEBASTIAN BACH’S TRIUMPH. 
BY A. E. BEACH VOGEL. 
Translated for The Etude from the musical romance 11 Friedk- 
mann Bach” by Philip H. Goepp. 
An Urgent Invitation. 
Emanuel Bach, the popular pianist at the court of 
Frederick the Great, had succeeded, with the help of 
Graun, one of the greatest German composers of the age, 
in having a mass of his father, Sebastian’s, performed. 
The king had heard it with fervent delight, and sum¬ 
moned Emanuel. 
“Your father, Bach, has written some wonderful 
music there. Would I had him here in Berlin, if only 
for a single visit! ’’ 
Frederick had seized the flute, and played some of the 
motives of the wonk. 
“ Is that right, Bach ?” 
“Certainly; your Majesty has listened with great 
precision.” 
“You must write your father that I admire him—do 
you hear ? But I should like him much better if he 
would come to Potsdam. Tell me why the-your 
father does not come. I have asked you before. Have 
you not written him ? ” 
“ Of course I have, your Majesty. But father has had 
various misfortunes at home, and could not leave. Be¬ 
sides, they will not give him a furlough.” 
“You have told me that wofnl tale about your brother 
Friedemann. It is too bad. He is said to he a good 
organist. Tell your father to bring him, too.” 
“ Your Majesty, it is merely a question of the fur¬ 
lough.” 
“But I insist on his coming. If your father rouses 
me, I ’ll send for him with a picket of hussars. Tell 
them so in your letter; and if the Leipsic Council 
refuses the furlough, I ’ll have a special score to remem¬ 
ber on my next visit to Saxony.” 
“ Pardon, your Majesty,” stammered Emanuel, “it 
is not my fault if—” 
“ No, no, my cembalist, I know it is not your fault.” 
Frederick smiled and tapped him on the shoulder. “Go 
and write. Yon have ever my good-will.” 
With a motion of his hand the king dismissed him. 
Emannel lost no time in sending a threatening letter 
to Leipsic, with a strong suggestion of a nemesis in the 
background, in the guise of a picket of hussars. And 
the letter did not fail of its effect in Leipsic. Sebastian, 
spurred on by his frightened wife, referred the letter to 
the Council, which, in its consternation, gave Cantor 
Bach a furlough, after so “urgent” an invitation. 
Friedemann was to accompany the father, in deference 
to the king’s personal request. 
The Royal Theme. 
The great Frederick stood at the window of his study 
and looked down upon the wealth of blossoms in the 
park at Potsdam. He gazed in deep thought at the sun 
sinking in the forest fringes of the west, and playing 
like fluid gold in the waters of thegreat fountain, whence 
the roek-hewn sea-god rose with his chariot of tritons. 
Frederick was alone,—that is the tragic fate of all 
greatness,—and he felt how very much alone he was at 
this very time. Those hours when day and night 
melted into one were his greatest and saddest. The heart 
of the king was empty. The true love of woman, the 
sense of home and hearth, were not his portion. The 
fairest flower of life had died in the May of his youth. 
Friendship, to be sure, had a share of his store of latent 
love. But his dear, pale Jordan was dead. He had 
loved none like him since Suhm and Katte. A true son 
of his century, he could not turn to his Creator. God is 
not for man’s mere reason ; that is His fundamental trait. 
If He existed for our logic, we would be his equals ; life 
would have no mystery—death were needless. But if 
Frederick's heart was athirst, was not his spirit content 
with the company of great minds? Voltaire, Algarotti, 
all the philosophers of France, who stood in close rela¬ 
tion with him, in person or in writing—for all these he 
had a high esteem ; but he was too broad not to feel 
keenly their limitations. Not Voltaire’s cynical flashes 
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nor La Mettrie’s sharp deductions ; neither Diderot’s 
amiable clearness, nor d’Alembert’s charm of style, nor 
Rousseau’s melancholy idealism filled his heart’s desire. 
They were stones in the great structure of the age ; 
herein he saw their true value. Perhaps no one has felt 
more than Frederick how incomplete was his century. 
When the revolution came, and gave it a “finishing 
touch,” the noble old king heaved a convulsive sigh 
and died. His last loving thought was for his people. 
Frederick seemed to day heavy of spirit. He had had 
bad news from Paris. The Marchioness de Pompadour 
had become dame du palate, had deeply humiliated the 
royal family, and was accompanying the king to the 
war. 
“Fair France ! How her body is rotting away, while 
the freer soul soars upward ! Where can it lead but to 
ruin ? The wretched king ! A whole century of cotil¬ 
lons ! Oh, fie!” (“ Le roipauvre el miserable; un siicle 
dee cotillons! Ft done. ’ ’) 
He started up and rang. The audience which he had 
granted himself was over. The chamber concert, which 
he held every evening, awaited him. Yes, music was 
the one thing to which he still clung with all his heart 
and mind. Whoever might think the royal philosopher 
cold and unfeeling must see him as he stood in the 
concert-hall to be deeply ashamed of his thought. 
The pages lighted the way. As Frederick strode 
across the room, a smile played about his lips. He 
entered and greeted the assemblage. 
“Have you been waiting long, Quantz ? ” “It might 
have been worse,” growled the old fellow. Frederick- 
laughed. He nodded, and each man took his place. It 
was a brilliant but a congenial company. The king had 
banished etiquette from the evening concert; every one 
moved without constraint. The princes and princesses 
of the royal house were well represented ; for a taste for 
music was the best way to impress the king favorably. 
Quantz or the king played the flute ; Emanuel Bach 
the piano or ’cello ; Graun took the first violin, or led ; 
Kirnberger and Beeda played second violins ; Agricola 
the viola. Salimbeni and the famous Astrua had the 
arias, and were supported by several other members of 
the opera. In a few days Graun’s new opera, ‘1 Cinna, ’ ’ 
was to be given, and the king wanted to hear some of 
it to-day. 
A single glance flew over the room. Every one made 
ready. Notes and instruments were arranged. At last 
there was profound silence, and all awaited the king’s 
signal. The castle clock was just striking nine, and the 
drums of the watch were sounding their piece. 
By the opposite door entered the officer of the day ; 
with stiff military bearing, hat in arm, hand on sword, 
he delivered the report of the day to the king. 
With the wonderful accuracy in all that he did, the 
strict division of days and of hours, with a special 
value, a special meaning, for each division, nothing 
escaped the king’s notice. What might seem petty 
pedantry in the king had an importance which was 
often evident to Frederick alone. 
In the report of the day—to mention but one detail 
—was an exact list of the arrivals, with a precise account 
of their purpose, their condition of life, the length of 
their stay, ete. The king had many enemies; he knew 
the attitude of other powers—how they sent intriguers 
and spies of all kinds into his neighborhood. So this 
was his means of knowing the people who came near his 
person. 
The king, flute in band, had already grasped the 
document, when he started in dismay. Then, turning to 
his musicians with a certain constraint and lack of ease, 
he said: “Gentlemen, old Bach has arrived!” “My 
father?” cried Emanuel, springing from his chair. But, 
aware of the impropriety of his act, he stepped back| 
flushing with embarrassment. 
“ Yes, it is your father, and brother, too. They have 
alighted at your dwelling. You need not be ashamed 
of your joy. Go to him, and tell him to come right up 
to the castle. Do you hear? Immediately. I must see 
him.” While Emanuel hurried off, Frederick put away 
the flute, and walked restlessly up and down, like a 
man on the eve of a great moment. 
Kirnberger and Agrieola stood together; their glowing 
faces betrayed the emotion which they felt at the pros¬ 
pect of seeing their old master again. The company 
was transformed. The musicians whispered, nervous 
with expectation and restrained enthusiasm ; the princes 
and princesses looked amazed and wondering at the 
king. 
“ Well! You are glad, you two, at the old master’s 
arrival?” the king asked of Agricola and Kirnberger. 
“Veryglad, your Majesty,” cried both. 
“Iam curious about Friedemann; I wonder how he 
has turned out. He gave great promise in Merseburg,” 
said Graun. 
“Don’t count on too great things. Friedemann is 
out of tune ; I am sorry for him. He is said to be a 
good organist. ” The king strode up and down, deep in 
thought. All was quiet. 
“Graun, we must play him something from ‘Cinna,’ 
else he will think we can do nothing. The trio in the 
third act, do you hear ? ” 
“ As your Majesty commands.” 
Graun quietly arranged the parts and instructed the 
orchestra. 
The doors flew open, and every one turned toward the 
entrance. Emanuel Bach, with beaming faee, led his 
father into the room. Friedemann followed, pale and 
with a strained look. The eye of the aged musician 
met the glance of the king. Sebastian bowed. 
Frederick went to him in eager haste and grasped his 
hand. “ Pheugh 1 you are a bad fellow to keep us wait¬ 
ing so long for you. Do n’t you know how many friends 
and adorers you have here ? ” 
“ Your Majesty, my failure to come before was surely 
not my fault.” 
“ Oh, of course it was mine. I ought to have sent 
my hussars after you long ago.” 
Sebastian smiled. “ No, your Majesty. The Lord 
himself is a little to blame, for sending me so many 
things that kept me from getting away.” 
“ Yes, yes ; I know. Then this is Friedemann?” 
“ Yes, your Majesty.” 
Friedemann stepped up shyly and bowed. 
“ You have been unfortunate ? Well, Dresden is not 
the world. Remember that it is pain that ripens man 
and artist both. You will let us see something of your 
skill, too?” 
“ As much as lies in my power, your Majesty.” 
“Well, Master Sebastian, if you are not tired from 
your journey, I should like to show you the new Silher- 
mann pianofortes, and hear how you find them.” 
“At your service, your Majesty. A man must never 
be weary in his art.” 
“Splendid 1 You see, I have eounted so long on you, 
and you never came. Now you must atone. Come, 
gentlemen,” and Frederick took Sebastian’s arm, and 
the court, the players, the whole brilliant train followed 
these two—the greatest artist and the greatest king. 
Thus they strode, accompanied by the pages who bore 
the lights, from room to room. Wherever one of Silber- 
mann’s famous pianos stood, a circle was formed, and 
Sebastian tested its quality with his beautiful variations, 
which delighted all ears. The king laughed in happy 
ecstacy. When they had tried all the Silbermanns, 
Sebastian said, “The one in the green pavilion is the 
best, your Majesty.” 
“ Really 1 Graun and Quantz think so, too.” 
“A proof that Messrs. Graun and Quantz have ne 
worse ears than I. The instruments are all uiore 
beautiful than any I have ever seen. It needs a special 
feeling to woo the best from the best. 
“ If your Majesty command, we will now return to 
the pavilion, so that I can play something better. V e 
have only been trying the instruments.” 
“ If you call that trying, the Lord help us when 
play in earnest. We shall have to pack up and leave. 
“ Nay, nay, your Majesty. Berlin music merely ° 
lows a different field from my own. Both arts are gre* 
in themselves. I shall never write an opera, like Master 
Graun, I know. That takes other qualities, which I 0 
not possess and shall never attain.” 
“Old Bach is certainly a true artist, gentlemen, 
he is a modest man.” The king’s eye gleamed as > 
swept through the company and rested with joy oU 
Sebastian. 
“ Let us hear, then, the difference between your nm-1' 
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and Graun’s.” And they went back to the green 
vilion. The court settled down in the chairs. The 
players stood about in various groups ; Quantz, Graun, 
and Salimbeni stepped behind Bach’s chair ; the king, 
close by the keyboard, observed the old master. 
“ Your Majesty is himself a great musician. May I 
beg you humbly to give me a fugal theme ? ” 
“ Ah you are a rogue ! You want to lead me on slippery 
ground. Well, wait a moment. Quantz, the flute 1 ” 
The kiDg took the flute from the latter and thought. 
Then smiling, with a strange emotion of solemn fervor 
and of loving reverence, he brought the flute to his lips 
and gave the theme, “ B-a-c-h.” 
It was indeed the great Frederick, the magic hero of 
his age, who, casting all ceremony aside, honored the 
greatest composer of his time—in a proud way all his own. 
“B-a-c-h.” Old Sebastian glanced in dismay at the 
king; a gentle whisper, like lightest zephyr, passed 
along the ranks of the musicians. 
Gradually the rigid face of the old man took on new 
life. It glowed as with a fever heat, and was lit by the 
lightning flashes of inner feeling, while tears of unutter¬ 
able joy rolled down his cheeks. 
“And I must play that theme, your Majesty?” he 
asked, stammering. 
“ Play it. You are worthy of it.” 
“ B-a-c-h ! ” Sebastian began. 
It was his own life that he painted in tones—his 
struggle, his dream of the highest, and the sad discovery 
that all here below, even the most beautiful, is never 
quite within reach. The old plaint of Memnon to the 
Mother Sun—that was his song. What would be our 
ideals if we Gould attain them 1 The yearning, modest 
heart swings aloft and flies o’er the narrow bounds of 
earth to the primal ideal; it finds a rest in the source 
of all knowledge, all action, and all power. But 
here ?—a Bach ?—Ah ! B-a-c-h. 
Like lighted tinder it ran through the company. The 
king was beside himself. Deep emotion played over his 
heroic countenance. Violently shaking Sebastian’s 
hands, he said, trembling : 
“I thank you. He is, after all, the real king among 
us all. By the Almighty, no one shall play this instru¬ 
ment after to-day other than old Bach himself! I 
give it to him. He shall keep it, a gift from Frederick, 
in memory of this hour.” 
“ A thousand thanks, your Majesty. You do me too 
great honor.” 
Now we will rest, Bach. You have given me much 
for one day. I shall need a long time to go to sleep. 
More to morrow. Good evening, gentlemen.” 
The king gave his arm to Princess Amalie and left the 
room. 
HOW MUSIC IS TAUGHT. 
Hav e any of my readers, asks an English writer, evei 
ad the good fortune (1 1 1) to live in close proximity t< 
one of those establishments for the training of juvenili 
minds of the female sex—one of those genteel place: 
w iere all the aecomplishments (as “extras,” by the 
ye)i including classie music, are taught? 
'lassie ” musio usually consists of Czerny’: 
th ^ lH'ongh the youngster seldom gets farther tliar 
.6 ea<^ ^e drat book), "Diabelli’s “ Melodious Exer 
’ aud dementi’s Sonatas for the “ elementary ’ 
®Pi s, with a dash of Kuhlau (a rondo), Dussek (s 
a ina), and perhaps Haydn’s “Gypsy Rondo ” as thej 
,, trough the “intermediate” stage; whilst the 
thr 'anCW* pnpils are allowed to plunge wildly throng! 
do «* or four of Beethoven’s easier sonatas, about half-a- 
hlencIdH.solm’s Songs Without Words (includ- 
’6 Bee’s Wedding ” and “ that one so like a 
of pl tUDe’ ^oa k“ow, dear,”), and—O Heavens 1—twe 
It °Plf * ^azarka9i the first in Op. 7 and 17. 
ner i18 a,Wa^8 these two that are chosen, and the man- 
i» wicked the “ advanced ” young ladies treat them 
®easu * the accent is put on the first beat in each 
know”! 3 ^ec'^e<t thump (“ such a swing, you 
piece andS 8t*a<^ P*0<1 *s maintained throughout the 
■fipul'ated 8n^ ck°r<t extending above an octave is ma- 
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HOW SHALL WE STUDY MUSIC? 
BY MADAME A. PUPIN. 
Are you studying music, or are you taking lessons on 
the piano ? Not every one who is learning to finger the 
keys of a piano by following notes printed on a page is 
studying music. 
We have man—body ; mind, or the intelligence to con¬ 
trol the body and spirit, or the divine within. So we 
have music—instrument; skill to control the instrument 
and expression, the expression of the inner ideal life. 
Many there be that insist on a high degree of technical 
training, and also many who affect to despise the claims 
of technic, laying all stress upon expression—as if there 
could be expression without technical skill. Surely, the 
hand is the mediator between the instrument and its 
expression, and it should be so highly trained that 
nothing material shall seem to interpose between the 
soul of the instrument and the idea it yearns to express. 
Then why not study the instrument? Who knows 
but that within it lies concealed the secret of its expres¬ 
sion 1 Is the instrument merely a thing of wood and 
steel and other elements ? Or has it not perhaps a soul ? 
It must have, since one is able to reveal it to us, though 
another may not. 
Entering the domain of science we will consider the 
material means of music. Music is produced by sound, 
but all sounds are not musical. Tone is the result of 
regular vibrations; irregular vibrations produce noise. 
The regular vibrations which produce tone we get from 
three kinds of instruments—wind instruments, stringed 
instruments, and instruments of percussion. For ex¬ 
ample, a harp is a stringed instrument. If a harp-string 
be drawn out of place and suddenly let go, it will vibrate 
very rapidly, losing, little by little, the amplitude of its 
vibrations until it returns to a state of rest. So long 
as the string vibrates a tone may be heard. 
Tones have pitch, intensity, brightness (or dullness), 
and color. The pitch of tones depends on the length and 
tension of the strings—a long string vibrates slowly and 
gives a low tone ; a short string vibrates rapidly and 
gives a high tone. Some ears are too dull to hear the 
higher vibrations. There are many inaudible sounds in 
the universe for most people. As Lord Byron says : 
“There’s music in all things, if men had ears." 
The intensity of tones is due to the vigor of their 
vibration. Tones are bright or have life if the strings 
are tense; they are dull or dead when the strings are 
relaxed. Tones have also another quality, called by the 
French timbre, by us tone-color. Every different instru¬ 
ment has its easily distinguished tone-color caused by 
the different ways of producing the vibrations. The 
tones are not produced by the vibrations themselves, 
but these vibrations set the air in motion, and the sound¬ 
waves thus produced go on and on ; and who knows but 
that they go on to the unknown shore, and will meet us 
there, either as harmony or discord 1 
The thoughtful student who can read between the 
lines will find among these apparently dry, scientific 
facts some suggestions which, if heeded, will modify his 
whole life and conduct. 
Let him also study the mathematic ratios of vibra¬ 
tion and learn why some intervals are concordant or 
consonant, and why others are dissonant; and let him 
note that the concords travel far, while the discords 
quickly perish, proving that the true must outlive the 
false; or, as Wagner exemplifies it in his operas, the 
evil principle must be overcome by the good. 
As the student pursues his investigations into the 
science of music, he finds everywhere the evidence of 
divine law, and as he reads the history of the past, and 
learns how many years it took man to discover these 
laws, and sees how through the long, dark ages music 
evolved from the crude barbaric chant up to the present 
rich expression of the highest ideals, he bows h.s head 
reverence. . , . 
At the same time that he is practicing to acquire techni- 
I skiU bringing into play all his physical forces, aided 
the riowers of the mind, he finds that he is gradually 
veloping the qualities of a well-rounded character; 
learns patience, appreciates the valueo( time,-hours 
the beauty of order and system , I , ti n t DO 
he grows to love his work, for he finds patient toil so 
richly rewarded. He has a growing conviction that the 
self-discipline requisite to master an art is a most potent 
tool in the carviDgof one’s character. 
The broad-minded student, who has studied his music 
from all standpoints, who has reflected deeply on the law of 
vibrations, finding it a law which pervades the universe, 
will be filled with such a reverential spirit that he will 
begin to realize that music has a higher aim than mere 
sensuous gratification. If the theory of Pythagoras be 
true, that the universe is full of music, but that men 
can not hear it, for their souls are not yet attuned to 
the divine vibration, he sees that he has a mission as a 
musician, and he determines not only to elevate his art, 
but also to elevate mankind by his art. He will regard 
his powers and attainments as a gift from God, to be 
used for the good and happiness of others. He is now 
impressed for the first time by the truth and significance 
of the utterances of the inspired seers of the world- 
philosophers, poets, and musicians. Did not Plato 
say, “ Music was given to men by the immortal gods to 
appease the troubles of their souls ” ? The poetess Land on 
asks, “ What can wake the soul’s strong instinct of 
another world like music?” And Beethoven asserts, “It 
is music alone that reveals to us and gives us the hope 
of a loftier life.” 
From these studies the musician will learn the spirit 
of music, and as he gives it expression he will aim to 
diffuse harmony among his fellow-men and help to fulfill 
the prophecy of the poet Mazzini where he says : “ M usic 
is the harmonious voice of creation, an echo of the 
invisible world, one note of that divine concord which 
the whole universe is destined one day to sound.” 
THEODORE THOMAS ON POPULAR MUSIC. 
The clamor for so-called “popular music” makes it 
impossible to present a good program without the sup¬ 
port of this “influential minority,” and yet a person 
who clamors for “ popular music ” does not know that 
he only means familiar mttgic; that Beethoven's sym¬ 
phonies would soon become as popular to him as the 
“Star-spangled Banner,” if he only heard them as often, 
and that it is only his unfamiliarity with the gTeat 
classic masterpieces which prevents his enjoyment of 
them. Good music, of which a Beethoven symphony is 
the highest expression, is the language of the soul. 
Popular music, in the true definition of the term, is the 
expression of rhythm, such as a Strauss waltz. 
If people only knew it, a Beethoven symphony, like a 
Shakspere drama, creates a distinct atmosphere, even a 
world of its own, but its secret beauties are not to be 
wholly revealed without a little effort on the part of the 
listener to appreciate them. 
Art is not for everybody ; nevertheless, the class which 
can appreciate this highest “ flower of culture ” is large 
enough in any American city to support it. When a 
business manager gives an orchestral concert, he doce it 
merely as a business speculation, and insists upon a 
program of popular music because he fancies that it will 
“draw a house.” The only outcome of this course is 
failure, because no orchestral music, however light and 
trivial its character, appeals to the unmusical, and the 
musical public nowadays is intelligent enough to want 
music of real artistic worth. 
In closing I would like to add a word about encores. 
We are very willing to make long programs when de¬ 
sired, and play all the music the people care to hear, 
but a very little reflection will teach any one that artistic 
unity can only be achieved when all the component parts 
of a program are properly adjusted to each other, and ia 
utterly ruined by throwing in at haphazard a lot of 
extra material which does not belong to them. The 
effect of adding encores to a program is exactly the same 
as that which would result at a dinner if, after the 
gnests were seated at table, they should force their host 
to add to his regular menu a plum-pudding after the 
soup, oatmeal after salad, fish after the ice-cream, etc., 
and only produces a musical indigestion as unsatisfac¬ 
tory as that which would follow eating the foregoing 
hodge-podge of food. 
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Moman's Mork in miustc- 
Edited BY FANNY MORRIS SMITH. 
The Women’s Philharmonic Society of New York, at 
a meeting held in its rooms in Carnegie Hall, Friday, 
May 12th, listened to a reading by Miss Adele M. 
Fielde, parliamentarian, of its completed constitution, 
and formally adopted the same. Mrs. M. Fay Peirce 
was then pronounced President pro tem., and Mrs. 
Louise Gage Courtney, Vice-president pro tem., by ac¬ 
clamation. The first election of the society under the 
constitution will take place in May, 1900. 
The appearance of Miss Fielde as adviser in framing 
the constitution of this important society brings out the 
fact that without expert assistance it is almost impossi¬ 
ble to prepare an instrument adequate to the needs of a 
body at all complex in its operations. Aside from the 
fact that laws that will work in practice look to the in¬ 
experienced eye less desirable than Utopian schemes that 
bring endless trouble and vexation, a chartered club is a 
business organization which exists under special legisla¬ 
tion enacted for the conduct of corporate bodies ; has 
rights and restrictions, liabilities and exemptions pecu¬ 
liar to itself. 
How many women entering a club know anything 
about the legal status of the body which they have 
joined ? How many could define a club from a firm or 
know the meaning of the words “corporation limited,’’ 
or the difference between a club with a charter and a 
social assembly informally organized ? How many 
women know at what point in the organization of a club 
dues may legally be collected from its members ? or can 
tell what constitutes a libel, or a lien, or a license,—to 
take at haphazard subjects likely to come up during the 
prolonged existence of a vigorous club of manifold in¬ 
terests ? 
Since a club is in its social aspect and operation a 
household, but has its issues opening on every hand 
into the world’s work, it is the very best possible 
arena for training women for professional and trade life, 
into which circumstances are forcing them, just as 
parliamentary law, which must of necessity rule in 
club discussions, is of all training the very best that 
could be devised in the etiquette of business. For par¬ 
liamentary usages are courteous, decorous, reasonable, 
logical, expeditious. To know them is to be able to 
conduct, with the greatest possible efficacy because the 
least possible friction, those affairs of life which require 
consent for united action, and their powerof concentration 
of thought, self control in speech, and logical develop¬ 
ment of argument is the precise thing of which women 
are most impatient and in which they are most deficient. 
When women learn that the privilege of an unbridled 
tongue arises from the irresponsibility of a class whose 
word stands for nothing, they will have got on far to¬ 
ward appreciating the dignity of business life. From 
that is an easy step of recognizing that the principles of 
Christianity lie back of correct parliamentary procedure 
just as they lie back of good social usage in all its 
forms. Parliamentary law is the working expression of 
that high civilization where bodies having mutual in¬ 
terests agree to discuss them calmly and to abide by the 
decision without mutiny or rancor. It is the only 
method by which women could ever have arrived at joint 
action with men in public affairs. 
The history of Miss Adele M. Fielde is, when taken 
in connection with this subject, more than a little sug¬ 
gestive. While other women have been clamoring for 
civil rights as a means to establishing equality between 
the sexes, Miss Fielde, cognizant of the infelicities of 
female life, even in our high civilization, has sought 
within woman herself, rather than in conditions ontside, 
the solution of her problems. The economic independ¬ 
ence of woman is her remedy, rather than a nominal 
equality that must lapse under present conditions, no 
matter how vigorously argued. A woman that is self- 
supporting is in a position to exercise the rights of inde¬ 
pendence ; add to this that under French law, at least, a 
married woman is her husband’s equal partner in his 
business,—that is, she is recognized as the equal factor 
in the work of home-making that lies back of all busi¬ 
ness. She is a citizen. But, as Miss Fielde and other 
thoughtful women see life, it too often occurs that 
women not trained to self-support, not self-respecting in 
a consciousness of the dignity of labor, believe that they 
have a right to idleness, and grasp at matrimony as a 
means of getting themselves supported ; then, once em¬ 
barked in this pursuit, wreck the homes they have ac¬ 
cepted as a speculation by their selfish grasping at ease, 
luxury, and amusement. What would the vote of such 
women be worth in the conduct of national affairs? 
What is the effect of the feminine influence which they 
exercise in their own homes? Is it not the very result 
that men most dread in political life ? Love,—industri¬ 
ous, loyal, thrifty, self sacrificing love is what makes the 
world go round ; and such love independent women, 
who, if they marry at all, do so for true affection, give. 
To such women motherhood and home-making become 
the holiest and most sacred functions of life. Their 
household is clothed with purple and fine linen, and 
their husbands sit among the elders of the gate. Matri¬ 
monial speculators too often achieve none of these. 
Thus the kind of training which parliamentary tac¬ 
tics—and every other participation in the right doing of 
the world’s work—offers is the best gift which modem 
civilization has for women ; it leads to that economic 
independence which permits woman to be the arbiter of 
her own destiny. 
THE RHYTHMIC BASIS OF THE MUSIC OF 
BACH. 
The period of Bach falls between 1685 and 1750; 
that is to say, he was the contemporary of Louis XIV 
and Louis XV, of Frederick the Great, and of George 
II of England ; also of William and George I. He was, 
therefore, the contemporary of the minuet, which is an¬ 
other way of indicating that the age of Bach depended 
on the court dance for the expression of its social emo¬ 
tions. 
Instrumental music had arrived at the precise point 
where it was to part company with song and dance, so 
long its inseparable companions ; but was still uncon¬ 
scious that it would displace and destroy the ballet, which 
for centuries had been the highest artistic expression of 
dramatic feeling. Gluck had not yet made war on Ves- 
tris; and Taglioni was still to dance tragedies a century 
later. It was Bach himself who was to endow music 
with that potent dramatic quality which, until then, 
had been sought in the pantomime of the dance. Every¬ 
thing that is now expressed by instrumental music- 
devotion, love, passion, despair—was danced in Bach’s 
time. 
In the first oratorio, produced in the year 1600, was 
provided a sacred ballet, which would carry feeling to its 
highest point. The steps of this religions function have 
been preserved; they embraced satto con capriole, 
the pas to be varied after each verse, sometimes using 
the gagliarde, the canario, the corrante; and they ex¬ 
pressed the helpless and forlorn condition of the body 
after it had parted with the pomps and vanities of life, 
as was typified by casting away its gold collar and tear¬ 
ing the feathers from its hat. The music of this oratorio 
was largely in declamatory style ; but it was preceded 
by a madrigal accompanied by instruments. We re¬ 
member the polyphonic character of the madrigal, an 
art form of the highest beauty. 
The religious dance as a part of worship still lingers 
in France and Spain, the Latin races still cling to 
their festal processions and folk-dances ; polite society 
ammes itself with the mazurka and the watyz ; but few 
and rare are the opportunities offered to witness the steps 
and gestures that flitted before the mind of the masters 
who wrote those “suites” which opened the path to 
sonata and symphony. 
To interpret Bach aright we must return, in spirit to 
the time when motion was significant; when the art' of 
dancing, having passed from the free inspiration of 
pantomime and gesture, had run the way of all arts and 
elaborated certain fixed formulas for the expression of 
feeling, and thence arrived at the stage where these 
formulas, arranged mechanically, elaborated the artifi¬ 
cial yet not meaningless forms of the figurated dance. 
Eor these figure dances, the artistic and emotional sig¬ 
nificance of whose every gesture and step were still 
living in the imaginations of the dancers, Bach wrote 
his immortal suites. 
Last week a number of these identical old dances 
were given at the yearly entertainment of Mr. P. Har¬ 
vard Reilly’s school, in Hartford, Conn. This school 
is an institution peculiar to its home ; for thirty-fonr 
ye are it has been Mr. Reilly’s pride to bring out before 
the social world of this demure old city a variety of 
ballet dances which no stage in America has ever been 
able to rival in their perfection, grace, and emotional 
quality. This, the last anniversary of these entertain¬ 
ments, offered a program especially interesting to music 
lovers. Besides the Highland flings and hornpipes (who 
stops to remember that the first of these, danced abo»t 
crossed swords in its home, was originally a Gaelic relig¬ 
ious ceremony ; while the second, called after the music 
of the little Welsh pip-corn (pipe-horn), was in its origi¬ 
nal form the Celtic representative of the British branch 
of an art of which the Highland fling and the Irish reel 
and the gigue are very old rites?) besides these the 
gigue was well represented on the program under con¬ 
sideration, the young dancer, a boy of fourteen, ex¬ 
ecuting at least twenty steps. It is practically the same 
dance for which Bach wrote, many of the pas which 
now constitute it dating back to remote centuries. The 
steps of these three national dances are at the very heart 
beat of all Celtic music ; they must be seen and their 
rhythm felt in the body before the musician is able to 
comprehend the physical motions that the composer 
expressed in his notes. 
Among the dances of the occasion, a “huntress ”ex¬ 
ecuting a number by characteristic and beautiful panto¬ 
mimic steps and poses recalled to the initiated the 
classic bourse, which, indeed, she was dancing. Nine 
couples likewise danced the royal court minuet as per¬ 
formed by the royal families of Europe, M. Pittipas, 
Imperial Master of the Ballet at Vienna, who composed 
it, having communicated the same, personally, to Mr. 
Reilly. These steps, still known by their old names, 
the pas menuet, pas grave, pas covp/i, pirouette, ronde de 
jambe, etc., with their complementary pantomime with 
fan and chapeau, are the very ones which the Grande 
Monarque affected, and which Bach, and after him 
Mozart, saw flitting before them as they wrote. In 
none of these old measures are the feet the all-important 
factors of the motion ; hand, head, and limbs all have 
their part in the pantomime. “ The Shepherdess who 
has Lost her Flock,” also supplied, on this occasion, the 
physical expression of the musical “ pastorale ” ; while 
a Spanish dance and the “ French Coquette, with her 
Parasol " (the latter danced by an exquisite little witch 
of perhaps seven years), by their grace, naivetd, and 
innocent delight, restored these abused pas to theirproper 
artistic expression. 
This remarkable exhibition offered two elaborate 
cboragic numbers, notably the “ Butterfly,” a scarf 
dance originally introduced into America by “The 
Black Crook,” at Niblo’s, requiring thirty-two danseoses 
and a solo prima donna. It shows the figure of a butter 
fly, whose wings are made to palpitate by the pulsating 
feet of the danseuse who represents the body of the insect. 
The motions of all the corps de ballet in this beautiful 
and poetic tableau are exquisitely graceful as they 
slowly dissolve from one pose to the next. Done by 
children with a fervor and delight that bewitched the 
gazer, the impression was overwhelming. The program 
closed with an elaborate scbne de ballet of thirty 
danseuses, known as the “Persian Garden.” This 
beautiful series of poses, pas, and tableaux was glTeIj 
with the same faultless perfection and high emotions 
quality as its predecessor. 
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The school, which embraces the flower of Hartford 
iety and which in its thirty-four years of existence 
his proved itself a valued factor in that atmosphere of 
high morality which wise parents love to throw about 
their children, is, in a very great degree, the legacy of 
its early patroness, the late Julie P. Smith (author of 
those old novels, “The Widow Goldsmith” and “ Cris 
and Otto ” etc.). She it was who perceived the possible 
value to an all around culture of those physical exercises 
and pleasures which the world at large is but now recog¬ 
nizing to have lain at the basis of Greek education. She 
it was who encouraged the young master to impress on 
the school that character of precise and graceful decorum 
which has long adorned the youth of Hartford in their 
social life with a certain aroma of chivalry that no 
fin de eiiele degeneracy has dissipated, and which was 
her own in principle and practice. Thirty years ago, 
in the heart of the Land of Steady Habits, there was 
little conception of the artistic atmosphere which is the 
very breath of life to the cosmopolitan American of to¬ 
day. Wagner was not accepted ; picture-galleries were 
very rare; orchestras were almost unknown. New Eng¬ 
land nourished her spiritual life solely by books. This 
idyllic school, inspired by artistic enthusiasm and devo¬ 
tion to an art, the astonishing charm of which is all but 
forgotten, bloomed a beautiful exotic, nourished by the 
blood of Puritans in the most conservative and, be it 
said, elevated of social atmospheres. This it is which 
has made it what it is—an exquisite combination of the 
highest poetry of motion with absolute chastity of ideal 
and performance. As such, it is a fit place of pilgrimage 
for all who love the music of the days when music and 
dance were one. 
WEDNESDAY MORNING MUSICALE OF NASH¬ 
VILLE, TENN. 
Among the many large and influential music-clubs of 
the country none has a better established fame or more 
honorable record than the Wednesday Morning Musicale 
of Nashville, Tenn. The club is now in its ninth year, 
and has become the leading factor in the musical life of 
the city. 
During this present season the programs have been 
remarkable for their classic nature and great variety, and 
for their consistency. You have not seen, for instance, 
a “representative program of the modern Russian com¬ 
posers,” with numbers on it by Liszt, Grieg, Kjerulf, 
Leschetizky, and perhaps one or two pieces by Karga- 
noff, one or two by Tschaikowsky, and one or two by 
Rubinstein (who is about as far from Russian in style 
and spirit as Pergolesi or Palestrina). Another peculi¬ 
arity of these programs is the reverent spirit with which 
special composers are adhered to, the substitution of 
others being allowed only under special circumstances. 
This is the true secret of the success of the woman’s club. 
The membership is large, 200. There are several 
degrees” of standing: Active members, twenty-five; 
gnests, five ; honorary, one; associate, nearly two hun¬ 
dred. The active and honorary members and guests are 
the music-makers ; the associates have only to listen to 
the good music given them every alternate Wednesday, 
in their beautiful club-room, the only woman's club- 
room in Nashville. This hall seats 350 ; its high, vaulted 
ceiling makes its acoustics the most perfect of any room 
that we have. It is greatly sought after for smaller 
mnsicale8, but the Wednesday club guards these priv¬ 
ileges carefully, and only those who are in vital connec¬ 
tion with the clnb have the opportunity to give recitals 
there. It was opened with a brilliant recital by Fanny 
Bloomfield-Zeisler in November. The club also gave a 
midwinter song-recital by Katherine Bloodgood. 
Each year, in February, the club gives a fine Wagner 
Program, and its exceptionally good singers and violin- 
ists, and well-drilled piano quartets for the overtures, 
made up, this year, the finest amateur musicale ever 
heard in Nashville. These Wagner days are special 
features, and invitations to the club on that day are 
^gerly sought after. 
On the 9th of February the club gave the Grieg can- 
ak*’ Olaf Trygvasson,” with brilliant soloists and a 
splendid little chorus of thirty-six. Mrs. Thruston, the 
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president of the club, and her sister, Mrs. Street, the 
accompanist, drilled the choruses. 
This club gave a large sum last year to help the Nash¬ 
ville Lyceum bring Theodore Thomas’s Orchestra there, 
and has repeated its generosity this year, giving toward 
two Thomas concerts in April. 
The president of the Wednesday Musicale is Mrs. 
Gates P. Thruston, a woman of marked ability as a 
leader; her thorough musical education and exquisite 
voice make her peculiarly fitted for the position. 
There is much encouragement for the musical out¬ 
look of the South while cities the size of Nashville can 
boast of such progressive, up to-date organizations as 
the Wednesday Morning Musicale—organizations which 
keep up a persistent effort to infuse the real spirit of 
music into the community. 
The officers of the Wednesday Morning Musicale are 
as follows: Mrs. Gates P. Thruston, president; Mrs. 
John II. Reeves, vice-president; Miss Alice Leftwich, 
secretary and treasurer. 
THE ST. DE CHANTAL MUSIC-CLUB. 
We are glad to give the program of the music club 
formed among the students of the St. de Chautal Acad¬ 
emy of the Visitation, Washington, D. C. The organiza¬ 
tion of this club consists of a president, vice-president, 
secretary, treasurer, and librarian, with an honorary 
president, who directs the work of the clnb, being, in 
fact, the head of the music department of the school. 
None but active members are admitted. 
The working program of the club is admirable, be¬ 
cause so easily within the reach of beginners in the 
study of musical history. One composer at a time is 
selected and attention concentrated on his life and works. 
Twelve questions of general information in musical his¬ 
tory and theory are given out at each meeting and an¬ 
swered at the next; and readings from The Etude, to 
which all subscribe, form a part of the work. The 
meetings held monthly include a characteristic selection 
of the works of the composer under consideration. The 
following is a specimen program of this society : 
Beethoven and his Wobks. 
Character sketch of Beethoven. 
Menuetto in E-flat, Opus 31, No. 3. 
Menuetto from Opus 49, No. 2. 
Andante and Variations from Opus 14, No. 2. 
“ Nel Cor,” with Variations. 
Essav, “Historic Notes.” . 
Allegro from Sonata, Opus 2, in F-mtnor. 
“ Sonata Pathetique,” Opus 13. 
The literary character of the entertainment given 
above recalls a pecnliar variety of biographic club- 
work which for many years held a prominent place in 
the proceedings of a literary society of which Mrs. 
Mary J. Holmes, the famous author of Lena Rivers, 
« Meadow Brook,” and a very long list of similar tales, 
was a moving spirit. The members of this club were 
many of them teachers, professors in the Normal School 
and the Academy which preceded it, the village clergy, 
and lovers of good reading generally. At every meeting 
some one was selected to give a “ personation ; tba is, 
to select the history of some noted personage and relate 
it autobiographically without proper names, after which 
the listeners wrote on folded slips of paper the name of 
t|‘e character whom they had recognized in the history. 
Ihese slips were given to the personator, who read them 
Iloud, giving the number of votes for each, and then 
the editor betl0Dged flnh the pleasure in this entertainment never 
flagged and to this day certain valuable bits of informa- 
by X in the Brockport Literary Society. 
THE BARNARD CLUB. 
AT a recent meeting the Barnard Club of New York 
itself in a club-house in the near future, 
voted to id- - ig<)4 and in its short life 
men and women to its membership. It has no presi¬ 
dent or salaried officer, its administration being by a 
board of managers, which has entire chargeof the affairs 
of the club. The artistic life of Barnard Club is cared 
for by two independent committees : that of literature 
and art, and that of music. The membership, now 
more than six hundred, comprises the cream of literary 
and artistic metropolitan society ; the members having 
been selected exclusively for their “clubable ” quali¬ 
ties. 
In this club, which has been followed in its organi¬ 
zation by similar institutions in different cities, the 
problem of the extended cooperation of men and women 
in all those social interests vihieb grow ont of our 
various forms of culture seems destined to be solved. 
It has reached thepoint where it begins a complete home 
life. It is an assemblage of people drawn together by 
their kindred pursuits and culled from the masses of 
thinking New Yorkers by reason of high moral and 
social qualities. There remains but one question as to 
its success in housekeeping: its willingness to do, and 
faithfulness in doing, the work for humanity that its 
hand will surely find to do. There must be a nobility 
of united purpose in the club which prospers, just as 
there must be in the private home of which it is the 
extension. Comradeship is the object to be sought in 
club life ; and it is labor, and nothing else, that makes 
comrades. 
THE BACH SOCIETY OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE. 
This society was founded five years ago to encourage 
among its members serious study of the great classic 
masters; to establish a permanent fnnd by which its 
students will be enabled to hear the best composers pre¬ 
sented by artists ; and to fonnd a scholarship for the 
study of music in the college. 
Its first president was Miss Lucille Gisbon ; its sec¬ 
ond is Miss Beverly Price. At each regular monthly 
meeting a program drawn from the works of a classic 
composer, and played from memory, is presented by the 
members, together with biographic and critical essays. 
The Artist Fund this season provided a recital by Dr. 
Henry G. Hanchett. The founding of the scholarship 
will be the first work of the ensuing year. The anni¬ 
versary of the society is one of the distinctive features 
of the college commencement. 
Grand Rapids, Mich., boasts a club-house for its 
music society. 
Miss Maud Morgan, the favorite New York harpist, 
is dangerously ill of nervous prostration. 
The Morning Musicale, of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
never allows the names of its members to appear on its 
programs, sixteen of which are given yearly. 
Mme. Luisa Cappiani, the celebrated and successful 
vocal teacher, of New York city, has retired from teach- 
ing and returned to Europe. She has been in this 
country for nearly twenty years. 
Gikia are but women in miniature, and it is natural 
to suppose that women slionld understand their girl 
pupils better than would men, providing that they fit 
themselves for such work, and do not take it up merely 
to earn a little money. This paragraph is addressed to 
earnest teachers who are trying all that they can to do 
sincere work. Make a study of child nature and aim 
to get into the confidence of those under your care. 
Never weary in seeking devices that further such effort. 
The wide spread interest in kindergarten methods as 
applied to the teaching of music suggests a field which 
women have practically to themselves. If so, why not 
seek to explore the field thoroughly, seek its borders, 
and cultivate with that intensiveness that makes some 
parts ofthe earth veritable gardens of roses instead of 
untilled wastes. The great successes of to-day are made 
by specialization, by putting all one’s energies to the 
work to which one is best suited, and as nearly as may 
be in the field in which there are the fewer laborers. 
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THE PROPER AGE TO BEGIN STUDY. 
This is the most momentous problem in the whole 
vocal Held. It strikes at much that is evil or ill advised. 
The light of investigation reveals a pitiful condition ; 
disaster following fast upon indiscretion, the blow fall¬ 
ing always upon the innocent. The subject is presented 
with the hope that many mistakes may be avoided by 
following the suggestions contained herewith. One of 
the difficulties attending literary work in the technical 
vocal Held is the extreme variableness of what might be 
called a working center. Voices, as well as conditions 
surrounding them, defy averaging. Classification of 
vocal types is a precarious experiment, and attempts to 
reduce the modes of operation to rules is well-nigh 
ludicrous. A mighty principle, however, is involved in 
this question, behind which one can safely retreat, con¬ 
scious of security—that is the principle of “nature’s 
infallible honesty.” She is ever to be trusted. It is 
because blind and ambitious parents ignore her truth 
that so much error is promoted. 
One of two things confronts us : either vocal work is 
attempted at too early an age, or it is pursued in a 
manner fatal to high prospects. Which is it? Plainly, 
it is the latter. Any young girl of fourteen or fifteen 
who reveals promise of a fair voice should go into train¬ 
ing, providing she can find a teacher who at all appre¬ 
ciates the necessity for careful treatment. “ How,” will 
be asked, “may the parents know whether or not the 
teacher is capable?” By observing carefully the 
teacher’s mode of instruction. 
If the pupil is a young girl, she should have two les¬ 
sons a week. If the teacher allows her to sing any out 
of lessons for the first six months, it is safe to say the 
teacher can not be trusted. If the voice is taken beyond 
an octave in range during the first twelve or eighteen 
months, one may well doubt the wisdom of the teacher. 
If for the space of two or three years the child is allowed 
to sing in school, in church, in choir, or in choruses, then 
it is certain there is error in progress. If the voice is 
used to produce loud tones, or if any forceful selections 
are attempted, the danger is very great that too much 
haste is being made. Such are a few of the hints 
that will enable parents to maintain an oversight of 
the voice of the girl from fourteen to seventeen years 
of age. 
Now, let us suppose there is no teacher accessible 
whom one can fully trust: what shall be done ? Most 
emphatically, there is but one course to pursue, and that 
is not to allow the child to sing at all. The voice can 
wait. If it is of value, it can better afford to wait, even 
until half of the journey through the twenties is made, 
than to take serious risks. 
Of course, there are other views on this question. 
There is a class of cynical, so-called voice experts who 
claim that a valuable voice will defy the indiscretions of 
an ignorant master and rise to the level of its possibili¬ 
ties regardless. But we are dealing with the question 
as it affects the rule and not the exception. The facts 
are that many valnable voices would have remained in 
obscurity had it not been for the right training at the 
critical period of study—that is, the first year. And we 
are not to forget that “rare voices” are not so rare after 
all, for it is the quality of thought and effort that puts 
value into a voice. 
While we fally agree that early study is important if 
it is absolutely safe, we will support the waning courage 
of many who are obliged to wait by saying that over 
fifty per cent, of the successful professionals in this 
country did not take up the study of singing until after 
they were twenty, and fully ten out of a hundred until 
after they were twenty-two or twenty threeyearsof age ; 
and I know of a number of self-supporting artists in 
church and opera whose vocal powers were discovered, 
as it were, after they were thirty years of age. 
The prudent parents, therefore, need not feel that 
hope has vanished because the means or the right 
teacher are not available for the girl in her teens, or even 
later. 
But the prudent parents can and will watch closely, 
lest the voice become harsh and false through wrong or 
too much use. Loud singing at school or in choruses, 
shouting at play, carelessness in the matter of colds or 
throat exposure, are under the control of the parents, 
and watchfulness will be well repaid. 
Concerning the boys and young men—here conditions 
are different. One must wait until the voice is changed 
and settled before even the most careful training can 
begin. The incident of the voice having been used in a 
choir as a boy’s voice in no way affects the situation, 
as the change is so radical. 
It is noticeable how completely wanting in confidence 
these young choristers are when they begin to test their 
new conditions with cultivation. Except for their 
musicianship, one would not suppose they had ever 
sung. Once the boy’s voice is settled, the rules that 
apply to the female voice hold with the male. It is 
noticeable tbat the male voice responds more quickly to 
development, and that a greater percentage of male 
students succeed than females. This is explained easily. 
Comparatively few young men are attracted to singing 
unless they have had repeated assurance that there was 
enough reward to make it worth the effort, so the selec¬ 
tion of the fittest is made at the outset. 
The boys make their first attempt at singing in a 
diffident, half-hearted sort of way, while their sisters, 
who have never fully remembered the time they could 
not sing, are quite in the habit and spirit of song. If a 
safe rule could be made, it would probably place the 
girls’ beginning at fifteen and the boys’ at eighteen ; but 
there are so many people who rejoice in rules, and 
imagine they will command success if they follow 
them, tbat it is better to impress upon their minds the 
utter helplessness of a definite age standard and to throw 
them upon their own judgment and resource to deter¬ 
mine the question. 
To sum up : let nothing prevent early study, if money 
and a right teacher are available and if the voice is 
ready. Let nothing induce its attempt, even if the voice 
and money are ready, unless one is sure of the caution 
and reliability of the teacher. 
A REVIEW OF MR. ROOT’S ARTICLE IN THE 
JUNE “ETUDE,” ENTITLED “HOW TO 
SPEND THE HALF-HOUR.” 
Mr. Root has asked some practical questions with a 
view to promote discussion, or more firmly to rivet the 
attention upon an important matter. Agreeable to his 
suggestion, I am going to set the example and give my 
experience, hoping that many teachers will fall in line, 
and that we shall get a worthy symposium. 
While unquestionably there are dishonest or designing 
teachers of voice, I can hardly imagine any so reckless of 
their own good repute as to “wilfully devote three- 
fourths of their time to developing high notes or working 
for striking effects ” when there is yet need of solid, 
routine, technical work. If there are such, they had 
better select another field of effort. There is, to be sure, 
a class of teachers that would properly be called itin¬ 
erant, who travel from pillar to post; whose coming is 
heralded wfth much trumpeting, who gather in a class 
of pupils with changeable proclivities equally pro¬ 
nounced, to whom they teach their meager hut highly 
polished repertory. This being quickly exhansted, and 
the pupils also, the lonely studio is closed and new fields 
essayed. As a people, however, we have arrived at a 
degree of intelligence which is discouraging in the ex¬ 
treme to mere pretenders. And where there are teachers 
who are yet unsuccessful, the cause is usually lack of 
experience or well-directed discipline, and it is to such 
that many of our suggestions are addressed. 
I myself feel disposed to answer Mr. Root’s inquiry 
with his two words, “It depends ”; but shall aim to avert 
his displeasure by telling somewhat upon what it de¬ 
pends. 
First, upon the pupil. If, in the early grades, twenty 
minutes of the half-hour should be equally divided 
between careful tone taking and light, wide scale work 
(by that I mean covering the entire compass, with not 
too great a variety of scales, taken as rapidly as is con¬ 
sistent with clearness and true intonation), the remain¬ 
ing ten minutes in melodic work (it may be songs or 
vocalizes, preferably the latter), the rhythm to which 
he refers with emphasis can not fail to improve, as in all 
exercises, whether they be in tone-study or scales, it 
should be intolerant of violation. 
But, again, it depends—this time upon the teacher; 
this teacher frequently finds the half-hour exhausted 
before even the tone-period has been passed, in which 
event the succeeding lesson balances the discrepancy by 
devoting the greater portion of the time to the work 
passed by in the preceding lesson. 
Again, it depends upon the object of the pupil. It 
does n’t take long for a teacher to get at the root of the 
pupils’ purposes, whether they are out for serious study, 
to put on a little social veneer, or to gratify casually a 
sincere love for music. The teacher who discriminates, 
who is not in a rut, who does not apply the same medi¬ 
cine to every patient, will adjust the work of the half- 
hour accordingly. 
The serious pupil, the one who is ambitions, would, 
for the first two years, have many lessons entirely tech¬ 
nical, and a great predominance of technic in all 
other lessons. The veneer pupil would be treated with 
frequent lessons deeply suggestive of the real worth of 
music and of one’s possibilities in the field, keeping the 
allurements of the art prominently in the foreground, 
with the hope that higher motives might be the result. 
The pupil whose aim is dilletantism, I should think, 
would be treated to many conversational lessons, which 
would tend to broaden the sphere rather than to promote 
individual attainment; and there would be great modi¬ 
fications in these cases, which still further emphasize 
Mr. Root’s brief but apt formula, “ It depends.” It 
makes no difference which way we turn in the field ol 
vocal music, we are impressed with the fact of its isola- 
lation from all other branches of study in the matter of 
treatment. It invites plausible rules, only to defy them ; 
it sets examples which, if followed blindly, would lead 
to sure ruin of the one who pins his faith upon another s 
experience. It builds high hopes, only to wreck them. It 
takes what seems to be very common clay, but within 
which is concealed some very rare alloy, and lifts it to 
a pinnacle. It inspires the eager teacher with courage, 
which in the succeeding lesson or quarter is rudely 
dispelled. It astonishes him beyond measure to see 
growth from what he believed was fallow ground. 
I do not devote any time whatsoever to rudimentary 
technic, beyond correcting mistakes, but invariably 
insist that the pupils who are defective place themselves 
with a reliable teacher of sight-singing. I do not tbia ' 
it just to the pupil that a high-priced teacher sbou 
spend valuable time teaching rudiments of music w es 
it is possible to have the work thoroughly accomplice 
by one who has made that a specialty, and who can aflo 
to teach the branch for perhaps less than half what t 
pupil must pay for vocal instruction. 
While I would enjoy to go more deeply into detai , 
and to allude to the work in the more advanced gra e., 
I find myself limited as to space, and will add that t 
whole question can be summed up in these few wo i 
Spend the half-hour in a manner that shall promo 
progress that is as rapid as is compatible with sa e 
Get the best there is in you into touch with the best t e 
is in the pupil, to the glory of the art. Adhere as clo-e 
as the majority of pnpils will allow to your 
and perfect your system as far and as fast as P0991 ^ 
A business or profession devoid of system is a mos 
table dependence. And, finally, let no half-hour lesson 
" witbout dropping a seed of thought into the mind 
of the pupil that can be taken home and applied to the 
betterment of the practice. , , 
And now, my friends among the teacherB, how do yon 
spend the half-hour? What would you advise? Give 
ns the benefit of your experience, and let us have a sym 
posium sufficiently comprehensive to make a few general 
rales possible,-nay, helpful. 
Send all communications to H. W. Greene, 489 Fifth 
BACH AND VOCAL MUSIC. 
BY J. LAWRENCE ERR. 
The name of John Sebastian Bach suggests to most 
people the wonderful genius that gave to the world the 
beginnings of modern instrumental music along at least 
three lines-namely, the organ, piano, and violin. His 
fertility of invention in every direction was so great that 
he seemed to require an instrument to express his ideas. 
We rarely think of Bach otherwise than as an instru¬ 
mental composer ; yet his influence on the vocal music 
of to day has been very considerable. 
As a choral composer Bach marked the beginning of a 
new order of things. The music of the medieval Roman 
Church had culminated in Palestrina. To this day his 
music stands as the highest type of the impersonal wor¬ 
ship exemplified in the mass. Palestrina and the school 
which he represents wrote “ pure music ”—that is, music 
which is formally and theoretically perfect, that trans¬ 
gresses no rules and breaks no laws. So cunningly was 
much of it constructed that it sounded just as well 
bottom-side up or with the inner and outer parts ex¬ 
changing places as it did in the original position (which 
was very often poorly enough). 
Of necessity, so much formality left little room for 
the expression of individual prayers and aspirations. 
With Protestantism the value of the individual began 
once more to reassert itself. The worshiper, under the 
new system, addressed the Deity directly, and in his 
own personal, colloquial way. Thus we find that the 
Protestant Bach gave us infinitely more of himself in his 
works than the Catholic Palestrina ; and, in so far as he 
did this, he was the greater artist. 
He wrote in a manner that would appeal to the hearts 
of his hearers. True, his music does not always sound 
raviehingly beautiful now, but people enjoyed different 
things in those days. One would hardly call Shakspere’s 
dramas popular nowadays. The fact remains that it was 
Bach, more than any one else, who was responsible for 
the evolution from medievalism to modernism in music. 
His was truly “music of the future.” Not even Wag¬ 
ner was more of an innovator. He builded so wisely 
and well that when Mendelssohn revived the interest in 
his works, one hundred years after they were written, 
they were as fresh as when they left his pen. And 
to-day their appeal is as strong as ever. 
The reason is evident. No work of art can survive 
nnless it comes from the heart and goes to the heart; 
and while Bach’s style may be archaic at times, there is 
80 Much of the heart-feeling in his works that they can 
never quite lose their interest and charm. 
We no longer read Spenser in the original; even 
Shakspere is generally read in some “edited” form. 
But their thought is still as beautiful as of yore, and the 
world to-day is better for their survival. 
So it is in large part with Bach. We no longer speak 
bis language. The musical language of to-day is more 
flexible and fluent and graceful than was his—thanks 
Tcry largely to his efforts. It is often necessary to read 
bis works several times to see their true beauty, but the 
result well repays the labor. 
As a writer for the solo voice Bach is not widely 
known. He made very considerable use of the recitative 
m 90me of his works, confining the solo voices almost 
entirely to this form of expression. He has, however, 
written some arias of rare beauty. The same appeal is 
felt here as in all his other work. The personal equation 
always in evidence. Bach never exhibits the dry 
. nes °f composition ; he always clothes them with liv- 
>ng ideas. They may be old-fashioned—they are never 
dead. 
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His training as a choir boy, and afterward as choir¬ 
master in Leipsic, made him understand writing for the 
voice, so that, while he often tested the singers’ mental 
capacity, he never gave them impossible tasks to perform. 
His music, compared with much that had gone before, 
was lyric to a degree. It was always singable. He did 
not use the throats of his singers as so many organ pipes, 
as was too often the case with his predecessors, but made 
due allowance for vocal limitations—truly a gTeat stride 
forward. 
In a word, Bach was a thorough modem in spirit; a man 
with new ideas and the strength of character necessary 
to carry them out. He broke loose from the conventions 
of the feudal past and turned the tide toward the free, 
untrammelled light of our day with an impetus tbat has 
grown as the years have passed, until it has left him a 
towering peak that stands as the first and greatest land¬ 
mark of the “new music.” 
NOTES OF CASES FROM THE RECORDS OF A 
VOCAL HOSPITAL. 
II. 
EDITED BY F. W. WODELL. 
Case No. 4.—Patient a lady about thirty years of 
the larynx, tongue, jaw, lips, etc., by the rapid repeti¬ 
tion (without sound) of the brief sentence already re¬ 
ferred to; also the syllable “ lab,” with quick “ 1 ” and 
motionless jaw. These exercises were afterward prac¬ 
tised with tone on middle pitches. Gradually the pa¬ 
tient acquired more and more skill in putting on breath- 
pressure while retaining correct control thereof and 
freedom of the instrument. Attention was now called 
to the sensation of vibration in the mouth when the note 
sounded to the rightly controlled breath, and to the 
good effect on the clearness and sonority of the tone of 
combining the “ willing ” of an increase of intensity of 
said sensation with an increase of breath-pressure. 
The middle tones heretofore referred to as “uncer¬ 
tain” were now firm and clear, though not large. The 
patient was next given the usual primary vocal ex¬ 
ercises, but kept for some time below D-sharp, fourth 
line, treble clef. The voice gained in power, and, best 
of all, the intonation was perfect and the tone lost its 
acidity. The treatment had so far worked well, and 
an occasional flight, npon an arpeggio, as high as G 
above the treble staff, showed that only time and 
thoughtful practice were needed to develop the power to 
sing with ease and beauty of tone on high pitches. The 
patient was much encouraged and desired to continue 
the treatment until the cure was complete, but family 
age ; fair education in science of music and piano-play¬ 
ing. Had sung privately for some years. Was much 
dissatisfied with the quality of her own voice. 
On examination the patient showed a keen ear for 
pitch- and tone-quality. The voice proved to be a high 
soprano, of thin tone, with a somewhat nasal or “ oboe ” 
tinge ; very uncertain as to production on middle C, D, 
and E, with a change and slight improvement in quality 
on F up to fourth space C, treble clef, but progressively 
more acid above that pitch to the D above high C. 
The patient frequently sang sharp on both middle and 
high pitches, and, while she recognized the fault, was 
unable to remedy it. 
Diagnosis.—Patient suffering from throat rigidity in a 
severe form ; larynx driven up in the throat; palate, 
tongue, and jaw involved in rigidity ; influence of lower 
resonance cavities minimized; patient high-strung, 
nervous, mentally quick, the mental dominating the 
emotional. 
Treatment.—A short lecture upon the necessity of 
bodily relaxation, with a few simple exercises, and 
emphasis of the idea that to.sing is not a task, but a 
pleasure. Instruction as to correct position for singing 
‘-heels together, weight of body balanced upon ball of 
either foot, active chest, smiling eyes, floating jaw, 
absence of rigidity throughout the body. Exercises in 
noiseless deep breathing, based upon the useful idea 
that the patient could “will” the air of the room to 
enter her lungs and gently separate waist-front from 
back, and side from side, and return-a rhythmic inflow 
and outflow, noiseless and effortless. Next, the rapid 
toneless repetition of a brief sentence of short syllables 
while breath flowed out, followed by use of some exer- 
• _ in gDeaking, and (later) singing-voice at middle 
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claims upon her made this impossible. 
QUESTIONS HfiD ANSWERS. 
E. C.—To answer your question as to the falsetto 
voice so intelligently that it might be of general inter¬ 
est would necessitate my printing your letter entire, to 
which I should not object were we not limited for space. 
The question interests me because it so perfectly de¬ 
scribes the mind of the young singer when grappling 
with what seems so important a problem. His leeling 
is that if that one question can lie settled, he has some¬ 
thing to stand upon that is definite ; but that question 
will never be settled. 
In the first place, in quoting Osgood, Sieber, and Bas- 
sini, be has confounded all the vagaries of nomencla 
ture. Every part of the voice has been set apart and 
differentiated from other parts by use of the term “ fal¬ 
setto.” What hope is there of arriving at anything 
clear on the subject until, in the vocal field, terminology 
has been rendered authoritative by a congress of vocal- 
ists? , . 
However, let ns proceed with the question. The 
pianissimo tone in the tenor voice above F is perfectly 
acquired in some voices without any tendency to a de¬ 
parture from the quality and condition which obtains 
in the full voice. Others find no comfort in attempting 
to secure contrast except by adopting this superficial 
and, in the opinion of many, unnatural tone. In some 
cases this tone harmonizes or is consistent with the lull 
voice because it is governed by its overtones and iden¬ 
tified with the same hollow spaces, and in other cases it 
seems to lie entirely foreign to the voice proper. Borne 
find it possible to crescendo from this voice into the full 
voice and return again with no perceptible change ; 
others work unceasingly lor a long period and then do 
not succeed in covering up the deleat. 
What are we to gather from all this? Tbat all voices 
differ, not only in matter of quality of range aDd indi¬ 
viduality, but in this peculiarity of elasticity which 
makes the propounding of such questions possible, and 
in fact probable, in the experience of nearly every 
thoughtful user of the voice. 
r A. F.—A baritone’s compass may be two octaves 
between G’s ; that of a bass the two octaves between E- 
flat. It must not follow, however, that because a voice 
easily takes extreme notes that it is a bass or baritone ; 
that must be determined by the quality. Basses are very 
rare ; always in demand. Baritones are very plentiful. 
It is the typic American quality. 
2. I would advise you to call upon some thor 
onghly reliable teacher in your city and have your voice 
tried ; if the teacher finds your voice promising, he will 
put you in the way of study in a manner that will be 
possible for you to conform to financially. Tbeeditorof 
this department will give the names of a few of the best 
Chicago teachers in a personal letter if eo required. 
Magdalene G. and C. M. G.—Yonr question, which to 
select as between conservatories and private teachers, 
is not easy to answer. It ought to depend npon the 
conservatory and upon what teacher* yon should find 
vonrself placed with, wbat advantages the school would 
surround you with outside of your private instruction, 
and then compare all with the work of some private 
teacher. There is no question but tbat the atmosphere 
of a music-school is favorable to much that is known as 
musicianship, which the private studio often does not 
afford. I would certainly advise the study of both vocal 
and instrumental music. 
y;*4 THE ETUDE 
Tub grout work by A. J. Goodrich, which it now in 
r,a*« #otitI«l “Theory of Interpretation," la rapidly 
approaching completion 
A complete theory of interpretation waa never before 
undertaken, neither here nor in Europe. Thia volume, 
by Mr. Goodrich, ia therefore unique. 
One would handy enppoee that a enhject ao appnr- 
ently I a tangible could he explained and illoatrated ao 
dearly that the average atudrnt could readily under, 
atand ami apply the tbeoriea which Mr. Good rich haa 
here put forth. 
M. I.aany wan the Brat to attempt an explanation of 
the phenomena of exprraeion, and hia effort* deaerve 
much praise. Rat the rale* were too arbitrary, and 
there wae a lack of ayetem. 
Hase Hilt leaned a pamphlet on the anhject in which 
he need aome of l.naey’a idea*. Ilot bla la too brief to 
he of material aervlee. 
Then there wan Kl»tiw»ll, who pot forth a email 
and rather vagne book along the name tinea, and the 
larger work by Chriatleni, In which that talented author 
exploited aeveral original but very dogmatic thcorira of 
raewnure and rhythm. While the hook la Intereating to 
mart musician*, it ronlaina bnl little for the pnpil. 
Mr. Goodrich'a work ia written expreaaly for the stu- 
dent and the young or inexperienced teacher; for the 
author know* that aorompllahrd musician* and eminent 
artiata are not tip* one* who have the greataat nerd for 
a ayatem of expression. 
To any one aendtng n* aeventy-llve tenia we will aend 
the complete work when pnhllahed. The price of the 
book when once on the market will he at leant $2 00. 
The offer ia only in forre during the time the work ia in 
pffQ. 
I.AXrw.jt’s “Might-Reading Album,'' rol. it, ia not 
yet ready. We ask a little more patience from onr ad¬ 
vanced anhacribera. The author haa deemed it neceanary 
to makerhangveand alteration* that will drlay the work 
some weeks We hope to have the work delivered be¬ 
fore the next inane. 
V* 
Wg will aend Thr Error for any of the three anm 
mer month* lor only twenty five cent*. Thia offer ia 
especially for the benefll of pnpila whoae regular lemon* 
are impended during the anmmer. Tbeteatimony from 
I hone who hare Irted the plan has been most encouraging. 
Pnpila retain in the fall eager for mnair There ia more 
time for reading musical journal* tn the aiirnmer than in 
the winter. Thee# three month*' anWriherw read every 
thing in Hie journal ; they atndy the piecw, play the 
dneta with friends, and sing the song*, lie fore cloeing 
yoor work for this aeaannaek the more pmrotaing ofyonr 
pnpila to try the twenty live-rent offer and note remits 
Tttgalbnm of " Modern Sonatinas, ’’ hy Manrita |«tf- 
aon. iaon the market, and, from the way the nnaoltciled 
testimonials arc coming in, the work meat be eminently 
satisfactory The ntreoat care haa here taken in tb# 
selection and editing of the pieces. There tuw been an 
avoidance of the usual sonatina# of Kuhlau and lie 
menti. In the work there Is plenty of good material of 
high order that is Jus* as useful and classic, hot more 
pleasing to the average student than are Kuhlan nod 
Clement!. Other feature# of the hook deserve mention > 
It ia not so difficult a* mart sonatina albums. It can bs 
used preparatory in Kuhlan or in connectinc with it. 
Inatewd of Cleaaenti, try our “Modern .Sonatina#" They 
will interest both pnpil and teacher. 
* 
THork of onr patrons wbo are active in teaching during 
the so turner can have our new sheet russtr isenoi sent 
monthly. It is our custom not to send our new music 
out dnring the summer "on sale" nnless specially re¬ 
quested. Wc are publishing qnite a number of new 
things, which will be sent out with the first package in 
the fall to our patrons. 
Tug “on sale” music mnst be returned during the 
summer. We ask a complete settlement once a year. 
Those who have not made returns of unsold music will 
please do so without delay. Do not forget to place the 
name of the sender on the ontside of the package, so 
that it can be identified. Make inquiries which way 
would lie cheaper in sending. If west of Mississippi, the 
express is generally as high as mail. The size of package 
will have to be considered. If more than fonr pounds, 
do it op in several packages if sent hy mail, since four 
pounds is the weight limit of packages sent hy mail. 
lx another part of thia iaane will be fonnd advertised 
a lot of Hunday-achoot music-hooks, which will be dis¬ 
posed of at very low prices. They are all new, only a 
little shelf worn. If you desire something for Sunday 
eve yoo can get a supply now at prices far below cost. 
We have also an immense number of single copies of 
books which are not on this list for want of space. We 
will sell the lot at only five cents each. If the selection 
ia left to us, we will send six for twenty-five cents. We 
do not pay transportation. Each hook will cost about 
four cents postage. When ordered in quantities, they 
will he sent hy express. Thia offer will only he in force 
during July. If you desire any of these books you will 
have to act quickly, or they will be gone. 
V 
Mb I homahTaupkr'h new work, “ 1’icto res of Great 
Compoeera," is now on our special-offer list. The hook 
will be out early in the fall. We would advise every 
teacher to add thia work to his library. The work is 
written for children, and is especially valuable, since 
there ia very little musical literature adapted to the 
child's mind. It is a work that a teacher can hnnd to a 
little pupil to read while waiting for a lesson. It gives 
the chief events in the lives of great composers in the 
form of s narrative. Only those events that nppeal to 
the child have been selected. There are no dates, no 
difficult words. Mr. Tapper is an educator first of all. 
11$ understands the child's mind, and at the same time 
poMMaes a knowledge of the masters of music with lit¬ 
erary experience, all of which are necowary in writing 
snch a hook. Our special price for the book to those 
who subscribe in advance is 60 cents. If the book is 
charged to those having accounts with us, postage is 
extra. 
nuunier 
he better then the one which preceded it. No math 
what the season of the year may be, our aim is to kef 
up the pressure. We .re always „n the lookout f< 
ideas and material that will help the music teacher an 
music student. We have many people with many idei 
to suit, and we endeavor to introduce in every nnmbr 
that amount of variety necessary to suit all. In tl 
summer month*, when the musician, teacher. « 
student doe* not work so hard st the technics! side « 
bis training, he should devote a coDsideishle portion , 
spare time to reading, ami we nrge that The Etcd 
be given atmhl. thorough, and thoughtful rend in, 
Tb.it the efforts of the editor and publisher are anpr. 
£2 “* J00™1 - -W-lt it- way Zw 
by the fort that, even at this season,-the dullest of th 
year from -bus, ness slaodpo.nt.-TH* Etude keeps o 
f""» “• of most flattering lette, 
from new rerolero in ail parts of the country, whir 
shows that Thk Etude is, in truth, an “ educational 
musical journal.” 
Ik addition to the regular features, Thk Etude for 
August will contain the first part of a discussion of the 
subject of “musicians and matrimony,” a very thought¬ 
ful and valuable study of the influence of the musical 
profession on the character of its followers from th* 
social and ethical point of view. Besides this, there will 
be several essays of great practical value to teacher*, a 
fine musical story, and a chapter from Mr. Goodrich’* 
book on “ Interpretation,” now in press. 
*.*• 
Fok some reason there are more letters lost throngh 
the mail than there used to be ; we do not know whether 
it is because we are receiving larger mails or whether 
the Post-office Department is more lax. It is very ag¬ 
gravating to our patrons to send an order, wait a week 
for it to appear, or, rather, for it not to appear. The 
result is that we are accused of all sorts of delays 
and inattention. This is to suggest that, when any of 
onr patrons are placed in this position, in addition to 
making the complaint, they kindly duplicate the order 
which has not appeared, in which case it is possible for 
us to immediately send it, while in the other case con¬ 
siderable explanation and correspondence go on before 
the order gets to ns again and is sent off; and not only 
that, but perhaps in the mean time the person has lie- 
come impatient and ordered elsewhere, and we are the 
losers without being the guilty ones at all. liepeat your 
order when making the complaint, and we will fill it 
and investigate it afterward. 
Just at this time, at the end of the school term and 
the beginning of vacation, we desire to extend to onr 
patrons our sincere thanks for their orders daring the 
past season. 
The careful publishing of works of vnluc and onr lib¬ 
eral system of dealing with the teacher (we plan to hare 
every transaction satisfactory, no matter what the root to 
ns) seem to have been appreciated, and we are able lo 
report one of the largest and most successful years of our 
business career. It has been a most active year wilh 
us. In addition to the many new features in trod nerd 
into onr lmsiness, we have published largely. I’erhape 
one of the most important moves was the addition of 
the stock of Wm. A. l’oud & Co , which almost doubled 
onr own, making it possible to fill orders even more 
promptly than heretofore. 
We have a number of works in contemplation, which 
will be brought out in the early fall ; and when the new 
season approaches, we hope that we will not only enroll 
among onr patrons for next year those who were with 
ns dnring the last, hut those whom our friend* ba»e 
recommended to ns dnring the snmmer. 
In this connection we can safely say that the large 
subscription list which this journal baa at the present 
time, not to mention the business, we feel is due entirely 
to the efforts of our subscribers in making known to 
their friends and pupils the worth of the journal and of 
onr works. For this we are thankful, and hope to con 
tiuue to show that we are. 
If this reaches the eye of any teachers who baee not 
dealt with us, we hope they will drop ns a card and let 
ub send them onr complete catalogues, which mention 
the advantages which we allow to the teachers in tb* 
way of promptness, discounts, terms, etc. 
We have been favored in the past with qnite consider 
able advertising patronage from the mnsic school* and 
teacher*. There is no doubt hut that this idvtrlUff 
lias netted them returns, for they have continued with 
us year afteT year. There is not enough advertising 
done by the schools and teachers. We want to stari 
fall with a larger advertising patronage from this dart 
It wonld be hard to reach each teacher and school *#F* 
rately ; so that we hope that any who are interested. 
who have a school, will write to ns and get our *p»* 
terms for professional advertising. Some of the 
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teachers in the country are known only locally, 
l^ich, perhaps, takes from them advantages not 
^Oorjournal circnlates among the great majority of 
-bools and teachers throughout the United States, and 
*ait* a number in Canada. There is no better way for 
1* teacher to make himself known or for a school to 
obtain patronage than through its columns. 
Sputai. Offer foe July.—We desire yonrrenewal. 
U i* not necessary that your subscription expire at the 
oresenttime ; if yon want to renew and take advantage 
of this offer, it makes no difference whether subscription 
wpired a few months past, or whether it will expire 
within a few months in the future, so you send it during 
this month. 
These offers have met with favor, which is the reason 
wt have continued them from month to month. Our 
offer for this month is as follows : For $2.00 we will 
renew yonr subscription to The Etude for one year 
xnd send a copy of “Mnsic Talks with Children,” by 
Thomas Tapper. This is one of the most attractive of 
ill the musical books that have ever been written. It is 
not only attractive, but it is inspiring, and makes de¬ 
lightful reading not only for the young people, but fully 
at much for adults. There is a charm and a value in this 
book entirely without parallel in the literature of mnsic. 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
"Caprice Celeste,” by Carlos Troyer, is an exam¬ 
ple of the popular drawing-room piece ; a broad, rich 
melody, with graceful ornamentation ; just the kind of a 
piece to attract and to hold the attention of the listener 
tbeae warm, summer hours. It is in a slow mazurka 
rhythm, and should have some of the piquancy and 
light-hearted spirit of that form. 
“Rondb d'Amour,” by Van Westerhout, is a fine 
type of the modern lyric style. There are a number of 
pleasant little surprises in store for the player who uses 
this piece, the melody at certain places being hidden 
rnnniagly away in the chords for the right hand. There 
wtwt not be too much swing in it, since too strong 
aoenla and a fast tempo will take away the daintiness 
of certain portions. It is a good example of a piece 
«h»t "sing*.” 
“ lx Olden Time,” hy Bernhard Wolff, is in the 
rhythm of one of the stately dances of the days of old, and 
•hould he played with a certain reserve cliaracteristic of 
*h* manners of those dayB. The piece will be found 
awful in helping to a taste for the best in music. 
“Mv Heart is Ever Faithful ” is a flue piano 
tranwription °f Bach’s great song. It will well repay 
careful study, and any one to whom Bach has hitherto 
a* a sealed book will surely want to know more of 
th* great master's works. 
Meditation ” is a four-hand arrangement of the 
At* Maria,” which Gounod wrote to the nccompani- 
*>*01 of the prelude to the first fugue in the “ Well- 
fowpered Clavichord.” The melody is so well known 
thu we are sore that our many readers will appreciate 
<h* opportunity of having it in a piano version. 
i-A( hs" Gavotte in G Minor ” is one of the most 
►’’polar, bright, and interesting of the great master’s later 
poiilions. The three selections in this number will 
* h» found useful in a Bach recital, and are within the 
r'*ch “f »*ny players. 
First Thought,” by F. von Wickede, is a good 
for the reed organ, and can be used as an opening 
notary or for instruction purposes. It is broad in 
ic character and rich and solid in harmony. 
Morning Greeting,” by Schubert, is one of the 
from the many written hy the great master of 
^ ^ •* from the beantifnl cycle of “ The Miller's 
’ It ia one of those songs that should be 
■Fpertoire of every teacher and singer. 
* L80*0 °F *>RAISK’’, >>y Gonblier, is a splendid 
J* (burch or concert use. A fine, broad, flowing 
, . * ncb accompaniment, and an inspiring text 
°e to make up a magnificent song. We are certain 
•i wifi please both singer and listener. 
THE ETUDE 
HOME NOTES. 
spoti- 
Miss Floy Orscoeyc, pupil of Mr. A. G. 
Tenn., gave a reclul Jlty 26ih. Her program included i 
tions by .Saint-S&ens, Chopin, Lint, and Wagner. 
The Choral Class, Mount Vernon, N. Y„ Mia* Fanny «. Levy, 
conductor, gave their last concert of the eeaaon In May. The club 
has twenty-five members. 
The pupils of R. P. Seller1* School of Music, Cincinnati, a, |><< 
a miscellaneous concert of piano, violin, mandolin, and either erm- 
posltions, May 2Uh. 
Mr. Nicholas Douty, tenor, of Phllndolphia, give a nvilal of 
select English, French, and German songs Jane 12th. 
Thk graduating exercise* of the Conservatory of Music, Upper 
Iowa University, Fayette, Iowa, were held Juno Mh. There were 
three graduates. Mr. B. Dubbert i* the director. 
Mrs. John 0. Baiter’s class gave and-of-aeaaon m ital*, June 
15th and 17th, at Cedar Rapids, Iowa. 
Miss Gleisc, Tacoma. Washington, gave a pupil*1 recital June 
8th. The program included classical and modern work*. 
Miss Cecilia R. Berry, of Vlneannct, Ind., assisted by her 
pupils and Miss Borne*, soprano, gave a recital Jan* 21*t. Th* pro¬ 
gram was well selected. Other Vincennes recitals wrrv Mist 1 ibe- 
ly on Weisert’s, Jane 80th, and Mr. Leo Thu is, Jon* 26th. 
The tnnnal concert of the Davis Pianoforte School. Taunton, 
Mass., was held June Cth. Piano and violin oompraiuona wero 
played. 
The commencement contort of th* Copley Pquarr School. Boston. 
Maas., Katherine Fiancee Barnard, principal, was held Msy 7»ib 
There were two graduates. 
The commencement exercises of the Lockwood Collegiate School, 
Mount Vernon, N. Y., were held June tth. Thor* wero seven 
graduates. 
Mr Russell Kieo Miller, of Philadelphia, won tbs Mb pries 
oflered by the Araetlcau Guild of urganbu for organ oompooitlai.. 
Mr. Miller’s work waa a Feotival Marrh In <»-«nt)or. 
Me. James W. Hill, of Haverhill, Mam , seel us hit announce¬ 
ment of June recitals, which are fourteen la number. During th* 
past season Mr. Hill arranged for • aeries of nineteen noaorrt* tnd 
recitals of various kinds, ns writ ns * series of organ furttale on 
Sunday afternoons 
The commencement exercises of the Dev Moines Musical College, 
Dr. M. L. Bartlett, director, were held June liih and IbGi Thors 
were scren graduate*. 
The graduating nereis** of th* Waco, Texas, School of Music, 
Mrs. K. T. B«*cb, prlodpal, were held June Tth. There wer* four 
graduates. 
The commencement concert of Boliln. Institute, Va . was held 
June 6th. An orchestra under tb* landerahlp «f Mlw MHh L 
Winn assisted. 
* Ms. C. J. SCHIBKST gar* a recital of <lamlenl and modsrn emn 
positions at the Fremont, Nab., Normal Sdrool. Juno tat. 
Ms E. WErriroBiH Latto* and hit pupil* g«v* n rodtol at 
Ashary Park. N. J., J**e Tth, presenting piano. rWls, *od »«•> 
numbers. 
THE concert and dosing e.orrlm. of Urn Virginia Female Inati- j he eoncer. w.t4>, dlrmUor 
tute, Staunton, Vs, wero hem June 
of the musical depsrtment, wm In charge 
Ms Robert Thalloe, Brodtlyn. V T.,arrumgod a rwg— pew 
gram for Jon* 10th. the thirty-eighth oooerrt *«f th* sew* 
number of pupil* amlstod. 
phis F»-. Mr Ferdinand BWW,ll«»*ir 
gave the dosing musicals of the • 
TSE Saturday Morning dub of Jo*. Crt.. **« * 
Dowell concert June 2d. 
Mu' Loc Cosmo.,a sroaa. Iwh- 
her junior pupil. May «*. *‘T»D *4 ^ 
_lh. arknMpMa Methodist Collegw, 
TB. gradoatin, were thro* ,rod«- 
Arkadelphls Art. rnalB*. d I motor of 
The collage orchewlr*. under mr. tm 
mode in th* college, assisted „ , . . M 
us W Waiw.ii LaVB*s g»** W 
JingL, Mo The modern rom.»Uc sebmd* — 
on the program. 
N.W York a*”’”** n ^ mrlM gaartrt. of O-rtmrt. 
K, pr' *V «T*Va of ^peert. during «h* #«** •«*•' hrta*' Ps, show a good record of ooneen* 
in, out some sixty dlfiereul worka 
i JbM W. 
Nm- 
>Jr EdwaSI> BaxT*» Phit I* 
■i bit w»" 
, i tot cm**r*. 
Camden. Ms, for ft-* »*< » » 
of which 24 were In the 
AU wero w , Wrr*W 
A joist rortml M.v mb 
Li„U. a !*• ^ ^ . crrular dHng 
Ms N. H. I11®. _n>*<tion* In snrhm* rtmMmn 
‘ “ o' tnrtTtj:ZZZ * ton>b« r»» hnva This I* the h«* ndrmllsiug 
TH. nr- —« *£2 
Xaror Fchnrw»ks „ a rr(,rt»roSonfvol 
second jdano (of «Me «o»t»-ZoI g. 
Juortry, hy 
Mr Bpmwmt»t. 
way Hall, June Mh Mr. C t. Tnelws, Mr Jonogy, nod oUwro 
wees prewool The now work abound* In odWuw* posungus oud 
•pnrkltng molody, and promises * hrdltnai future si the bands of 
virtuosi. II to rumored that Mr Juaeffy trill pbfft >1 ujiot hit 
program tor tb« eamlDf 
Wi Kiuotlodgf th# rm4|M of tho n<fttiffr of lU# ( wimet tauN’) 
of Iftitlr of lb# W«0t Virfluia **%m>u*ry, fUwtl hout«oo, 
W. Vt, Mr. i. 3. JoUrj, dt root or 
Vim VfiidAUT M. Wm urTt Mu* Rutt hmillt g»*« tu*4» 
frodnoUnf nduii it lb* Votin liotWgo Cnmimtory of Muitfi, 
Tolndo, loom, May Slth lid 3Kh, nopn tjwfij, Mr V I--. (i*tw 
IMktad. 
Mih* MiRT t’laaMV gt«e thf •ririitj Ui)Nl tori to) of th# <«dli 
Kipidi * Irvi) Oillifi of Mwdr, Jtine Itoch. 
Mr. Lrm.> OKtiRUt, IlttfelHif^. IV. irriAfnl • roriiol \*y mini* of 
hi* rloliu pupili, Jqm Iblh- 
iHOMi (hr BoUbta rteiiftb glno by Mr. ilruniir HimiKtiiiii, 
of 9u Leouti, and hi* pupil*, *u aw of #ofti from " hi 1i*h)» font* 
po*or*/' M»> Slat. 
Wft hiv* rantrad lh« rc^Ul< t of th* (wiorYMnry of MumI# of 
Hi'feta Odlago, Hlrw.O,, Mr ISofoo* louftoUafo, dUronior. Th* 
" Student Art tat OlMWM—I * vm hold Jaw VRti 
Tmr Chftutooqua Hr bool of M«wi. ho* a *teon# f»« tH ? iht* yoor 
Wm. H Sherooofl, Hr M It riloo, J. Horry thoho, t. V. !• lap 
lor. Ho! MtrmMoh, L H Looaoh. OmIn I. hirdiRMid 
beoay, J. t*. liortor, ohd Mr. K. T T«Wy. IwtfwtUm to oil 
brooch *a. 
Tub Control Aohool of Moolrol Art, of Irwdiyt, X*». Henry U, 
MoofthoU, dlrortof, hoa io*« Mod* a 4opoMm*f«it of Ad*>i|fhl f nlh pr 
ond will h* kuutii oa "The Adelphl MmoI of Mu*i«*t Art ** l»r, 
Jloorhetl hoa orroopod *ot»* nploodld oorw* loading to hlph ouri* 
rionohlp Tb* fMi I leg* con oonCar th* of of Mu*lt 
Jo Kobbt, tb* anlcoot eiotlolot, bo* Wi*ot«*d to Thllodelphlo. 
II* «rtU doeot* hi* Um* M coneart cod i U*n.l»» w»n- |*l*j »**| ood 
toaeblog. 
Ml Ai.ram* do ttvt, of HooUhi, fm o ouwlm of year* a ilnll* 
icoebor lo th* V*t Koglood OMoniiuiy of Moot* ood a *rW* 
koctro n*t»om«pUyo*, ha* Mired fma a*iJt* Oot% oi>d will 
took* Montroal, Gaoada. hi* hoa*. 
Mi W. L. •u^iiRcoai’Riaiii, of Ihiyloo, Ohio, ho* r*e|gii«d hi* 
poaltiooa m organUl ood ribetf dlracRor of th* Third RKionm fVwly* 
Otonali and dimitor *f th* l%lthM«tooUi Mot luty, ood olM 
p* abroad for a yoar or too. II* A Hod h>dh coiihtw for «*» »»ty 
oo* y«ar*. 
I want to thank Tll« Kn l»« ftd Ouow a|*R* ial *(\vta* 
0411)0 I know wbot* T«H EtCM frfTeto on vtl ing II to 
pod. Wm. T. Tummul 
MOMMft Dnrl AtlHim M nwirad, cowl nan Um 
iorh in toaliitof It. It coatalM a idlloik*, ht»df 
he all of yonr pvblWvtlofti, Ikf |»o|«ot awd tyyw atr fiw. 
itoaKTlIlVk OhdAh. 
I ota tuinic Mawn'R " Tdi' k irm! Twliik/' »t*d 
bat U fhr atimaaooa any WhUrod nM katootlt 
Mhm M Km Mhhit 
think th* work Iia Ci#aii4 J. 
| bar* sprat yai boon U» y**! ^Mfll 
ffrro *»•"* ** CwtUA. 
J roww.l vswl Hook Nn. I of "trtartieu na4 
itndF n#nss.” *o4 «|*«« #**foion»*#* ftoff G*» «• 
# erortJy what It wan tod lo ftsaho ttndiM h'H only it»‘ 
ersmting sod pioaming. trot nlun v#T| Inrtrtutiv# IT*«»« 
«04 l»c oight ccqiiro 
1 will nay I aw w#ll |4«mm1 wilh irtfewilwot y<ro 
awe given my ortirow horoArtforo I •**■ * growl **1 «f 
ansic, saA expert to otvlrt rt»» «f y*» few •*** •*» 
Mm f'l.ahs Wgi,»*x 
I rwnrirewl th* fin* Wk <*f ik* ftefew#)! ” Wm4»#* 
'loemi ' m4 n» flellghtoA with it Th* tim# 
i irodgm ” is rwrUinlv t#k»u *w*y with th* feigM. Hi 
rrvwtlng stofiie* of the pvrownl I mart have th* #dm« 
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